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Introduction
On Monday, March 23, 1992 at 10:30 a.m. I walked into what I thought was a routine meeting of
the Board of Directors of WordPerfect Corporation. Bruce Bastian, the Chairman of the Board,
invited me to sit down in his office. Alan Ashton, the President of the company, entered the room
and took a seat. The three of us had been the only members of the Board of Directors for the past
ten years. We owned all the stock in the company.
Alan made it a point to tell me we were having a shareholders' meeting, not a Board meeting. This
seemingly small clarification was no minor detail. As with most companies, the shareholders of
WordPerfect Corporation rarely met in an official capacity. When we did, it was usually to meet
legal requirements rather than to address any serious business issues. The important decisions were
made by the Board of Directors, even though it consisted of the same three individuals. A special
meeting of the shareholders meant a change to the Board.
Duff Thompson, our attorney, also joined the meeting. He repeated Alan's warning that we were
having a shareholders' meeting, and gave us each a paper to sign to make sure the meeting was
absolutely official. This did not look good for me.
Alan looked down at the conference table and recited from memory what sounded like a carefully
worded speech. He and Bruce believed it was time for a change. They wanted to add three new
members to the Board of Directors, so more people could have a voice in the important corporate
decisions. Twice I interrupted to try to understand what was happening. After each interruption,
Alan repeated his speech from the beginning word for word.
Bruce then explained that some of my responsibilities had to go to other employees, so more people
could have an opportunity to make important contributions. Specifically, my marketing and sales
duties were to go to someone else. He made it clear I was still wanted on the Board and in the
company, but I would have to accept a different role. He said my influence in the company was too
great.
I felt numb.
When I started working with Alan and Bruce in 1980, their company had only six employees and
sales of about $20,000 a month. By 1991, my last full year with the company, we had more than
4,000 employees and annual sales of more than half a billion dollars. More than 10 million people
used WordPerfect worldwide. The company had no debt, more than one hundred fifty million
dollars in the bank, more than one hundred million dollars of real estate, and millions of dollars
worth of computers, cars, and furnishings. Our reputation was as impressive as our bank balance.
Our customers loved our products. Our employees never wanted to leave. We had built a company
worth perhaps two billion dollars, without the help of experienced business professionals, and
without losing even a small part of the company to outside investors.
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We discussed the proposed changes for almost three hours, but the final vote was never in doubt. I
owned one percent of the stock and Bruce and Alan each owned half of the rest. Sales were down a
little for the current quarter and they had made up their minds. They no longer wanted me running
their company.
I told them I did not want to stay if my marketing and sales duties were taken away. That would
take all the fun out of my job. They argued that my other duties were important and that my
contribution would still be significant. I would have an opportunity to express my opinions and cast
a vote on all important decisions.
Although I believed they were sincere in what they said, I could not stay. I did not believe a
committee of six people could effectively run a company, nor did I have enough energy left to try to
make it work. If Bruce and Alan did not want me running their company, I was ready to leave. The
past year had been a struggle, and twice I had written unsubmitted letters of resignation. They had
paid me generously over the years, so I did not need the job for the money. I felt relieved. I was
ready to let them find out what it was I did for them.
When they insisted I stay, I suggested a six month trial separation, to give them time to determine
whether or not they needed me. I naively expected them to ask me to come back within a few
months. They asked me to stay one last time, but I insisted on a separation. They decided to sleep
on it.
Two days later Bruce and Alan came into my office to accept my offer to leave for six months.
Although their decision hurt much more than I expected, I promised myself they would not see me
cry. I hugged them both, wished them well, grabbed a few of my things, and left.
When the six months were up, no one called to ask me back.
WordPerfect Corporation had been my life and my identity for twelve years. It was difficult facing
up to the fact that I was not a part of that company anymore. I could not wear my WordPerfect hat
and my WordPerfect shirt on vacation and have people come up and tell me how much they liked
our word processor. I was no longer an important executive asked to make difficult decisions that
affected millions of people. I was no longer in a battle to the death with Bill Gates and Microsoft,
spending almost every waking moment figuring out how to beat them.
I am proud of the small role I played in the early years of the personal computer industry. I was
fortunate to have had the opportunity to be a part of WordPerfect Corporation's incredible success
story, and except for the ending, my time there was perfect.
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Chapter 1
Innocent at Birth
While driving back to the drapery shop one afternoon in the summer of 1980, I had a strong feeling
that one day I would be rich. I laughed to myself at this premonition. I did not care about being rich,
I just wanted to pay the bills. My wife, Marieta, and I had four little children, a mortgage, an empty
savings account, and a failing business. We were worried enough to wonder if it was time to
disconnect the telephone and cancel the life insurance.
Our financial troubles resulted from the recession of 1980, when new home building in Utah
County had stopped. I worked at Julie's Draperies, which I owned and ran with my brother, André,
and my sister's husband, Lynn. During the week my job was to visit crazy housewives who called
for appointments, giving them estimates for custom draperies and attempting to play the part of the
talented interior designer. I called the housewives "crazy," because most of them went temporarily
insane when they learned the cost of their window treatments. On Saturdays I kept the books and
wrote up the work orders from my sales. Sales for the year were down to one third of normal levels,
and my partners and I were going weeks at a time without pay to keep the company afloat. Instead
of the normal five appointments per day, I had only five or six per week.
With time on my hands and bills to pay, I took a job weekday mornings at a local supermarket
stocking the dairy case and bagging groceries. This helped keep me away from the drapery shop,
where I often received sad and sympathetic looks from the women who sewed for us. The grocery
store paid four dollars an hour, which almost covered our house payment, but I hated the job. I was
supposed to stock the dairy case and bag groceries, but it seemed I spent most of my time running
back and forth between the two duties.
If I did not have a drapery appointment in the afternoon, I worked in our large garden with three of
my little children at my feet. Sam was almost five, Wendy was three, and Ellen was almost two. Joe
was only a few months old, not quite old enough to know the fun he was missing. The garden was
beautiful and weed free and provided us with lots of food that summer.
Perhaps all the dirt in our clothes was the reason our washing machine died. When it broke down
and the repairman told us a new machine would be cheaper than fixing the dead one, my wife broke
down too. When her father learned we did not have the money to buy a new machine, he offered to
pay for a new washer, and we gratefully accepted his gift. Six months earlier we would have been
too proud to take his help.
I spent a lot of my time that summer wondering what I would do if the drapery business failed. I
had grown up expecting to earn a doctorate and do something important with my life, but after
getting a bachelor's degree in psychology at BYU in 1972, I never made it back to school. After a
year working as a bookkeeper for an employment agency back East, I returned to Utah and took a
job in my mom's custom drapery business, thinking I would save a little money and then go back to
school. When I met Marieta in 1974, getting married was more important to me than going to
school. Once the children started coming, I gave up some of my dreams and decided to concentrate
on making a living.
After my mom passed away in 1979, a lot of the fun went out of the business. She had a talent for
creating new designs and running the shop. In her will, she left one third of the business to me, one
third to my brother, and one third to my sister. I do not think any of us enjoyed owning or running a
drapery business, but we were resigned to our fate. If not for the recession, we would probably all
still be there, wishing we could find a way out.
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As I considered my premonition on that afternoon in 1980, I tried to figure out how it might come
true. It occurred to me that some of our relatives had money, and if they all died at once, we might
inherit as much as one hundred thousand dollars. Considering our circumstances, that was an
enormous amount of money, but my feeling did not seem to be about one hundred thousand dollars.
The money involved would be more than I could count. Although I had no idea how such a thing
could happen, I was impressed enough to tell my wife about the premonition later that evening.
I would not have imagined that one of our poorest relatives, my wife's brother Bruce Bastian, would
be the person to help set the fulfillment of the premonition in motion. I met Bruce in 1974, just a
few weeks before marrying his sister. When we met, he was the director of the Brigham Young
University Marching Band, and he was counting on his sister performing in his band. Once Marieta
and I were engaged, she decided to hang up her tambourine for good, so it took some time for Bruce
and me to become friends.
Bruce earned his bachelor's degree from BYU in music education and planned on spending his life
directing a high school or college band. After graduation he stayed at BYU to work on a master's
degree in music and to work part-time as a teaching assistant to the director of the Incomparable
Cougar Marching Band. When the director left to work at a college in the Northwest, Bruce became
acting director of the band. The position was not permanent and his pay remained at the level of a
teaching assistant. He did not mind the low wages or lack of benefits, however--the band was his
life.
Bruce was an interesting figure on the football field at 6' 2", 140 pounds, in his dark suit atop a
ladder at the fifty yard line. Rarely one to smile, and with enough nervous energy to power the
lights in the stadium, he was serious about his band and his music. He spent his summers writing
the pre-game and halftime shows his band performed, and he spent his spare time during school
counseling and helping band members. He had a great ensemble, which sounded more like a very
large rock and roll group than a university marching band.
For his master's thesis, Bruce was writing a computer program to display the band's step-by-step
formations during a half-time show. The 3-D graphics program displayed the band from anywhere
in the stadium--from high up in the press box, from the end zones, even from underground. His
thesis work was amazing for the time, especially since he needed to tie three computers together to
get enough processing power to run his program. Given the demands of arranging the band's music,
directing the band, and helping his students, his thesis progressed slowly.
At the end of the 1976-77 school year, the dean of the music department met with Bruce to tell him
the school was hiring a new band leader, someone with a PhD. Bruce was extremely disappointed
and was unimpressed by the dean's assurance that he was doing Bruce a favor. Fittingly, after Bruce
left, the BYU band dropped the word incomparable from its name.
Bruce's thesis project caught the attention of a BYU computer science professor, Alan Ashton. With
Alan's help, Bruce was able to get out of the music department and finish his master's degree in the
computer science department. After making the switch, he was ready to graduate in the spring of
1978. That spring Bruce had interviews with many computer companies, including IBM, EDS (then
owned by Ross Perot), and Hewlett-Packard. He leaned towards taking a job with HP until Alan
talked to him about a new company he was forming to write word processing software. Bruce liked
the idea of working in a small company, so he took a chance, deciding to work for Alan.
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Alan had begun work on a word processor in the summer of 1977. Normally Dr. Ashton spent his
summers consulting or teaching, but for some reason nothing had turned up in 1977. Rather than do
nothing, he decided to spend his vacation designing a word processor. His effort was more of a
mental exercise than a conscious effort to start a software company. In the back of his mind, he
hoped to one day find a way to bring his word processor to life and make, perhaps, an extra two or
three hundred dollars per month from the effort.
At 35 Alan looked the part of a college professor, with greying hair that was usually a little too
long, because he had trouble finding time to get a haircut. He and his wife Karen lived in a modest
three bedroom house with seven or eight children. They would eventually have twelve children,
including a foster daughter.
Alan's word processing design drew on his earlier PhD work at the University of Utah. The U of U
computer science doctoral program was one of the first established in the country and attracted a
number of now famous computer pioneers such as David Evans of Evans and Sutherland; Alan
Kay, who would work at Xerox PARC and later become an Apple Fellow; and John Warnock,
founder of Adobe. For his doctoral thesis, Alan used a computer to create music on a Hammond
organ. Although taken for granted today, computers were not making a lot of music in the early
1970s. For music to sound right, the notes have to be played at the right time, and computers back
then were too slow and had too many delays to be very good at playing them promptly. Like music,
word processing works best when things happen at the right time. When you type a letter on the
keyboard, you want to see it immediately, and you do not want to wait around for the computer to
fit your letter into a processing schedule. The techniques Alan used to make good music also helped
him to make a great word processor.
In 1977 word processing was still fairly new, so Alan didn't have to spend much time on research.
After seeing a demonstration of a Wang word processor and reading an early word processing
study, he was ready to start. He already had some experience, because most of his consulting work
and a lot of the research he did with his students was in the text processing area. Text processing, or
text editing, was a primitive form of word processing used mostly for writing computer programs.
Alan set out to design a product which was not a run-off word processor. In the early run-off word
processors, the screen did not look like the printed page. If you changed your margins, for example,
you did not see the margins change on the screen, but you would see the change when the document
was printed. Worse still, a run-off system used ugly codes, like .LM12 or @HD@B, in the middle
of the text for changing how the document looked on the page. Alan wanted the screen to look like
the printed page, with the correct line endings and page breaks and without any ugly codes. This
design eliminated the repagination step used by the run-off systems. Because Alan's document was
always formatted correctly on the screen, there was no need to reformat it for printing.
Alan's design included a number of innovative ideas. Instead of forcing the user to look at only one
page of a document at a time, Alan wanted the user to be able to scroll through the document, as if
it were on rollers at the top and bottom of the screen. He used function keys for the different
features, so he could give the screen an uncluttered look without a lot of menus. He designed in an
automatic insert, so if the user typed text in the middle of a line, the new text would push the old
text out of the way, instead of erasing it as was the standard for the time.
He also eliminated the different typing modes which plagued the early word processors. With other
products, if you were typing new text at the end of a document, you had to be in a Create mode. If
you typed in the middle, you had to be in an Edit mode. In an Edit mode, your typing would erase
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existing text, so to insert text, you had to change to an Insert mode. Alan allowed the user to type
anywhere in the document without a mode change.
By the end of the summer of 1977 Alan had a design specification of about fifty pages in length.
His clean screen, automatic on-screen formatting, absence of modes, and auto-insert were great
improvements over previous word processors. This design was, however, barely more than an
outline. If he had been writing a symphony instead of a program, you would have said he had a
collection of melodies, short phrases, and ideas. Most of the work, including the arranging and
orchestration, remained to be done. His design was more a list of objectives than a comprehensive
set of specifications. He gave his hoped-for product the unassuming name of WP and stored it away
when school started in the fall.
The next spring, at the same time Bruce was about to graduate, Alan received a call from Don
Owens. Don, who at that time worked for Itel, a leasing company in Northern California, had
dreams of starting his own software company. His background was in marketing, and he was a
prototypical entrepreneur, with lots of ideas and plans, but not a lot of money. Don had a forceful
personality--the type of guy who would always have his sales quota booked well in advance of any
deadline, so his employer would not dare to bother him if he took Friday off without permission.
Don heard of Alan because of some text processing consulting work Alan had done for Hill Air
Force base. He asked Alan to write a word processor for Data General computers on behalf of a
company to be founded, funded, and owned by Don and a friend of his named Bob Johnson. Alan
was not sure of his position in the company, although he was under the impression he would own a
part of it. In spite of the fuzzy ownership details, he was excited about the chance to bring his
design to life.
Don named the new company Satellite Systems, Inc. because he liked the acronym SSI, which he
had seen on the side of a railroad car. "Systems" was part of the name because he intended to sell
computer systems as well as software. "Satellite" fit the acronym, but was a poor choice, because
not everyone could spell it, and the word gave the impression the company sold television antennas.
It was based on Don's promise to finance the company that Alan offered Bruce a job as a
programmer. Together they signed a lease for office space and ordered a computer. Bruce at the
time was married, and his wife, Melanie, was expecting their second child. (Melanie worked parttime in the drapery business quilting bedspreads for us.) As soon as Bruce accepted the new job, he
and his wife signed a mortgage on a home. The day after the mortgage papers were signed, Don
broke the news over lunch that the funding had fallen through. Don could come up with his share of
the money, but his partner could not. Don felt sorry for Bruce and gave him a $100 bill to ease his
pain.
Alan felt terrible for Bruce and called a few of his business acquaintances in hopes of helping Bruce
find work. He learned that Eyring Research of Provo, Utah was looking for a programmer, and soon
Bruce was offered a job. Once there, Bruce learned that Eyring was under contract to provide a
Data General computer to Orem City, then a small city of about 50,000 people just north of Provo,
where Bruce and Alan lived. As part of the computer system, Eyring had agreed to provide a word
processor.
Eyring's word processing commitment was for exactly the type of software Bruce and Alan had
been planning to write for SSI. Knowing that Eyring would be hard pressed to provide a good word
processor in time to fulfill its contract, Bruce talked to Alan, and together they went to Eyring with
a proposal. If Eyring would be willing to pay Bruce's salary during the project, and if Alan and
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Bruce could retain ownership of the finished product, Alan would bring his design and his time to
the project without charge. Eyring agreed to the arrangement, which gave it a much better chance of
fulfilling the contract with Orem City. Eyring retained rights to sell the word processor if it sold
similar computer systems to other cities, but Bruce and Alan owned the resulting product outright.
Eyring's contribution amounted to only a few thousand dollars in salary paid to Bruce, but it was
enough for Bruce and Alan to get started. Alan worked practically every moment he was not
teaching, including nights, holidays, and Saturdays. Bruce worked almost every hour he was awake,
even though most of his friends and relatives told him he was crazy. Alan worked primarily on the
part of the program which did the printing, and Bruce wrote the screen portion. Together they
improved and expanded upon Alan's original design. Bruce made many contributions not only to
the code of the finished product, but also to much of the design.
By the spring of 1979, Eyring felt the program was ready to deliver to Orem City. When Bruce and
Alan let Orem City know they intended to improve the program, Orem City agreed to let them
continue to use the Orem machine without charge in return for the right to use any of the new
versions without an additional fee. Bruce borrowed a little money from his father so he could
continue full-time work on the project, and Alan continued to contribute his nights, Saturdays, and
holidays without pay. Together they worked in the basement of the city offices for another year to
make a version of WP they could sell commercially.
To raise enough money to keep Bruce up to date on his bills, Alan and Bruce decided to release a
simplified version of WP. The abbreviated version, which was designed for program editing, was
called P-Edit. Because neither had any experience selling software, they decided to go back to Don
Owens for help. They traveled to California to show Don the product, and he quickly sold a few
copies of P-Edit to his employer, Itel. Soon the three agreed to start a business to sell P-Edit and
WP. They decided that each would own one third of the new company.
Satellite Software International was incorporated in the State of Utah in September of 1979. The
new name was very similar to the old one, since SSI was still the acronym of choice. (Back then
acronyms were even more popular in the computer industry than they are today, and some people
thought it was more important to find a good acronym than a good name. Everyone wanted to be
the next IBM, NCR, DEC, CDC, or HP.) "Software" replaced the word "systems" in the company
name, because the new company intended to concentrate on selling software instead of computer
systems. International was added probably because it gave the company a more impressive
sounding name, and perhaps, because the founders eventually hoped to sell software all over the
world.
In March of 1980, the finished software, renamed SSI*WP, was offered for sale. SSI*WP did not
have nearly as many features back then, but the original product was very much like the DOS
versions of WordPerfect. A lot of the features were missing, but, with a little thought and creativity,
the features that were there could do almost anything. The software came with a manual written by
Alan and Bruce using their new word processor. The retail price of the software was $5,500, while
the company's cost to manufacture a complete package, which included a computer tape, a manual,
and a paper template, was about $25.
By today's standards, SSI's first word processor occupied a very small niche in the software market.
The software worked only on a Data General computer, only on DG's AOS operating system, and
only with Data General terminals. To print a nice looking document, the printer had to be a Diablo
1650 or work just like a Diablo 1650. While the niche was small, SSI had little competition and its
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product was very good. Bruce and Alan had paid close attention to the comments from secretaries
and others who tested the product at Orem City before it was released. SSI*WP was fast and easy to
use.
By the summer of 1980, SSI was selling two or three copies of SSI*WP each month. Although the
first sales were encouraging, Bruce was still not making much money. Two or three times that
summer he brought his wife and children over to our house for dinner. Each time they came, we
sent them home with a trash can size garbage bag full of vegetables from our garden.During those
dinners, Bruce tried his best to explain to me what it was he was doing. I knew almost nothing
about computers, and his word processing software seemed like a strange product to me. My only
experience with computers had been during a summer job in 1965, when computer time was very
expensive and programs were written on punch cards. I had no idea how much computers had
changed in the 15 years since I had touched one.
Late in the summer, Bruce talked about the long hours he was working. During the day he was
answering phones, putting together information packets, and mailing them out. At night he was
writing software. I suggested he hire a part-time office manager to handle the phones and the
mailings. When he asked how much it would cost to hire someone, I told him I thought he could fill
the position for about $5 an hour.
Bruce called a couple of days after our conversation to ask me if I wanted to apply for the newly
created job of office manager. When he told me the pay was $5 an hour, a dollar more than I was
earning at the supermarket, I quickly agreed to come to an interview, as long as he understood I
could only work part-time. I still had hopes the economy would improve and the drapery business
would recover.
I met Don Owens in early September, when he interviewed me for the SSI office manager job. He
spent more than an hour talking to me, showing me the help wanted section in ComputerWorld and
explaining the great opportunities available in the computer industry. He encouraged me to keep
looking into computers if I did not get a job at SSI. He sent me home with a few computer
magazines and the promise that if I would read them, the stories would eventually start to make
sense. About three weeks later Don called, offering me the job. I agreed to start on October 1, on
the condition I could quit as soon as the drapery business improved.
Although I did not know it at the time, that $5 an hour part-time job would turn into a great
opportunity. Somehow I had arrived at exactly the right place at exactly the right time. If Alan had
found work in the summer of 1977 or if Bruce had kept his job as band leader or if Don had decided
not to start a business or if Orem City had purchased an IBM computer instead of a Data General
computer or if there had not been a recession in 1980, then I would probably still be driving up and
down State Street every weekday with drapery samples in my trunk. Like some rare astrological
phenomenon when all the planets are perfectly aligned, all the necessary events came together at
just the right time, and a new and soon to be successful company was born.
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Chapter 2
The Battle for Custody
Starting a software company in the 1980s usually involved four rounds of financing. In round one,
the founders used their own money, and money begged and borrowed from friends and relatives, to
do market research and write a business plan. In round two, the business plan was shown to private
investors to raise money to finance development of the product. Once a product was developed, the
founders went back to their investors, and perhaps to a few new investors, for more money to pay
for round three, the product roll-out. If the roll-out was successful and customers actually bought
the product, round four was the big pay off. The IPO, or Initial Public Offering, was when everyone
who contributed money in rounds one through three sold some of their stock to the public to make a
bundle. By the end of the four rounds, the founders normally owned less than one fourth of their
company, but that was the price they paid for the chance to make a few million dollars right away.
SSI was not financed in the usual manner. Bruce and Alan skipped round one altogether--they went
ahead with product development, having no idea of the size of their market or their chances of
success. They financed round two, the product development, with their own work and some help
from Orem City and Eyring Research. Don Owens was responsible for the product roll-out, and as
with rounds one and two, he did it without asking investors for money.
Don Owens was a forceful salesman. He was about 6'1" and had a large barrel-shaped chest. He did
not give the impression of being overweight, but looked like a guy who had played football in high
school. He was gruff, stern, and not necessarily one to smile. Unlike Alan Ashton, who always
flashed a big grin whenever you saw him, Don Owens was all business. He dressed well, drove nice
cars, and had a beautiful wife and two good-looking children. He looked the part of the shrewd and
successful businessman. He loved to wheel and deal, and he knew how to close a sale.
Although an amount of $1,000 was carried on the books as the money the owners originally
contributed to start the business, not one of the three actually invested any of his own money in the
company. The thousand dollar figure was pulled out of the air, because the real number was too
hard to explain. As I understood it, the SSI bank account was opened with a check of $7,000 made
out to Don from Levi Strauss; the money was a headhunting fee Don had earned for helping the
jeans maker find a new employee. The $7,000 did not stay in the company for long, however.
Within only a few weeks of the loan, Don was selling enough software from his home in California
to pay himself back.
Don's first customer was Itel, his employer. Itel was in the leasing business, and one of the things
they leased was Data General computers. They happened to use DG computers as well. In
November of 1979 Don sold them a couple of copies of P-Edit, and later in March of 1980 he sold
them SSI*WP. One customer was all Don needed to get going. Using Itel as his reference account,
he began talking to companies with Data General computers, some of which were leasing clients of
Itel. When one of them showed interest in the product, he would jump on a plane to close the sale.
Each time he made a sale, he asked for a letter of recommendation.
Once he had a few of these letters, Don used them repeatedly to promote SSI*WP. He sent them to
computer trade publications along with his press releases. As the publications began mentioning the
new product, he sent the letters and a one page brochure to companies responding to the news
stories. If a company expressed more interest after reading the letters, he had Bruce send them a
demonstration copy of the software.
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Don always tried to sell the product for list price, but he was not afraid to make a deal to close the
sale. He was tenacious when it came to collecting the money, always extracting a promise of when
the check would be in the mail as he made the sale. By June of 1980, Don had enough confidence in
the new venture to quit his Itel job and move his family to Utah.
A few of the inquiries SSI received came from Data General's dealers. Data General sold some of
its computers direct to customers and some through OEM's. The term OEM stood for Original
Equipment Manufacturer, and it described a dealer that purchased DG computers, added some
software of its own, and then resold the computer/software system. The added software, or added
value, theoretically made the DG computer into something new and original. At the time DG did
not want to sign resellers unless they added value to the DG product. I am not exactly sure why they
formulated this policy, but back then the successful computer manufacturers were in control, and
they tended to have a lot of dumb rules.
If a DG OEM showed interest in our products, Don asked them to pay full price for one copy and
offered to sell them additional copies at a discount. The first copy had to be used in-house (in-house
meant inside the company). The additional discounted copies could be marked up and resold to the
OEM's customers. The amount of the discount ranged from 10-80%, depending on how the
negotiations went with each reseller. The discounted copies sold through resellers soon accounted
for about half of SSI's sales.
Late in the summer of 1980 Don put together what was truly a big deal for SSI at the time. DCC, a
communications company with offices in Memphis and London, was interested in writing its own
word processor. DCC sold Data General computers, but instead of using DG's operating systems, it
used an operating system of its own creation. Although SSI*WP would not run "as is" on DCC's
operating system, Don convinced the company to take SSI's source code and use it as the basis for
its word processor. His asking price was $100,000, and DCC agreed.
By the time I came in October, Don had enough reference letters and sales leads to insure a reliable
cash flow. He had pulled off the impossible. Without raising any money and without spending a
dime on advertising, he had successfully introduced SSI's products and established a reasonably
good dealer network. The company was making enough money to pay decent salaries to its owners;
to get them company cars; and to hire another programmer, a part-time bookkeeper, and a part-time
office manager. (Alan chose a white Chevy truck with very few extras as his company car, which
was very much in keeping with the 29 cent hot dogs he bought for lunch on his way from BYU to
SSI most workdays.)
Bruce and Alan should have been elated with the success, but they were too tired to get excited.
Bruce was still working fifteen hour days, six days a week, and teaching one or two computer
science classes at BYU. Alan now had enough money to fulfill his goal of finishing his basement,
but he was teaching a full class load at BYU and spending at least 40 hours a week programming
for SSI. The new programmer, Dan Fritch, was hired not to lighten their load, but to write a new
version of SSI*WP for another DG operating system called RDOS.
I was the sixth person to work in the business, and the first person to quit. On my first day there, the
owners told me SSI did not withhold payroll taxes for any of its employees. Right then I decided to
return to the dairy case. My first rule of business was to have a healthy respect for the IRS.
Bruce, Alan, and Don asked me why I was quitting. I tried my best to explain the differences
between an employee and a subcontractor, as well as the problems they faced by treating everyone
as a subcontractor. They listened closely to my explanation and asked a few questions about basic
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bookkeeping and accounting. These questions turned into a job interview for the position of
financial manager. Later that day they offered me a full-time job for $24,000 a year starting
November 1, with the promise they would withhold taxes from my paycheck.
I immediately abandoned the drapery business for the regular paycheck SSI offered. In theory, the
drapery business paid each partner $1500 per month, but that happened only when we could afford
it. To keep the business going, we had to keep our expenses in line with sales. The only way we
could do that was to pay ourselves only if we had the money. To stay in the black, some months we
paid ourselves only $750, and one month that summer we received nothing at all. $2000 every
month was more than enough incentive for me to move to SSI. My brother and brother-in-law tried
to keep the drapery business going for another two years, but they could not make any money, even
with one less paycheck to worry about.
Although my business knowledge was limited to what I had learned at my previous jobs, I was still
an expert compared to the owners of SSI. The situation reminded me of a saying I had heard in
South America while on a mission for the Mormon Church, "In the land of the blind, the one-eyed
man is king." Although the owners were very good at writing and selling software, none of them
had much experience with running a business. Besides not withholding taxes, they had not held
organizational meetings for incorporation and had no corporate books. While they each claimed to
own one third of the company, they had nothing in writing and had not issued stock certificates.
They had no business license (something Bruce discovered), and they had a bad habit of calling
their expenses "miscellaneous," rather than keeping careful track of how their money was spent.
Until I came Bruce would spend twenty minutes or so every afternoon in line at the post office to
mail out the information packets. Too impatient to follow his example, I bought a little food scale
and some postage stamps, and with a postal chart from the post office, I set up my own little postal
center in a closet at the office. This was a fairly remarkable thing in their eyes--to be able to mail
small packages without standing in line.
Most of the things I did were very basic and easy to do. I found an attorney to write the by-laws and
the minutes of the organizational meetings. I had stock certificates printed. I arranged for the
owners to have wills written for themselves and their wives. I put together a monthly budget. I saw
to it that a new phone system with a real hold button was installed.
It was not easy, however, to get the owners to withhold payroll taxes. Don had a friend who was an
ex-IRS agent, and SSI paid him to give tax advice to the company. He disagreed with me about the
owners needing to withhold taxes from their pay, since Alan and Bruce were teaching at BYU and
Don always seemed to have something else going. The ex-IRS agent changed his mind, however,
just one week before the end of the year, when he heard a rumor than all subcontractors whose last
name began with an O, like Owens, would be audited. We paid the FICA taxes in a lump sum at the
close of the year, and luckily, the IRS levied no penalty.
My most enjoyable assignment during my early days at SSI was learning SSI*WP. Computers had
changed a lot in the fifteen years since I had last touched them. Word processing had not been
invented when I was a kid. A few seconds at the keyboard was all it took to convince me that word
processing was magical. Writing was at least ten times easier with the computer. A year or so later,
I would hear a Data General vice president say that a computer was at least as seductive as a
beautiful woman, and I would understand what he meant. I was captivated by the computer.
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The only hard part about learning SSI*WP was getting time on the computer. The company still
used the Orem City computer for most of its programming. We had only a small DG computer
(small in power, but large in size) in the office, and Dan Fritch, the programmer for the RDOS
project, needed it to do his work. Unlike AOS, which allowed many users to run many different
programs at the same time, RDOS allowed you to do only two things at once. Since Dan liked
having P-Edit and the assembler running at the same time, running SSI*WP was an inconvenience.
It slowed him down, but for a couple of hours each day he would use only P-Edit and let me use
SSI*WP so I could get the letters and information packets out.
In January of 1981 I made what may have been my biggest contribution to the eventual success of
WordPerfect Corporation. When the rough draft of the by-laws came back from the attorney, I
noticed a three-fourths majority vote was required to elect or remove members of the Board or
officers in the corporation. Given the distribution of the shares, this was the same as requiring a
unanimous vote to make any significant change in the organization. On my own I asked the attorney
to change the by-laws to require only a two-thirds majority, giving any two of the shareholders the
ability to control the corporation. Don agreed to the by-laws without question. He cared little for
small details.
I suggested the change because the owners did not seem very happy working together, and I was
hoping to give the company a chance to survive if the three ever split. It was not in my mind to get
rid of Don, but I wanted Bruce and Alan to have some leverage if a battle for control of the
company were to take place.
The differences between the owners was substantial. Bruce and Alan did not like Don's habit of
calling himself CEO of SSI, since the three had agreed to run the company as equals. They also did
not like Don's tendency to oversell the product. I remember a time when a potential customer called
asking Don if we would support footnoting in the near future. Don put down the phone (this was
before we had a hold button), and asked Alan when footnoting would be ready. Alan thought it
would take six to nine months. Don told the caller footnotes would be in the product in three
months. Alan heard the response and was very angry--one of only three times I saw him angry in
twelve years. Don defended himself by saying he knew the customer would like our product enough
to wait patiently for footnotes, an assumption which turned out to be true.
Alan and Bruce were also a little discouraged with Don's frequent habit of declaring bonuses for the
owners. There seemed to be a bonus for every occasion: a Christmas bonus, a spring landscaping
bonus, a back-to-school clothes bonus. The most expensive bonus was the DCC bonus. When the
first check from DCC came in for $40,000, Don declared a $10,000 bonus for each owner and a
$6,000 bonus for Dan Fritch for helping with the project. After the bonuses were approved, Don
remembered a $15,000 finder's fee owed to Verdugo Computers, one of our dealers, for introducing
Don to DCC. After we received the big check, Don went ahead with the entire amount of the
bonuses, even though that left us $11,000 in the hole on the transaction. Bruce and Alan were happy
to take their share of the bonus monies, but they would have preferred to keep more of the money in
the company.
The biggest disagreement between the three owners had to do with raising money. Don was
impatient to get to round four and make a lot of money, but Bruce and Alan were not ready to sell
stock to outsiders. Don seemed to be very discouraged to find himself stuck with partners who
cared more about controlling their company and their products than they did about making money.
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By the end of January I had done everything I could think of to make us financially legal and
proper, and I was running out of things to do. Since I had time on my hands, Don made me a sales
manager, even though I knew very little about selling software. I had never even heard of the word
"schmooze," a process very important to the job. When you schmooze, you make friends and build
relationships in the hopes of convincing people to purchase your product or influencing them to
encourage others to purchase it.
After only four months on the job, I was beginning to feel comfortable around the computer. As
Don suggested in my first interview, I was reading the trade publications for a few hours every
night, and the acronyms, like RDOS, AOS, VM/CMS, and MVS, were starting to make sense. In
my spare time around the office I was learning how to mount tapes, initialize drives, and install
software. The hardest part was understanding all the new jargon. Years later I would understand
that most of the terms were generally descriptive and very unimaginative, but back then I was afraid
of misunderstanding something. "Mount a tape" meant to stick a tape on the tape drive. "Initialize a
drive" was a command to wake up a disk drive so it would be ready to do some work. What seems
simple and straightforward now was very confusing at first.
Despite my inexperience, I became a traveling salesman for SSI, because we had more companies
interested in our product than we had people to travel. For my first trip I was handed an airplane
ticket and a reservation at the Hyatt and told to visit a law firm in Phoenix to answer a few
questions and pick up a check. I made it to the law firm, answered the questions, and picked up the
check without a hitch. When I later made it to the hotel, I was elated. I was not sure before I left
home if I could figure out how to rent a car or check into a fine hotel, but I did it. I was awed by the
adventure and especially by the beauty of the Hyatt Regency. I had a lot to learn.
In February Don asked me to go to Europe to train a new dealer in Holland and to meet with
potential dealers in Switzerland. This was truly an adventure for me. In the seven years I had been
married, I had spent only one night away from my family. Unfortunately, the trip was not all
excitement and fun. I arrived in Europe in the middle of winter, and the dealer in Holland worked
me sixteen hours a day. I did not see any sunshine for one whole week, because they picked me up
at the hotel at 7:00 a.m., in the dark, and delivered me back at 11:00 p.m. Staying in the hotel was
lonely and boring. I lay awake for hours each night staring at the ceiling, because the TV programs
were all in Dutch and I had not brought enough books to read.
The trip on the train through Germany and on to Switzerland was beautiful, however, and somehow
I found my way to the right hotels and eventually to the DG office in Zurich. I would have felt good
just getting to all the right places at all the right times, but, luckily, I was also able to sign up a
dealer from Bern and return home with a check in my pocket for $5,500. That was quite an
accomplishment for someone who had never traveled abroad or read a train timetable before.
Although SSI*WP was available only in English at first, we had plans to create many international
language versions. As we found dealers in various countries, we asked them to translate the
program menus and help files into their native languages so we could develop versions in those
languages. We sold the translated programs with English documentation, and in some cases we
worked with our dealers to publish a translated manual. The fact that DG customers had few word
processing choices made our job fairly easy in Europe.
We were rapidly becoming a big fish in the little DG pond. Businesses with DG computers had few
choices if they wanted to do any word processing. They could purchase SSI*WP or they could
purchase another computer. The other computers were called dedicated word processors (because
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the computers were dedicated to doing only word processing). Since the cheapest dedicated word
processor sold for about $15,000 per station, our software, which could be used by anyone on the
DG computer, was a bargain at $5,500. Our problem was not price. Our software was obviously
much cheaper than the cost of another computer. Our problem was convincing customers that
SSI*WP could fit on their DG computer without greatly affecting its performance. At the time,
most of the computers used in business were purchased for accounting purposes, and the accounting
departments were very jealous about giving others in the company any time on them. If SSI*WP
slowed a computer down or, worse, if it ever crashed a system, we lost a sale. We were much like a
guest, allowed to stay only as long as we were quiet and did not cause any trouble.
The profit margins in the software business were very different than those in the drapery business.
With many competitors in the drapery business, we had to price our draperies within 20% of our
cost to win half our bids. If even one customer did not pay us, we lost a lot of sleep. With almost no
competition in our small software niche, we had no trouble collecting thousands of dollars for a
product whose materials cost so little. Although there were other costs for development, marketing,
and overhead, we were still working on much better margins than most businesses, including many
which are illegal.
As the year progressed, revenues grew and so did the number of people in the company. Dan Lunt,
who had done some contract programming for the company in 1980, came to work full-time at the
start of the year. By summer we had a receptionist and a part-time person to make tapes. We also
started hiring a few BYU computer science students to work part-time. Our small offices behind the
donut shop had filled up.
By the summer of 1981 we were starting to get a little competition. Our most aggressive competitor
was a company in northern California which sold a product called TIPS, an acronym for Text
Information Processing System. By coincidence, the founder of the company was a classmate of
Alan's from the University of Utah PhD program. Our other competitor was Data General, which
was marketing a product called AZText. Although both were inferior, run-off products, we worried
about TIPS because the company's salespeople seemed to stop at nothing to make a sale, and about
AZText because it had the support of Data General behind it. Once DG had a product of its own, we
were considered a renegade and no longer officially sanctioned.
As the summer wore on, Don did not come into the office more than a few days a month. He spent a
lot of his time traveling in search of investors, even though Bruce and Alan told him repeatedly they
did not want to sell additional shares. When he was in the office, he pushed hard for new features,
so we could stay ahead of the competition. He was also very negative about the future. Don told me
he thought we were headed for hard times, because of our limited resources. More than once he
talked of the need to raise money, hoping Bruce and Alan would change their minds. Don thought
we might be able to sell part of the company for $3 million so each owner could walk away a
millionaire. I wondered if he actually believed that our business would slow down, or if it was an
excuse to sell enough shares to outsiders so that Bruce and Alan would end up owning less than half
the company. I think Don expected any new investors to vote with him and let him to control the
company.
Don also started a new company with his wife and a friend from Washington, DC to sell terminals
and printers to the federal government. When he did show up at the office, we wondered if he was
selling software for us or selling terminals for himself. When he traveled, we wondered if we were
paying for our expenses or his expenses.
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As the months passed, the level of tension increased. Coming to work was a nightmare. Don would
get upset if he was not involved in every sale, but it was difficult keeping him involved when he
was not around very much. Bruce threatened to quit a number of times, because of the contention.
Shouting matches were common.
In early fall, Don asked me to move to Boston to become the East Coast sales manager. My primary
duty was to build a closer relationship to DG, and I was to be paid a commission on all sales in the
East. The job looked attractive because it got me away from all the stress and contention. I was tired
of being the person in the middle, trying to be loyal both to Don and to my brother-in-law.
We quickly sold our home to Dan Fritch, and soon I was back in Boston looking for a house to rent
or buy. I was there for about four days, when I started to have strong misgivings about the move. As
I would drive around trying to find a good place to live, tears would stream down my face for no
reason at all. I finally decided it was a mistake to move, so I called the office to see whether I would
still have a job in Utah if I returned. The extra money did not matter. Boston was not the place for
me and my family at that time. Dan did us a great favor by letting us out of our agreement to sell
him our house.
In November, Alan and Bruce decided it was time to ask Don to leave. They were tired of the
fighting and felt they had plenty of excuses to end the relationship. They called our attorney for
instructions. The attorney put together a script for a special meeting of the Board, which was much
like the meeting I would attend years later. I was at the meeting to take minutes, with instructions
from Bruce to kick him under the table if he lost his nerve. When Bruce and Alan confronted Don
with their complaints, Don was very repentant and promised to improve. Even though Alan and I
kicked Bruce in the shins repeatedly, he gave Don another chance.
When Don promised to do a better job of working as a partner in a team, I am sure he meant it. It
was, however, difficult for him to change. Don was used to running things and he enjoyed being
President and CEO of a successful software company. He was good at what he did and probably felt
like he was judged by the wrong standards. He likely felt that his results should have outweighed
any of his perceived shortcomings. I believe his personality was such that he could not work well
with only one vote out of three, especially when Bruce and Alan had the other two votes. To Don,
Alan and Bruce were programmers and intellectuals, not businessmen.
Despite Don's promise, conditions in the company did not improve. Just after Christmas Bruce and
Alan called another meeting of the Board to tell Don they did not want him to be an officer in the
company any more. They were willing to pay him as a consultant for one year if he would help with
the sales that were pending, but they did not want him coming into the office any longer.
Surprisingly, Don agreed to their proposal, and the motion to remove him as an officer in the
company was passed unanimously. Don probably thought Bruce and Alan would regret their
decision and ask him to come back in a few months. He may have thought he was in a no-lose
situation. The consulting contract paid him almost as much as his salary, and he still owned one
third of the company. If the company was successful, he would make money. If the company had
trouble, he might have a chance to regain control of it.
We finished 1981 with sales of $850,000, more than double the $400,000 of the previous year. We
had no idea how well we would do in 1982, but we were not too worried about the future. The
struggle for custody was over, and Alan and Bruce were in control of their company and their
products once again.
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All in all, Don's contribution to the company was worth all the fighting. While I never understood
why he was so eager to sell out, I did admire his ability to sell a product without spending a lot of
money. A week or two after he left, I mentioned Don's departure to a customer and tried to explain
what had gone wrong. The client, who was a little older than I, stopped me short and would not let
me say anything negative about Don. He told me that some people are better at starting a business
than they are at running a business. He said that Don should be remembered for what he did, not for
what we felt he should have done.
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Chapter 3
Children Masquerading as Adults
After Don left, we were like little orphans without any supervision. We knew almost nothing about
management or marketing, but we did not care. We were free to do whatever we wanted to do,
whenever we wanted to do it. The fighting was over, and as long as we did not run out of money,
we knew no one would bother us. Like little children playing dress up, we did our best to look the
part and to imitate the way grown-ups played the business game.
If we had wanted to practice medicine, we would have needed a degree and some experience. If we
had wanted to practice law, we would have had to pass a difficult test. Running a company,
however, did not require proficiency tests, a college degree, or any relevant experience. While
running a business profitably is arguably as difficult as any other profession, almost anyone is
allowed to give it a try, whether they are qualified or not. It is like an inalienable right, available
even to the foolish, the young, and the senile.
We never considered hiring professional managers to help us. In fact, the professionals were the
enemy. They represented "business as usual," which meant working for an overbearing boss,
fighting political battles, and living with contention. When one banker suggested we look for
someone with experience to run the company, we found another banker. Having gained our
freedom, we did not want to lose it. For my part, I enjoyed not having anyone looking over my
shoulder to make sure I wrote each letter correctly or said exactly the right thing to a customer.
With Don gone, Bruce and Alan asked me to take his place. Alan was to look after development,
Bruce was to concentrate on our international business, and I was to do the sales and marketing for
the US and Canada, while keeping an eye on finances. None of us knew if I could handle the job, so
I started on a temporary basis. If I felt comfortable doing the job, I could keep it. If I had trouble, I
was supposed to help find someone who could do the job, and I would then work for that person.
I asked for Dan Lunt's help because of his technical background in computer science and
engineering, which was something I lacked. Dan's personality seemed to me to be better suited to
marketing than programming anyway. He had trouble sitting in front of a computer for eight hours a
day. After a couple of hours of programming, he would wander around interrupting someone or
looking for something else to do. I was impressed with Dan's sales experience--he sold real estate
part-time for one year while he was in college. It was not until years later I found out he had never
even sold a house.
Dan and I did not change much at first, except to establish standard discounts for all resellers.
Having to run to the file cabinet to read a contract and find the right discount before quoting a price
was not practical. As quickly as we could, we tried to give all our resellers a 40% discount, but it
was not something we could do overnight. In some cases it took us a few years to renegotiate the
old contracts.
If we had had more experience, we probably could have found a lot of things which needed
improvement, but we were doing well just to learn what it was we were supposed to be doing. It
took us a year to figure out how to run the business. Although our sales were not increasing
significantly, our profits looked a lot better once the large bonuses had stopped. We were never in
any financial danger, with expenses averaging about $50,000 a month and sales averaging about
$65,000.
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In spite of our flat sales, Bruce and Alan were not afraid to hire a few more programmers. Alan
continued to teach at BYU, so he was in a perfect position to recruit BYU's best computer science
students. He was a tough grader, and anyone getting an A in one of his classes was a candidate for a
job offer. When Alan found students with exceptional talent, he and Bruce would offer them parttime jobs and put them to work on one of the programming projects. By the time they graduated,
their work had helped the company grow to the point where we could afford to offer them good
salaries. Eventually we used Alan's old grade sheets to search for good programmers who had
already graduated.
Alan Brown was one of the BYU students we hired to work part-time. He was brilliant, especially
at math. He could do amazing things like perform hexadecimal computations in his head. I think he
had a photographic memory. He intended to go to the University of California at Berkeley after
graduation to get an advanced degree and do research, but we hoped to one day offer him enough
money to change his mind.
He started work in the storage room, using a door stacked on some computer boxes for a desk. The
boxes which supported the door belonged to SSI's new IBM Personal Computer. The IBM PC was
announced late in 1981, and we bought our first one in February of 1982. Alan Brown's first job
was to see if it was possible to convert SSI*WP to run on the small IBM PC. Because there were no
programming tools for him to work with at first, he did his initial programming in machine code.
Programming in machine code is similar to eating rice with tweezers: both take a lot of time and
patience. By March, Brown was convinced we could make SSI*WP work on the new computer, so
we decided to go ahead with a PC project.
It was not a difficult decision. I remember when a few of us were eating lunch at the local Sizzler,
an eavesdropper interrupted to say, "Are you guys writing a word processor for the PC? So are we."
So was everyone else. At least 200 companies would introduce a word processor for the IBM PC
within the next two years. Most of these products would never make money, because the market
would get very crowded very quickly, but our risk of failure was not as great as most of these other
companies. Already many of our Data General customers were planning to buy IBM PC's and
hoping to use SSI*WP on them.
There were other small computers we could have supported first, like the Apple II or the Victor
9000, but the IBM Personal Computer seemed to have the greatest chance for success. IBM,
especially in 1981, was well-respected. They seemed big enough and powerful enough to do almost
anything they wanted.
We would have liked to have had the first word processing product for the IBM PC (as someone
said, "If you are going to march in a parade, you want to try to go in front of the horses."), but we
had a number of hurdles to get over before we could put a lot of programmers on the project. Our
first problem was deciding whether to write the new version in assembly, which was the language
used on the DG version, or in a high level language like C, Pascal, or Basic. Writing software in
assembly language is somewhat analogous to baking from scratch rather than using a mix. The
programmer has more control over the ingredients of his program in assembly, but the
programming requires more work and more lines of code than it would if the programmer were to
use a high level programming language. Most of the high level languages were not well suited for
writing a word processor, although we did consider using C. We had trouble, however, finding a
reliable C compiler for the PC. This, and the fact that programming in a high level language usually
produced a program which was bigger and slower than one in assembly, convinced us to use
assembly.
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Once we decided to write the new version in assembly language, we were forced to wait until May
for an assembler to come on the market. Once the assembler was available, we still needed a good
program editor. EDLIN, the editor that came with DOS, was not worth using, so Alan Brown began
getting P-Edit ready to work on the PC.
In the meantime, the other programmers were not wasting their time. They were working to
improve the DG version, and by now we had released version 2.0 of SSI*WP. They added a lot of
new features, including spelling checking, footnotes, and some basic arithmetic which worked on
columns and rows of numbers.
We had no systematic way of deciding what features went into a particular version of the product,
but many of the improvements came from the suggestions of our customers, who were constantly
calling with requests for more features. If something was easy to do and made sense, it usually
made it into the next version. If it was very difficult or not often requested, we would usually put
the feature on a schedule for a later release. Sometimes if a customer absolutely had to have a
feature right away, and if they were willing to pay a few thousand dollars to fund the work, we
would take their money and move the feature to the top of the list.
While our software was getting better, our relationship with Don was getting worse. Even though
we were paying him as a consultant, we did not see him at all for the first few months of the year.
After a vacation in Hawaii, he went to England as a consultant for his old employer, Itel. At Don's
suggestion, Itel was starting a distribution company in Europe to sell software products for Data
General computers. Don's plan to become a software distributor was ahead of its time. Eventually
software distributors would become the primary means of getting software out to dealers and
customers, but to do it in Europe, in 1982, with software only for DG machines, gave Don little
chance of success. There were not enough products or customers to support the venture.
Even though Don still owned one third of SSI, he chose to have his new company distribute our
archenemy, TIPS, to its dealers and customers. As I remember it, he asked us for exclusive rights to
sell SSI*WP in Europe, but when we dragged our feet, he decided to go with the other product. It
was very strange to have a member of our Board of Directors promoting a competitor's word
processor. We were not too happy to see press releases and TIPS sales literature containing Don's
statements of endorsement for their product.
When Don came back to Utah for a short visit in April, we called a special meeting of the
shareholders to remove him from the Board of Directors. Surprising us again, Don voted to remove
himself from the Board and nominated me to take his place. At the end of the meeting, he wished us
well and encouraged us to make him rich. He told us some day we would pay him $250,000 for his
stock. We offered him $30,000 right then, but he laughed. Don went back to England for a few
more months until his distribution venture was abandoned.
I liked my new role as a vice president and member of the Board of Directors of a young software
company in a new industry. After years of wondering what I would do with my life, I had found my
place. My job was so interesting and challenging that it consumed my every waking moment. I was
past the point of being a workaholic. I would go to the office on Saturdays and stay much longer
than was necessary. I would take piles of trade publications and literature home to read each night. I
dreaded Sundays, three day weekends, and vacations when I could not go into the office. I was
addicted to the software business and could not get enough.
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In the spring, Dan and I decided it was time to advertise. We went to the local bookstore and bought
a couple of books on advertising. After reading a few chapters, we wrote some copy and placed our
first ad in a DG trade publication. When a few leads came back, we thought advertising was a snap.
That was the first and last time we thought advertising was easy.
Our approach to advertising became our normal approach to doing business. Whenever we felt we
needed to do something new, like pricing a product or working out a direct mail campaign (direct
mail is the polite name for junk mail), we would buy a book, read a few chapters, and then do the
best we could. We never thought to use an advertising agency, a public relations firm, or a
consultant (Alan liked to repeat the joke that a consultant was a guy who borrowed your watch so
you could pay him to tell you the time). Occasionally we were willing to get help with legal and
accounting matters, but never when it came to matters of marketing, sales, or management.
If we had trouble finding a book on a subject, we tried our best to figure things out on our own.
Figuring out how to sell our software so that we would retain the legal rights to the product was one
such problem. There were no easy answers and a lot of conflicting legal advice. Some lawyers
suggested using trade secret law for protection. Others thought copyright law applied. Some
suggested applying for patents. The situation reminded me of the times I was unprepared for an
essay test in school. If I did not know the answer, I would write anything and everything down in
the hopes of getting part of the question right. Attorneys were doing the same thing. They did not
know the answer, so they suggested a little of everything.
In cases like these, where easy answers were unavailable, we generally copied what IBM was
doing. We decided to "license" our software rather than "sell" it and try for copyright and trade
secret protection. We granted the customer limited rights to use the software, but not to own it. No
one knew if this arrangement would stand up in court, but it was the best decision we could make at
the time.
Late in the spring we moved from our cramped space behind the donut shop into what were for us
some very impressive offices. Novell, which started out in Orem as a computer manufacturer, was
losing money and had decided to move to a less expensive location. Following their departure, we
moved into Novell's vacated offices, enjoying their new wallpaper and carpeting.
I went to my first DG reseller conference about this time. This was my first time at a resort hotel
(the Camelback Inn in Phoenix), and I enjoyed the speakers, the conversations in the hallways, the
club soda at cocktail parties, and the beautiful surroundings. There was so much interest in SSI*WP
that people followed me everywhere, even to the men's room, to ask about it. We were having no
trouble winning sales away from TIPS and AZText.
While our customers and dealers seemed to love our product, we did not get a lot of respect from
the experts. Occasionally a consultant would stop by the office to take a look at the product. Usually
it was because a hardware manufacturer was looking for a word processor to purchase and call its
own. Very few of these consultants liked our product. They would ask stupid questions like, "You
don't look anything like Wang, so how do you expect to sell your product?" It drove me crazy that
the consultants rarely knew how to type and never took the time to learn how to use our product.
After only a quick look, they filed us away in their "losers" folder. Their lack of respect gave us
motivation to work harder and prove them wrong.
Although we did not understand it at the time, we were one of many small companies disrupting the
established practices of the computer industry. As one consultant put it, we were a renegade. Our
product was strong enough that some DG resellers (not DG, but their resellers) were going after
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word processing bids with Data General machines. Although on a very small scale, we were starting
to take business away from established companies like Wang, NBI, and IBM.
The profitable, well-established computer manufacturers like IBM, Digital Equipment Corporation
(DEC), Wang, Hewlett-Packard (HP), and Data General were not used to outsiders coming in and
talking to their customers. In fact, the standard purchasing process followed by customers and
vendors made it almost impossible for new or small vendors to sell their products.
Customers did not make a decision to buy a computer one day and simply pick it up the next. First
they sent out an RFP (request for proposal) or an RFQ (request for quotation) to invite interested
vendors to submit bids for a new computer system. The request contained a list of requirements for
the system. The manufacturers would read the requirements carefully, and if they thought they
could qualify, would submit proposals and price quotations. Usually one of the computer
manufacturers was a favorite going into the bidding process and would try its best to help the
customer write the requirements in a way most favorable to itself. This was one of the reasons IBM
salespeople spent so much time getting to know their customers. The vendor that helped write the
RFP could usually tip the odds of winning the bid in its own favor.
The proposals which the customer received rarely contained a mixture of products from more than
one vendor. IBM sold only IBM products, DEC sold only DEC products, etc. Since the customer
actually expected the system to work, vendors did not want the bother of mixing and matching a
group of incompatible products. The proposals included hardware, software, systems engineering
(any special programming services), training (teaching the customer's employees to use the system),
support (answering questions from the customer's employees), and maintenance (regular servicing
to keep it running smoothly and repairs when the system quit). This was one-stop shopping.
Once all the proposals were in, the customer and the interested vendors went through a mating-like
ritual, filled with meetings, presentations, demonstrations, promises, and a few rounds of golf, until
finally one vendor was awarded the bid. Typically price was not the primary consideration. Though
an IBM computer could be as much as twice the price of a comparable DEC computer, and a DEC
computer could easily be twice the price of a comparable DG computer, IBM outsold DEC, and
DEC outsold DG. Reliability was more important than price, and the winning vendor was usually
the one, of those that seemed to have the ability to fulfill the requirements, that had the best
reputation.
Once the bid was awarded, the customer and the computer vendor were bound to each other forever,
or at least until the next RFP cycle. A detailed contract governed every facet of their relationship. If
the customer wanted to add something new to the system at some point in the future, the contract
required the customer to get permission from the vendor. Typically any warranty or representation
of reliability was voided with any unauthorized addition. Even if the vendor gave its permission for
something new from a third party, such as SSI*WP, the vendor usually blamed any problems in the
computer system on the added software or hardware. This is one reason why we had to be so
committed to customer support from the beginning--we always had to prove we were not the culprit
if a problem came up.
The customer paid a high price for the reliability and convenience of one-stop shopping. Typically a
vendor would not make all the components in a system, so it would take other companies' products
and private label them. (Private labeling was when a vendor would put its own label on the outside
of another manufacturer's product and sell it as its own.) To buy a NEC printer from NEC might
cost $2,500, but to buy the identical printer from Data General with a DG nameplate might cost
$5,000.
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Our existence and success were a threat to these cozy relationships and high prices. Instead of
pushing customers to buy a new computer, we tried to convince them to add our software to their
old one. Luckily, Bruce and Alan had chosen to create SSI*WP on a Data General machine. DG
struggled to win bids against DEC and IBM, so they were more willing to allow a third party to get
involved. We were both an ally and an enemy to DG, which accounted for the love/hate relationship
we had with them through the years. We had to tread lightly and be very careful about what we did
and said around their customers to receive their cooperation.
As the largest and richest company, IBM benefited the most from the old way of doing business.
Ironically, IBM was probably most responsible for bringing down the old establishment. When they
went outside the company for the operating system for their new PC, they opened the door for other
vendors to sell to their customers.
The operating system (OS) is the first piece of software which runs on a computer. This software
does just what its name describes--it operates the system. The OS software controls all the pieces of
the computer--the processor, the screen, the keyboard, the disk drives, etc. If you turned a computer
on without an operating system, nothing would happen. With an operating system, the computer
comes to life and is then ready to run other software. Other software products running on top of the
operating system were usually called applications.
In the single source, one-stop shopping old world, almost every computer manufacturer wrote its
own operating system. This guaranteed that a computer from one manufacturer would never be
compatible with one from another manufacturer. It was these incompatibilities which helped
perpetuate the single vendor solution.
Probably because they were in a hurry to get the PC out the door, IBM decided to look outside the
company for the PC OS. CP/M from Digital Research, the most popular OS for small computers,
was the logical choice, but Digital Research somehow dropped the ball when IBM came calling.
Bill Gates and Microsoft picked up the ball by buying rights to an OS very similar to CP/M for
$50,000 and then adapting it for the IBM PC. When IBM decided to buy the PC operating system
from Microsoft, and when they allowed Microsoft to sell the same operating system to other
companies, they opened the door for other companies to copy their machine. Eventually the same
computer would be available from a number of vendors, giving customers the chance to shop
around and get more competitive bids. The PC would turn the computer establishment upside down.
Microsoft, which was then a little software company near the bottom, would one day end up on top.
By August of 1982, Alan Brown had P-Edit working, and every programmer in the company,
including Bruce and Alan, started work on the PC version. They targeted November 15 as the
earliest possible release date and worked almost around the clock to finish the program quickly. The
PC version was almost identical to the DG version, except that the PC version did not need the code
to handle multiple users. We also changed some of the more violent terms used in the DG version,
such as "abort" and "kill," to words such as "stop" and "cancel."
We were in a hurry to get the program ready. Throughout the summer we watched as product after
product was introduced. Easywriter, from Sorcim (their name came from the word micros spelled
backwards), beat us to market with IBM's help and blessing. IBM worked with Sorcim to get
Easywriter ready early, and both companies sold the product under its own name. In this case, the
advantage did not matter, because both versions were bad and bombed immediately. Volkswriter, a
low-priced word processor, came out and captured the low end of the market. Because the program
had a very limited number of features, the programmer who wrote it could use Pascal, which was
available before the assembler, without worrying about the program's size.
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WordStar came out around the middle of the year and immediately captured a large share of the
market. It had been the most popular product for CP/M machines, and on release, became the most
popular product on the PC. WordStar made it out early mostly by luck. The programmer who
originally wrote the program for CP/M had already left Micropro, the company which sold
WordStar, by the time the PC came along. The rumor was that the Micropro programmers assigned
to translate the product had a difficult time understanding the CP/M assembly code, so they did a
quick and very literal translation to PC assembly. It was similar to translating a book word by word
from one language into another without trying to understand the meaning of the sentences. Though
it was hard to believe, the program worked, although with a few bugs. By the time we came out
with our PC product, WordStar owned at least 75% of the market, and the twenty or so other word
processors already on the market shared the rest.
One big problem we had getting ready for the PC release was finding a new name for the product.
SSI*WP was not very catchy. I liked the name WordPerfect, but I could not get anyone to support
me. I thought of the name while pulling into a parking space in front of our offices, when I had one
of those "Ah Ha!" type experiences. I liked the name, because it reminded me of the idiom "letter
perfect" and described something which was word for word correct. I rushed into the office, sure
that everyone would go crazy and love the name, but no one did.
Months passed and we still could not agree on a name, so we decided to hold a contest among the
employees to name the product. Whoever came up with the winning name would win $100. From a
long list of nominated names, we all voted for our favorite. Word Plus and ProWrite received the
most votes, and WordPerfect came in somewhere near the bottom. In spite of a very poor showing,
I put WordPerfect on the list of names we gave to the attorney for a trademark search, just in case
we could not use one of the winning names. It turned out there was already a word processor with
the name Word Plus, and there was a printer with the name Prowriter. Because we had taken so
long to decide on a name, we had too little time to start over. Under these circumstances,
WordPerfect became the unpopular winner. The name was so unpopular, in fact, that no one paid
me the $100 prize money.
Despite its initial unpopularity, the name proved to be a good one. It was so positive sounding that
it made any criticism sound untrue. It was like naming a soap, "Makes You Look Younger," so the
competition would have to say something like "Use our soap instead of the Makes You Look
Younger soap." "WordPerfect" also sounded like a very good product.
That fall I called on ComputerLand's headquarters to see if they were interested in carrying our
product. Their chain of franchised stores was the largest and most important part of IBM's
distribution channel at the time. We were willing to offer ComputerLand an exclusive right to sell
the PC product if they would promise to pick us up, but, luckily, the buyer I talked with was not
interested in the offer. I did ask him, however, how many copies a moderately successful product
might sell in their stores. The buyer said they had very few moderately successful products. They
generally had only hits and misses. A miss sold almost no copies, but a hit could sell two to three
thousand copies a month. As he spoke, I quickly did the math in my head. Three thousand copies
was about $500,000 a month. I could not imagine getting that much money from just one customer.
Dan took charge of advertising and planned to have advertisements in the PC magazines on October
15. This was a little early, but back then it was a common practice to advertise a product before it
was ready to release. Some companies went so far as to advertise software even before they started
the programming work, making sure they had orders before they made their development
investment. At least our software was close to completion when we ran the advertisements.
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At Bruce's insistence, we committed all our savings to the ad campaign announcing WordPerfect
2.20. I remember how dramatic and daring it seemed when he said something like, "We'll spend
$100,000 on the roll-out if we have to." The ad we came up with looked like the cover of a science
fiction magazine. It had a lightening bolt coming out of a man's head, going through his hands,
continuing through a computer keyboard, and writing words on a piece of paper. The ad was
beautiful to look at, but it could have used some professional help. We were amateurs, and it
showed.
We officially announced the product with a mailing to dealers and the press on October 15. Terry
Brown, an old friend who was hired in 1981 to help with documentation, prepared the mailing. He
also worked to get the manual ready to go to the press on November 1.
When WordPerfect actually started working on November 18, there was little time to celebrate.
There were a lot of bugs to get out, and the speller and the sort packages were still not finished. At
the last minute Dan decided we had to have an Epson printer driver (the Epson printer was one IBM
sold for the PC with its label on it), so he went back to programming for a few days to write the
driver.
WordPerfect 2.20 for the IBM PC shipped the day after Thanksgiving. It was a good thing
WordStar was number one, because we could not have handled a large sales volume. We did not
know how to assemble packages or how best to ship them. We did not take the time or spend the
money to have a typeset manual or plastic template made. There were many things we had to learn
before we would be ready to take over the market.
Just moments before WordPerfect was supposed to ship, we found some problems with the
installation instructions. At the last minute we typed up new pages with the word processor and then
photocopied, cut, punched, and put them in the binders. If somebody wonders whether they have a
first edition copy of WordPerfect for the PC, they can know for sure if the first five or six pages
look like bad photocopies.
Our entire manufacturing facility fit in a room about 25 feet square. We purchased a couple of disk
duplicators, but the machines could not keep up with our orders. For the first few weeks we caught
up by paying our older kids a dime a disk to duplicate the disks at home. We also hired Alan's
daughters to put the replacement pages in the binders until the new manuals were ready. We were
still a small company with only 18 employees. Alan was still coming in after hours with his older
kids to clean the offices for extra money.
Our orders department consisted of two people taking orders at desks in the hallway at the center of
our building. We put some shelving up on the wall across from where they sat to hold the ready-toship packages. With the order desk in the middle of everything, we all knew what was happening.
We all liked to watch as the manufacturing people, led by Dan Lunt's brother Ron, assembled the
packages and placed them on the shelves. We knew how well sales were going by the height of the
stack of invoices on the order desks and the number of boxes waiting to be picked up. If
manufacturing fell behind, we all pitched in to help them catch up. It was an exciting time.
I remember the first WordPerfect sale. I had come into the office for just a few minutes on the day
after Thanksgiving, and as I was walking out the door, the phone rang. On impulse I picked it up. A
man at the other end of the line said he had seen our ad and asked to buy a copy. As I wrote down
his credit card number and his address, I was thinking how much easier it was to sell PC software
than DG software. The experience was almost intoxicating.
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In spite of the crowded word processing market, our weird ad, and our cheap-looking manual, our
phone seemed to ring off the hook. Sales for the last quarter of 1982 jumped from a quarterly
average of $200,000 to $450,000. We finished the year with sales of a little over $1,000,000. That
was not much more than the $800,000 we had made the year before, but we had done it on our own
without Don's help. By trial and error, we had learned how to sell our DG products and how to
introduce a PC product. We were only a small group of friends, relatives, and neighbors with little
experience, but we were profitably running a million dollar business while having a good time.
Our peaceful existence as unsupervised orphans was about to come to an end, however. The stable,
slow-growing DG business was about to be overrun by a very unstable and rapidly growing
personal computer business. Soon we would not have the luxury of solving problems and making
decisions at a leisurely pace in an isolated environment high in the mountains. We would have to
grow up quickly to keep up.
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Chapter 4
Starting School
Back in my drapery days, I used to lose a lot of sleep thinking about all the deadbeats who owed the
business money. One guy in particular made me very angry. He ordered and received a houseful of
drapes and then refused to pay, claiming I had promised him the drapes as a favor. When we tried to
get help from our collection agency, we found out the man was a disabled veteran and his pension
from the military, which was his only source of income, by law could not be garnished.
Occasionally I would see the man in the grocery store, and each time my frustration would return
and I would lose a few more hours of sleep.
It took me seven or eight years to realize that my anger was not helping the situation. I needed to
grow up and accept the fact that a small percentage of customers were going to try to find a way to
avoid paying for their drapes. Losing a little money to deadbeats was just one of the costs of doing
business. I had to learn to hand the deadbeats over to the collection agency and then forget about
them.When Don Owens started selling TIPS in Europe, we were similarly angry. How could we
allow a major shareholder who knew our business inside and out to work for the competition? We
wanted him out of the company immediately, but his asking price of $250,000 was more than we
could pay.
Although we were young in terms of business experience, we were smart enough to go to a good
law firm for advice. Our attorneys suggested we dilute Don's holdings as a way of urging him to
settle for a smaller amount. Key to a legal dilution was the agreement Bruce and Alan had with
Eyring Research. The old agreement clearly showed that Bruce and Alan were the owners of the
word processing software. Although Don may have felt otherwise, Bruce and Alan felt they had
never given up ownership of their software to SSI. This claim put SSI in a very difficult position. If
SSI only owned the right to sell and enhance the software, then Bruce and Alan were in a position
to revoke this right. Luckily for SSI, Bruce and Alan were willing to sell their ownership rights to
SSI in return for a big chunk of stock. Unfortunately for Don, the effect of the sale would be to
decrease his percentage of ownership in the company.
Our attorneys expected Don to be very unhappy with the transaction, but they also expected him to
eventually realize that he could not legally stop or reverse it. The attorneys hoped that once Don
owned a significantly smaller share of the company he would sell out for a smaller amount. The
possibility existed, however, that Don would bring a lawsuit against us all. The thought of being
sued was a little frightening to me, because I did not yet realize that lawsuits, like deadbeats, were a
normal part of doing business. I did not understand that a successful company was bound to have at
least one or two lawsuits against it at any one time.
Our attorneys did their best to educate me in the ways of the real world. They explained that
running a company was a lot like running a ranch in the Old West. Back then a rancher could not
count on the judicial system to protect his interests, so he had to enlist his own hired guns to protect
his property. If a rancher was weak or had no stomach for a fight, rustlers would steal his cattle and
tougher ranchers would take his range. Likewise, if we had no stomach for a fight, our software
would be stolen, our trademarks would be infringed, and our savings would be taken by customers
claiming harm from our products. If we did not use our hired guns (our attorneys), our judicial
system would not protect our interests. We were fast becoming a company with deep pockets, and
we had to be willing to fight to prevent people from emptying them.
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I was not ready to believe the attorneys at the time. I was still too young and too idealistic.
Unfortunately, what they were telling me was true. Even if a successful company is fair and honest
in every one of its business dealings, there will be a few lawsuits. The only way to avoid them is to
stay unsuccessful and keep your pockets empty. As soon as you have something worth having, there
will be someone else who will try to take it.
It was a hard decision to risk the lawsuit with Don, but Bruce and Alan were upset about his helping
the competition. Once we decided to go ahead, the first step was to have an independent party
appraise the value of the software as well as the value of SSI. Next Bruce and Alan made a formal
offer to sell their software, which was appraised at about $500,000, to SSI in return for more stock.
A special meeting of the Board of Directors was called in the summer of 1982 to consider the offer.
Although Don was no longer on the Board, he was invited to the meeting so he would know exactly
what was happening. Naturally he objected to the purchase, but the Board voted to proceed. Don
had walked into the meeting owning one third of the company, but walked out owning only 5%.
Don sued SSI and those of us on the Board as a result of the sale. Throughout the fall and winter,
depositions were taken, and settlement offers and counter offers went back and forth. I came to
view my first deposition as a rite of passage. It was time to start growing up a little.
By January, we were very anxious to settle the lawsuit. I asked the attorneys to do whatever they
could to negotiate a settlement right away, before we were required to announce our software sales.
By now we were offering Don $100,000, and he was asking for $150,000. We increased our offer to
$139,000, and for that amount Don agreed to sell his stock back to SSI and drop his suit. $139,000
was all the money we had in the bank, but it was certainly a bargain considering what WordPerfect
Corporation would be worth in a few years.
After the settlement, Bruce and Alan each owned 50% of the SSI stock. Not too much later they let
me buy .2% of the company. They talked about offering me more stock, perhaps as much as ten or
twenty percent, but I was not interested. I was worried that one of my in-laws might someday claim
I had taken advantage of Bruce. I wanted only enough stock to be a tie breaker, in case Alan and
Bruce were to disagree or one of them were to die. SSI loaned me the money to buy my .2% of the
shares, and I wrote and signed a buy-sell agreement, which gave the company the right to buy back
my shares at the price I had purchased them. I did this because I did not want anyone to question
my motives. Actually, I never even used my vote to break a tie. In the years we were on the Board
together, I cannot remember an occasion when Bruce and Alan disagreed. Decisions were always
made by a unanimous vote.
Sales for the first quarter of 1983 were slightly higher than the previous quarter, proving that our
record fourth quarter of 1982 was not a fluke. Almost overnight our PC product had doubled the
size of our business. While we did not have a large share of the PC word processing market, our
expectations were so low that we thought we were wildly successful. Success is, after all, measured
by expectations. Had we known more about playing the software game, we could have done far
better that year.
We learned a lot from watching Lotus do it the right way. They spent about half a million dollars
developing 1-2-3, which was approximately the same amount of money we spent in developing the
DG and PC versions of WordPerfect. They spent about two million dollars on their 1-2-3 roll-out;
their ads, brochures, packaging, distribution, and public relations were all very professionally done.
We, however, spent only $100,000 on our roll-out and generally looked like amateurs at everything
we did. 1-2-3 would become the most popular spreadsheet as soon as it was released. We would
need five years to become the most popular word processor.
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Watching another company, Softword Systems, Inc. (another SSI), also taught us some valuable
lessons. They developed a PC word processor for an insurance company back East and than
released that product to the public early in 1983. Their word processor, first called WordMate and
later MultiMate, was designed to work like a Wang word processor. Wang apparently did not object
to the copycat product, probably because it had a multi-billion dollar hardware business and was not
interested in bothering with a multi-million dollar software business. This other SSI would do ten
million dollars in sales in 1983, outselling us almost three to one with what I thought was an
inferior and outdated product.
Most of the blame for our comparatively slow start belonged with my marketing department, but
part of the problem was our software. Our biggest software shortcoming was our lack of printer
support. While our Diablo support was very good, our Epson driver was a kludge (a "kludge" is a
makeshift solution which is usually poorly designed and unreliable), and our support for all other
printers was minimal. Early reviewers also complained about our paper template and unprofessional
looking manual. We were able to correct the problems with the template and the manual early in the
year, but the printer support would not be fixed until the release of version 3.0 the following year.
One other serious problem was our growing reputation for buggy software. Any complex software
program has a number of bugs which evade the testing process. We had ours, and as quickly as we
found them, we fixed them. Every couple of months we issued improved software with new release
numbers. By the spring of 1983, we had already sent out versions 2.20, 2.21, and 2.23 (2.22 was not
good enough to make it out the door). Unfortunately, shipping these new versions with new
numbers was taken as evidence by the press and by our dealers that we were shipping bad software.
Ironically, our reputation was being destroyed because we were efficient at fixing our bugs.
Our profits were penalized as well. Every time we changed a version number on the outside of the
box, dealers wanted to exchange their old software for new. We did not like exchanging their stock,
because the costs of remanufacturing the software and shipping it back and forth were steep. This
seemed like a waste of money, since the bug fixes were minor and did not affect most users.
Our solution was not to stop releasing the fixes, but to stop changing the version numbers. We
changed the date of the software on the diskettes inside the box, but we left the outside of the box
the same, a practice known in the industry as slipstreaming. This was a controversial solution, but
our bad reputation disappeared. We learned that perception was more important than reality. Our
software was no better or worse than it had been before, but in the absence of the new version
numbers, it was perceived as being much better.
Because we had such a small market share, we missed out on the biggest opportunity of 1983, the
panic buying by hardware companies. IBM's personal computer success led to reckless efforts by
other hardware companies, like DEC, Hewlett-Packard, Tandy and Data General, to come out with
their own PC's. Since these companies were afraid of copying IBM's PC exactly, and perhaps
because they felt they could make better PC's, their new computers were not completely compatible
with the IBM PC. The incompatibilities meant that IBM PC software applications would not run on
the non-IBM machines. Because software is essential for a computer to be successful, the hardware
companies were eager, if not desperate, to pay the most popular software companies to port their
products to the new machines.
Hardware company representatives hurried from one successful software company to another trying
to hand over their money. The lobbies of the software companies were like crowded butcher shops,
where customers had to take a number and wait their turn. VisiCorp, the publisher of VisiCalc, was
so busy or so arrogant that it forced the hardware representatives to wait weeks for appointments.
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When Lotus announced it did not intend to port 1-2-3 to other machines, but would instead
introduce and port a new product (which would be called Symphony), the rumor was the hardware
companies together were paying a total up front fee of $32 million for rights to sell the unfinished
and unproven product.
No one waited in our lobby, however. Data General came by to purchase a few copies of our IBM
PC software for its machine, but it was the only hardware company to do so. We were at best a
second tier company with unknown products. There was some money available to second tier
companies from a number of the lesser known hardware companies. Many wanted to include
software with the purchase of their computers, but the going rate for this bundled software was at
most 5% of the retail price for a complete package. A $25 price seemed like an insult to us. We
were neither hungry enough nor desperate enough to give our product away.
Although we did not receive a windfall from all the crazy porting and bundling activities of 1983,
we were porting our software to many of the non-IBM MS/DOS machines anyway. We made
versions for the Victor 9000, the DEC Rainbow, the Tandy 2000, the TI Professional, and a few
others, while other companies were demanding large fees or declining to port their products to these
machines. We did not make a lot of money from these versions, but we did make a lot of friends.
Eventually we were given a lot of help to promote our product from various hardware companies,
namely because they had so few products to promote.
None of these incompatible computers did very well, however. The best selling incompatible
machine was the DEC Rainbow, which had the advantage of either working as a terminal for a DEC
computer or running MS/DOS or CP/M. Even with this and other technical advantages and the
strength of DEC behind it, the computer never had a chance. Customers did not want to wait around
for their favorite software products to come to the incompatibles, and software companies quickly
tired of the porting. Soon, out of desperation, the hardware companies began to copy IBM's
machine exactly, producing what were called clones. With the clones running the software made for
the IBM PC, the huge fees for porting software vanished.
At first we sold most of our software directly to dealers rather than distributors. A dealer to us was
any company which sold its products to end users--the people who actually used the products. A
distributor was a company which sold products only to dealers. The reason we sold through dealers
was that we could not find any distributors willing to carry our product, even though we offered
them an attractive discount. The large distributors like Softsel and Micro D sent rejection letters
telling us they already had plenty of word processors.
Our first dealer to order more than one or two copies at a time was 47th Street Photo. 47th Street
was a perfect account--they ordered in quantities of 10 or 20 and paid COD. When I offered to let
them take 30 days to pay, they declined the credit. Louis Schwartz, the man I dealt with, said he
knew we were small and needed the money. At the time we knew nothing about 47th Street Photo,
except that they were a great account from the New York City area. Later we learned they were
disliked by almost all of our other dealers because of their very low prices. In spite of the pleas
which later came from these dealers, I could never agree to cut 47th Street off. Their help in those
early months had been far too valuable.
ComputerLand gave us our first big break when they picked us up in the spring of 1983. They were
the largest chain of retail computer stores and the most important part of IBM's dealer network. A
decision by ComputerLand's corporate headquarters to sell a product was an important seal of
approval. In addition to the industry-wide recognition that came with the headquarters'
endorsement, the various ComputerLand stores were much more likely to sell a recommended
product over an unrecommended one.
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At the time ComputerLand would accept any product for review, as long as the software vendor
sent in nine free copies of its product. Eight of these were sent to the eight ComputerLand stores
which made up the evaluation committee. One copy stayed at CL headquarters. The stores on the
committee were kept secret, so vendors could not lobby directly with committee members for
approval. Periodically the committee met by telephone to discuss the merits of each product and to
decide which products the chain would carry. Around the first of the year we submitted nine copies
of WordPerfect and waited impatiently for the verdict.
Although I'm not sure we knew it at the time, the Baltimore ComputerLand store was on the
committee and liked our product a lot. Will Fastie, who lived near the Baltimore store and worked
for General Instrument, used our DG version. He also wrote a column devoted to the IBM PC for
the magazine Creative Computing. Because he liked our DG version, he encouraged his friends at
the Baltimore ComputerLand to try WordPerfect, and they became enthusiastic supporters.
The ComputerLand of Fox River in Osh Kosh, Wisconsin was the only other committee member to
recommend our product, and their recommendation came almost by accident. I had traveled to
Wisconsin at the request of Kimberly-Clark (the Kleenex company), which was in the middle of a
word processing evaluation and was soliciting demonstrations from different vendors. I arrived in
Wisconsin on the afternoon before my appointment and went calling on computer stores to fill up
my afternoon. I happened to stop at the ComputerLand of Fox River, and having nothing better to
do, I spent a few hours looking at competing word processing products while waiting for a chance
to talk with the store owners. At the end of the day, I finally had an opportunity to tell Mr. and Mrs.
John Teska about WordPerfect's great features and mentioned my visit to Kimberly-Clark. When
John told me KC was his client, I invited him to the demonstration.
As luck would have it, the ComputerLand evaluation committee was meeting the evening after my
appointment with Kimberly-Clark, and because of KC's positive reaction to WordPerfect, John
went ahead and recommended it to the committee. We had only two committee stores out of eight
that wanted to carry our product, but two was enough.
Getting picked up by the chain was only half of the battle, however. We still had to convince the
rest of the stores to sell WordPerfect. We asked two college kids, Scott Worthington and John Lee,
to take some time off from school to visit the ComputerLand stores across the country. Scott went
east and John went west, and they spent the next nine months collecting Holiday Inn frequent
sleeper points. They went from city to city, dropping off a demonstration copy at each store and
showing as many salespeople as would watch how to use WordPerfect.
Our smartest marketing move that year was to offer ComputerLand employees the chance to buy
one copy of WordPerfect for $10 if they would take a simple test. WordStar was so popular at the
time that it was almost impossible to get salespeople to try any other word processor. Although
most of them were WordStar fanatics through and through, the $10 offer was too good for many to
pass up. The questions on the test were very easy. We asked things like, "Does WordPerfect or
Word Star have the largest dictionary?" WordPerfect was the correct answer to every question, but
the salesperson had to do some comparisons to verify the answers. Quite a few salespeople started
using WordPerfect at home as a result of the low price we offered them.
By the time ComputerLand held its annual owners' conference that summer, we were the chain's
second best selling word processor. Although we were second, we trailed far behind WordStar.
During the conference at the Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco, we booked a suite and invited the
owners to drop by. Only six people came by, and only two actually came into our suite. We did not
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understand that the hospitality suites were for having fun, not for doing business. Our shrimp and
egg rolls could not compete with the mixed drinks served in other suites. The four or five of us
there from SSI sat all alone eating our expensive shrimp in our expensive suite until we were sick.
The next day of the conference went much better. We had a small booth at the conference vendor
fair, a small trade show where store owners and managers could wander around talking to vendors
and watching demonstrations. As people walked by, we literally grabbed them and dragged them
into our booth. We were too eager and naive to be shy or to believe we might have been bothering
anybody.
Microsoft was about to release its word processor, which we saw for the first time at the CL show.
We had been a little worried about the product, because we knew the company had the resources to
do a good job. One look at Word, however, erased all our worries. The product was no more
innovative than its name. Microsoft had designed Word to work like its spreadsheet, Multiplan. It
was clumsy to use and came with no new or interesting features. You could tell the Microsoft
programmers had not talked to many secretaries while developing their product. It would take
Microsoft a little more work before they would be a significant factor in the word processing
market.
In the summer of 1983, Terry Brown and I went to Syntopican, a trade show for word processing
managers. At the time almost all word processing work was done by a company's word processing
department. The manager of the department, typically a woman, commanded a lot of power and
influence inside her company, because she decided whose work would get finished first. When the
word processing managers met together at Syntopican, they were treated like queens and kings by
the word processing computer vendors. IBM, CPT, Wang, Dictaphone, DEC, Xerox, and NBI were
just a few of the companies spending millions of dollars trying to win favor with the wp managers.
As Terry and I toured the trade show, we were amazed to find so many companies spending so
much money on a dying industry. The dedicated word processing computer was quickly giving way
to the personal computer, but not many people at Syntopican seemed to see it coming. The word
processing managers had trouble believing that executives would soon be typing their own letters
and that within three or four years their jobs would disappear.
Although we were not doing as well as Lotus, our sales were growing steadily each quarter. After
doing $427,000 for the first quarter, we reached $645,000 in the second and $843,000 in the third.
In September we were actually mentioned as a best seller in Softalk, a trade magazine which has
since gone out of business. They listed us as number 22 on their list of top-selling software
products, which made us the fifth word processor behind WordStar, Word Plus, MultiMate, and
PFS:Write. Although ComputerLand's list was not published, we discovered we were number 12 on
their hot list--the second best selling word processor in their stores.
As sales grew, we were hiring as many people as our budget would allow. We had no formal
method of advertising our job openings, so everyone we hired was either a friend, a neighbor, a
relative, a passerby, or a student in one of Alan's classes. Doug Lloyd, for example, was a salesman
from IBM's Salt Lake office who dropped by to see if we needed a large computer. We did not buy
a computer, but we did offer him a job. Doug became our chief salesperson for large accounts.
Bruce hired my brother André and told me after the fact. He knew Dan and I needed some help and
that I was reluctant to hire more people for marketing. Although I was happy to see my brother get
out of the drapery business, I was depressed about sharing my duties with someone else. I was
going through the same kind of discouragement I would watch others experience over the years. As
an organization adds people, some responsibilities must be taken away from the older employees
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and given to the newer ones. It is a process which is usually painful, but is necessary if everyone in
a company is to have a meaningful job. André's job was to keep track of our dealers and attempt to
sell our products to distributors.
We increased our customer support department to four people. Until then, support calls were
unofficially answered by everyone in the company. This method worked fairly well for the Data
General support, because we did not get very many calls. It did not work well for the PC product,
however.
If I remember correctly, our toll free support was somewhat of an accident, rather than a conscious
marketing strategy. When we first released WordPerfect, we had a toll free number for orders, and a
regular, non-toll free number for our other calls. Our customers outsmarted us, however, and most
called us on the free number whenever they needed help. To keep the order lines clear for orders,
we decided to add a toll free number for support. On two or three occasions during 1984 and 1985,
we considered dropping the toll free support to save money, but each time we convinced ourselves
that the service was worth the cost. After a few years, we had received so much good press for the
service that it was impossible to curtail it. The service was very consistent with our "good guys in
the white hats" image.
We were also hiring programmers. Although it may not seem logical at first, once a product goes
out the door, a software developer always needs to add more programmers to the project. Releasing
a product is a lot like having an older child move out of the house and a new baby move in. The
product that ships, like the child who moves out, still has problems and needs some attention. The
new version of the product, like a new baby, also demands a lot of attention. Producing a better
version inevitably means a bigger and more complex program, which many times requires even
more work than the first version. Fixing bugs is only a part of the maintenance required to support
software once it ships. As new printers, monitors, graphics cards, keyboards and hard drives are
introduced, more programming work is necessary to support these new peripherals (just about
anything that plugs into the periphery or any other part of a computer is called a peripheral) and
keep a product up to date.
In addition to meeting programming needs for our existing products, we still wanted more
programmers for new products. When we first released WordPerfect 2.0, many large corporations
told us they were not interested in our word processor unless we had a complete family of products.
As it turned out, this excuse quickly disappeared with the success of 1-2-3, because practically
every large company bought the Lotus spreadsheet, even though it was the only product the
company offered. With this excuse eliminated and companies looking for the best product in each
category, it would have been logical for us to abandon the family of products strategy, but we did
not. Much like the mountain climber who climbed the mountain because it was there, we were
intent on writing a new software product whenever we had the opportunity.
Dave Moon, another of Alan's bright students, headed up a project to develop a spreadsheet, which
we would first call MathPlan and later PlanPerfect. Lew Bastian, Bruce's oldest brother, came from
IBM to write a legal time and billing system called SSI*Legal and a version of the computer
language Forth. Eventually he would expand the scope of his work and produce a database called
SSI*Data, which would later be called DataPerfect. We were also working on a communications
program called TranSSIt.
In spite of all these other projects, most of the programmers were working on WordPerfect 3.0.
There were a number of new features, but the most important improvement was the new printer
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code. In the 2.2x versions (2.2x stands for 2.20, 2.21, and 2.23), we treated all printers except the
Diablo and Epson printers as if they were dumb printers. A "dumb" printer is one which cannot do
anything but print a standard set of characters (a character is a letter, a number, or a symbol on the
keyboard) in a fixed pitch (fixed pitch characters all have the same width, while proportionally
spaced characters can vary in width). A dumb printer cannot print proportionally spaced characters
or different fonts, or do any of the more attractive things printers with smarts can do. If you had a
smart printer that was not one of the two we supported, you could not use all your printer's features
with WordPerfect 2.20. Even with a Diablo printer, which had our best support, you could not print
proportionally spaced text.
Our less than great printer support was a big drawback, because back then it was important to have
a computer document look like it was professionally typewritten. For some reason, the early
computer users wanted to hide the fact that a computer was doing much of the work. It would take a
couple of years before people would consider it a status symbol to show off the fact that they were
using a computer. The professional typewritten look was called "letter quality" in the industry, and
one of our goals for WordPerfect 3.0 was to print a letter that looked as good as one typed on an
IBM Executive typewriter.
Our biggest problem in supporting the "smarts" in many printers was that all of our printer
instructions were hard-coded into WordPerfect. Having hard-coded printer instructions meant that
the instructions for the printer were written inside of the WordPerfect program. This meant that
whenever we wanted to add a new printer, we had to add more code to WordPerfect. Since there
were hundreds of printers on the market, adding code for each of them would have made the
program far too big, not to mention the nightmare it would have been to release a new version of
WordPerfect every time another printer was supported.
The solution was to put the printer instructions in tables outside of the program. A table is nothing
more than a list of values. A box score in the sports section of the newspaper is an example of a
table. In a box score for a basketball game, for example, each player's name is listed with values for
minutes played, points scored, rebounds, turnovers, etc. In a printer table, the printer features are
listed along with the instructions that are sent to the printer for each feature. A printer table would
hold the instructions for things like turning bold on, turning bold off, turning underlining on, etc.
For version 3.0 of WordPerfect, the printer code was entirely rewritten to use look up tables for all
printer instructions.
The result of the change was that our biggest weakness in 2.20 became our biggest strength in 3.0.
We bought and borrowed all kinds of printers, and by the time we released 3.0 we supported more
than fifty of them. Within a year after the release, we would support about two hundred printers,
more than any other word processor. We could also add support for new printers faster than our
competition. We even went so far as to include a special program with WordPerfect which let users
make their own tables or drivers for printers our software did not support. The program could also
be used to make changes to our printer definitions should a user want to improve on our work.
The only disadvantage to the table driven method was that printing was a little slower.
Unfortunately, we underestimated how vocal and angry a few of our customers would get because
of the printing slowdown. We quickly learned that no matter how many improvements we might
make to a new version, if we took something away, we would have many unhappy customers. Some
customers went so far as to demand a partial refund for the printing delays, however, I don't think
we gave them any money back.
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We introduced the new version at Fall COMDEX in a small 10 foot by 10 foot booth located at the
far end of the convention hall facing the back wall. COMDEX (which is short for COMputer Dealer
EXposition) was the biggest computer trade show in the United States. It was expensive, noisy,
crowded, tiring, and essential to attend for almost everyone in the computer industry. The fall
version of COMDEX was always held in Las Vegas, which was fitting because a lot of companies
spent their last dollars to come to COMDEX, gambling that they could find enough interest in their
products to stay in business a little longer. Ours was the smallest booth space you could rent. The
largest booth spaces were sometimes as large as 10,000 square feet or more.
In addition to paying for booth space, companies had to pay for the actual booths they used to fill
their spaces. A booth could easily cost $100,000, and a few companies spent more than $1,000,000
on their booths. Once a booth was paid for, a company had to pay shipping charges to send it to and
from the show. The company then had to pay set-up charges, charges to run power to the booth and
put computers in the booth, and the costs of sending employees, models, and actors to the show to
work the booth. (We did not use models, because we all looked so good.)
Our first booth was not very extravagant. Dan was in charge, and he managed to cram four
computers and six workers into our small area. Those of us who worked the show dragged as many
people as we could into the booth for a demonstration. Though our booth was minuscule compared
to Micropro's, the WordStar company, we were proud of ourselves nonetheless. Just making it there
and getting the booth set up seemed like a great accomplishment.
One man who came by our booth was from one of the big three auto makers. He offered me
$250,000 for a site license to run WordPerfect on all their Victor 9000 machines. That was a lot of
money, but I was very idealistic and turned him down. Even though our company had little money
in savings, I did not want to sell them a license to run WP on all their current and future Victor
machines for a one time fee. I wanted us to make a little money on each new machine they brought
into their company. Later the auto company dropped the Victor 9000 and replaced all their
machines with IBM PC's. We could have taken their money for the Victor software and then sold
them new copies for the IBM PC.
We were all a little in awe of companies like Micropro. They had a very large, beautiful booth and
what seemed like thousands of people jamming into it to look at their products. At the time, I do not
think any of us dreamed we would ever pass them up. We were a little frustrated because we knew
we had a better product, but we did not know how to use this advantage to overtake WordStar.
Micropro was outselling us by about twenty to one.
With only $60,000 of savings in the bank as a war chest, we did not have the money to fight
Micropro aggressively. Unless we changed our minds about going into debt or selling off part of the
company, we had to be content to continue our course of growing as we had the money. This was
probably a good thing, because we were not yet smart enough to spend a lot of money wisely. We
were no longer like innocent little children, but we were only beginning to learn about things like
distribution strategies, product branding, product life cycles, and test marketing. Our advertising
was still homemade, and our public relations was not very good. We still did not know how to
makes friends with the writers from the press.
In spite our frustration and our inexperience, we were happy to finish 1983 with $3.5 million in
sales, up from about $1 million in 1982. Because about half of the sales came in the last quarter,
after the release of version 3.0, we were confident we could at least double sales again in 1984. We
were barely coping with the problems that came with the sales increases, but we were surviving
nonetheless. We were starting to get favorable reports in the press. The November issue of Softalk
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announced that their dealer survey showed us to be the best selling word processor for the month of
October. While this was far from the truth, it did show that there were at least a few dealers who
liked our product. More importantly, our customers loved us and were saying good things about us
to their friends.
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Chapter 5
Growth Spurt
As 3.0 sales took off, the company started to feel like a fast moving train, running totally out of
control. We could not stop it, we did not know how to steer it, and we were not sure where we were
headed. All we could do was hold on and hope for the best.
We were a group of friends, relatives, and neighbors, all working hard and trying our best, but
lacking any formal structure to our organization. Meetings were held in hallways whenever two or
more people happened to meet. We lacked any official means of considering ideas or making
decisions. If someone came up with an idea, we usually gave it a try. The only constraint on our
experimentation was the amount of cash we had in the bank. If we could afford it, we tried it.
Alan liked to tell the press that our success was a result of hiring good people and letting them do a
good job. His analysis would always discourage me, because I liked to think the leadership and
management of the Board was primarily responsible for our success. Looking back, Alan's opinion
was probably closer to the truth. The Board exercised enough control to keep the company
profitable, but we let people do what they wanted to do most of the time.
The background we shared helped us hold things together. Most of us came from Utah or were
somehow connected to the state through BYU or the Mormon Church. Many of our great
grandparents were pioneers, who came west long before Utah was granted statehood. Most of them
arrived with little money and few possessions after suffering much because of religious persecution.
Our grandparents and parents, especially those who stayed in Utah, generally had a tough time
making a living. Utah was not a rich state and was known for its low wages.
As children we were taught that hard work and self-reliance were virtues and that debt should be
avoided like the plague. We generally grew up in homes of modest means and were not accustomed
to luxury or extravagance. Most of us did not drink or smoke. We expected to work long hours for
few rewards. We were honest, cheerful, and happy to have our jobs. We were a personnel manager's
dream come true.
We loved the fact that we could run our own company. Most businesses that came to Utah did so
because of our low labor costs, and most chose to import their own management teams. The
opportunity we had to make our own decisions and control the nature and culture of our company
was unusual. The fact that we enjoyed our independence so much was an extra incentive for
everyone to make sure we were profitable.
Turning a profit in 1984 was not very difficult, although if the reviews of WP 3.0 had been bad, we
might have had a tougher time. Fortunately, the one that mattered most, the InfoWorld review, was
no less than lukewarm and not bad enough to hurt us. Although our overall score was disappointing
and a little puzzling, the author of the review wrote some very complimentary things about our
product. Most of the reviews in the other trade publications were much more positive. We were
now getting enough attention from the industry press that government agencies and large
corporations were including WordPerfect in many of their evaluations.
Sales jumped to more than two million dollars for the first quarter of 1984. We were surprised and
excited to be doing so well, but we had trouble believing sales would stay at such a high level. We
kept our expenses down to one million dollars a quarter in case the high sales proved to be an
aberration.
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The huge growth in sales meant we needed more people, more office space, more computers, and
more telephones. We probably also needed a little more structure to our organization, but we did
not know what to do at the time. Our informal, all-for-one-and-one-for-all, family type of company
had worked well with 25 employees, but was showing signs of breaking down now that we had
more than 50. Many things were happening and at times no one seemed to know why. We had
trouble keeping everyone up to date and working together. We had to keep adding more people for
development, marketing, customer support, manufacturing, and order taking, but unfortunately, we
gave them almost no training and little supervision. Each department was its own little empire, with
its own policies and procedures.
We dealt with the changes using a strategy I called "crisis growth." Rather than try to anticipate the
problems and plan for them, we solved them as they came up. This strategy was forced upon us,
because although we were showing a good profit, we were growing so quickly that we never
seemed to have enough money to pay for a permanent solution. We never had enough money in the
bank to build or lease a building that would hold the entire company, so we leased space around
Orem as we needed it. We never seemed to be able to hire enough customer support operators to
handle all the calls, so we did the best we could with the resources we had. It seemed that every
month we needed a bigger telephone switch, more telephone lines, better computers, and more
office space.
Perhaps if we had gone public or raised money in some other way, we could have done a more
professional job of handling the growth. At the time, however, we were more concerned with
keeping our independence. We were happy to take things one day at a time and to solve the
problems as they arose. I am not sure where we got the confidence to think we could do this
forever, but the longer we did it successfully, the less we worried about the future.
There were some benefits to this crisis growth strategy. It is always dangerous to spend money in
anticipation of growth. A company that does runs the risk of having too many employees, too much
equipment, or too little sales to cover its costs. Wang was a good example of a company that did too
much planning. They planned on getting bigger and bigger, so they built large, beautiful buildings
to hold all the people they would need to hire. When their business slowed down, they were left
with hundreds of thousands of square feet of empty office space.
By growing only at the very last minute, we never ran out of money. Sometimes our customers
would get a busy signal, sometimes employees would have to share offices, and sometimes we all
had to work a little harder to keep up, but we rarely had to lay anyone off and we never had to
borrow any money.
Our most difficult crisis at the time was maintaining good communications inside the company.
There were, of course, informal lines of communication, but a friend to friend network of gossip
and rumors was not an ideal way of getting good information distributed around the company. The
solution we came up with was not perfect, but it helped. Alan and I used our lunch hours to run our
areas of the company. We set up a very complicated schedule to eat with the different department
heads on a regular basis. We brought the marketing and development departments together at a
large luncheon every Monday. Then we would meet with smaller groups from Tuesday through
Friday. We would find out what each of the groups was doing and offer advice as we ate. If
problems arose between different groups, we would put them together at a luncheon to sort things
out. Gaining weight almost became a part of our job descriptions.
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We learned a lot about the dynamics of communicating around a dining table. We learned that a
luncheon with more than eight people was generally unproductive, because it led to multiple
conversations that were usually off the subject. Six was generally the best number for getting work
done. A round table was better than a rectangular one. If a rectangular table was the only choice, it
was always better to sit in one of the middle seats if you wanted to be involved in the discussions.
As we met with the different groups and began to understand more of what was happening inside
the company, we discovered we had very little control. Many in the company had grown
accustomed to doing whatever they wanted to do and were having trouble taking suggestions and
reporting on a regular basis. Because the company was doing so well, it was hard to make big
changes. We did, however, start to exert a measure of control with a budgeting process. If we liked
what we heard at lunch, we funded the efforts. If we didn't like what we heard, we limited spending
or hiring.
Our management-by-luncheon system did not help Bruce's part of the organization, however. He
spent much of his time traveling in Europe and other parts of the world and did not eat with us very
often. We had very little contact with the people he hired, so our international business was isolated
from our domestic business. Communication between the two was always a problem.
Our increasing sales and good reviews were finally bringing calls from distributors. Instead of
sending rejection letters, most were asking us to sign distribution agreements. Sears was the only
exception. They took time out to send us a second rejection letter.
Deciding to use distributors was not an easy decision. One consideration was money. Our dealers
received a 50% discount off of the list price of our products. Distributors told us they needed at
least a 65% discount to make a profit selling our products. The $75 difference seemed like a lot to
pay. A second consideration was the additional discounting which was bound to occur if
distributors sold our products. At the time the neighborhood computer dealer was the software
vendor's most important sales channel. If we wanted the dealers' loyalty, we were expected us to
keep our product out of the hands of mail order companies. The dealers wanted to charge a higher
price for our software and did not want to have to compete with the discounters.
We tried our best to comply with the dealers' demands, but it was not easy. Although we were able
to keep the product out of the hands of reputable mail order companies with our refusal to sell to
them, other mail order companies were selling our product. Ironically, they were buying product
from a few of the dealers we were trying to protect. As we would find the dealers who were selling
to mail order companies, we would cut them off. However, as quickly as we would stop selling
product to one misbehaved dealer, another dealer selling in the grey market would start up. No
matter how hard we tried, every month a few ads would appear offering WordPerfect at a discount.
We knew if we used distributors the situation would only get worse. Once a product is in the hands
of a distributor it is available everywhere, because distributors will sell to almost anyone with a
sales tax number and a good story. Selling through distributors meant we were giving up on trying
to eliminate the discounters. In the years to come, we learned to listen politely and sympathetically
to the dealers' pleas for help, but we never found a practical and legal way to protect them.
There were advantages to having distributors which outweighed these other considerations. Because
dealers carry hundreds of items in a store, it is inconvenient and impractical for them to order all
those items directly from each manufacturer. Dealers needed good distributors who could deliver
many products quickly. Distributors helped us out, because it was much easier for us to service a
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few distributors than it was to service many thousands of dealers. Even real customers, the people
who bought and actually used WordPerfect, benefited. As soon as distributors started carrying our
product, the dealer price for WordPerfect went down and the competition among the dealers
increased. The street price, or the price customers paid if they shopped around, ended up dropping
below $300 for our $495 product.
When we made the decision to sign distributors, we made the mistake of signing two or three of
their agreements before we understood how much these agreements favored them. After we realized
our error, we had them sign an agreement more to our liking. WordPerfect was selling well enough
now that we could get away with drafting and enforcing our own agreements.
Once we started signing up distributors, we did not seem to know how to stop. Before we realized
that there was such a thing as being "over distributed," we had almost thirty distributors. Five or six
would have been more than enough to ensure that our products were easily available and priced
competitively. Unfortunately, it would take us years to get rid of the extra distributors.
In April Doug Lloyd was given approval to start a summer "rep" program. Rep was short for
marketing representative. By now Scott and John were home from their travels around the country,
and Doug, well versed in IBM's sales strategies, wanted to try his hand at putting together a new
outside sales force. We gave him permission to hire ten or twelve people for the summer.
We posted the job opportunities on a bulletin board at the placement office at BYU. Doug would
watch as the prospective salespeople arrived. He would interview the ones he thought looked good
and let Scott interview the ones he did not like. I think he was looking for people who had that IBM
look--at least six feet tall, good hair, nice clothes, and an energetic step. Doug hired about ten men
and one woman, all good looking, all in their early twenties, and all with their own cars. Most of
them had been on missions for the Mormon Church as well.
The training the reps received was minimal. I asked Doug to give them a minimum of 27 hours of
instruction, and that is all they got. During the last two weeks of the semester, they each spent about
sixteen hours on the computer to learn WordPerfect, a few hours in the classroom to learn a sales
pitch, and four hours in customer support to listen in on support calls. With this small amount of
training and a trunk full of demonstration copies of WordPerfect, we sent them on their way.
We were lucky to start the program back when dealers were not too busy to talk to salespeople.
Some dealers went so far as to take some of the reps under their wing and show them how to use a
hard disk (the reps had only learned how to use a two-floppy disk drive system) and give a good
demonstration. In spite of the limited training and lack of support from the home office, most of the
reps did a very good job. About half of them would go back to school in the fall, but the other half
would stay out in field to work for us full time.
Development work on the next version of WordPerfect was moving ahead very slowly early in the
year. The biggest problem was that we were spending a lot of our time trying to find a way to stop
people from stealing our software. Back then Lotus 1-2-3 was copy protected and was bringing in
more money than any other application. A lot of people within our company thought our sales
would improve considerably if we were to similarly copy protect our products. Bruce felt copy
protection was an absolute requirement if we were to successfully sell our software in Europe, since
a very large percentage of Europeans were pirating software. Trade publications estimated that at
least 50% of the software used in the United States was pirated. Europeans were thought to be
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pirating as many as 75% of their copies. In countries like Spain and Italy, the percentage of stolen
copies was thought to be even higher.
One option we had was to pay another company for protection. Some companies sold tiny devices
for about $10 each which had to be plugged into the back of the computer for a software product to
work. Some companies sold special, modified disks, called key disks, which had to stay in the disk
drive for a program to work. Royalties for key disks ran from about $2 to $5 per copy.
We wanted to avoid paying royalties, so we began developing our own key disk type of copy
protection. During the first half of 1984, the developers came up with different ways to protect
against the copying, but they were never completely satisfied that their schemes were unbreakable.
We were rapidly coming to the conclusion that developing an inexpensive, unbreakable protection
scheme was an impossible task. Meanwhile, software customers were coming to the conclusion that
any protection was too much of an inconvenience.
Our other products were also taking resources away from WordPerfect. In addition to the products
we had begun, IBM had announced the IBM PCjr, and we were developing a word processor and a
spreadsheet for the new machine. We believed that we had to broaden our product line to compete.
We were determined that 1984 would "mark the end of the one product company, and the
emergence of SSI as a significant software company with many products for IBM small
computers." (This quotation was taken from our 1984 business plan.)
We should have used more of our resources to improve WordPerfect, but back then we were
preoccupied with offering a family of products, and shedding our one-product-company label.
There was a common belief in the industry, which was regularly reported in the trade press, that a
one-product company had to diversify to be successful. Even our bankers and accountants were
asking us if we could survive long term with only one product.
Like almost every other software company, we were caught up in the rage to have a complete suite
of applications, all with a similar brand name. Software Publishing had PFS:Write and PFS:File.
Micropro had WordStar, CalcStar, and DataStar. The PerfectWriter people also had PerfectCalc.
There was a company formed by a few Micropro exiles with the products WriteIt and CalcIt and
plans for DataIt and DrawIt. Of course, none of these product families were successful, but that did
not stop any of us from trying.
Sometime in the late spring or early summer we realized we were wasting valuable time and that we
needed to get a good, new version of WordPerfect ready for the fall. The obvious name for the new
version was WordPerfect 4.0. 4.0 was a perfect grade point average in school and described the type
of product we wanted to release. Although we did not have the time to add in a lot of new features,
we did have the time and the resources to improve the cosmetics of the product.
Alan finally agreed that the old template had to go. It had covered the ten function keys at the left of
the keyboard and the numbers keys across the top. It looked like an "L" on its side. I liked to call it
the "gallows" template, because it seemed to be killing sales and looked a little like the figure you
would draw to start the game Hangman. It did not stay on the keyboard well and did not fit many of
the new keyboards which the clone makers were producing. By moving all the features to the ten
function keys at the left, we could send a less complicated looking template, which would fit on
more keyboards.
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We spent a lot of time and money on the 4.0 manual, using better paper, more color, and adding a
tutorial with exercises. We also added a nicer looking jacket to the outside of the package. The new
version gave the impression that 4.0 was a much improved program, even though the software was
not that much different. There were some new features--installation was simpler, the dictionary was
bigger, a block was now highlighted on the screen, endnotes were added, and error handling was
better (WP could recover from many DOS errors, where before it would crash if DOS had a
problem)--but there were not nearly as many new features as there had been in version 3.0.
Until the last minute we had planned a simple, key disk copy protection for 4.0. This required the
customer to put a WordPerfect diskette into the computer each time the program was started. I
personally did not enjoy the procedure and begged Alan to use it himself before we shipped. He had
been using non-protected software on his own machine to avoid the inconvenience of switching
back and forth between P-Edit and WordPerfect. After about fifteen minutes of use, Alan told the
developers to drop the protection. It was so close to the release that we did not have time to remove
the key symbol, which signified a copy protected diskette, from the diskette labels.
Dropping the copy protection was a good decision. Although we would still copy protect some of
our software in Europe, it was not a good idea for the United States. Many businesses in the US
were coming to the conclusion that they were not willing to live with the inconvenience of copy
protection. Even 1-2-3 would eventually drop it. It was simply not fair to make the good, paying
customers put up with an inconvenience caused by the bad ones. In the end, what was good for the
legal customers was also good for our bottom line.
We shipped 4.0 a couple of weeks before COMDEX in order to be ready for the year end selling
season. There was a feeling of great excitement around the company. Version 4.0 stood for "A"
work, and we were proud of our efforts. It seemed as if everyone in the company had been involved
in making the product a success.
We spent every dime we had on the 4.0 roll out. Bruce was adamant about this. He wanted to spend
no less than $100,000 on advertising. This seemed like an enormous amount to spend all at once,
since we usually budgeted only $15,000 a month for advertising.
Our booth at COMDEX was six times the size of the previous year's booth. We put a stage in the
booth and hired a trade show company from Chicago to produce a presentation. Their production
included professional actors, singing, and dancing. We did not want to look like a technical
software house from some remote spot in the Rocky Mountains. We wanted to look like a software
publisher with exciting products and new ideas.
During our evenings at COMDEX, a few of us, including a couple of programmers, met to trade
stories and impressions from the show. Some there were discouraged by our image compared to the
other large companies and complained about how difficult it was to improve our image without a
lot of money. We were, however, already well on the road to improving our reputation. In addition
to our improved product and our professional presentation at COMDEX, Dan was using an
advertising agency, and at their suggestion we had a new logo, new packaging on the way, a new ad
campaign, and a new name. The new name, SSI Software, did not make a lot of sense--Satellite
Software International Software?--but it looked good in the ads. We no longer looked like amateurs.
We had improved to at least a semi-pro level overall and were well on our way to getting things
right.
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Despite these improvements, a few of our employees felt that the image we were projecting would
hinder our growth. We had a young, bright, cheerful, clean-scrubbed, naive kind of look, and as a
result many in the industry, including our competitors, did not take us seriously. Although we may
not have appeared as sophisticated and cosmopolitan as some would have liked, I had trouble
believing we should try to take on an image which did not fit us very well. I did not think it was fair
to complain or to try to change our wholesome image, any more than it was to complain about a
bunny rabbit having floppy ears and a tail. It was fair to expect that we should do our work expertly,
but not that we should be something we were not.
Until that COMDEX of 1984, my hope was to one day capture 35% of the word processing market.
We had passed a lot of other products, like Select, Benchmark, Palantir, Peachtext, Volkswriter, and
Easywriter, but WordStar seemed impassable. WordStar from Micropro had no less than 60% of the
market, and their dealers and customers were very loyal. All Micropro had to do was to keep
offering improved versions of WordStar to maintain their number one position.
Sadly for Micropro, the one thing they could not do very easily was update their product. After their
luck at getting the CP/M version of WordStar running on the PC, they could not seem to get an
updated version out the door. They decided instead that they would produce an entirely new
product, one which was easier to maintain and improve than the original version.
Luckily for us, the new WordStar, introduced at COMDEX as WordStar 2000, was entirely
different from the old product. Micropro intentionally attempted to replace their market leader with
a product that was bigger and slower and used a different interface. Although it was not obvious at
COMDEX, the product was doomed from the start. In spite of all the product hype and the size and
beauty of the Micropro booth and presentation, the new product did not stand a chance.
Micropro did more for us at that show than we could ever have done for ourselves. They convinced
their customers that the old WordStar was not very good and that they needed to look for something
better. Not only would these customers take a look at WordStar 2000, but they would also look at
WordPerfect 4.0.
We finished the year with sales of a little more than $9 million, which made us the third word
processor behind WordStar ($67 million in sales) and Multimate ($20 million in sales). Even
though our profits for the year were slightly more than $1 million after taxes, we had very little
cash. Every dollar we made was going back into the company or toward the promotion of 4.0.
Our hopes to have many successful products by the end of the year were not realized. The IBM
PCjr was failing, as were the products we made for it, and none of our other products were selling
very well. Most disappointing of all were the prospects for SSIData. The product came out just
before COMDEX, and the InfoWorld review appeared in their Christmas Eve edition. The review
was much worse than bad. We received only a one diskette rating, the worst possible. Their
conclusion was, "This one needs work before your should consider purchasing it." It was one of the
worst reviews ever given to any product in the history of the computer industry. The failure was
particularly disappointing to me, because for a year and a half I had spent a lot of time working on
the product.
Lew Bastian, older brother to Bruce and my wife and the sole programmer of the original SSIData,
kept his home in Tucson after leaving IBM. For most of the month he worked on his software
project at home, and then for one week each month he would come up to Utah to visit the SSI
offices. During these times, he would stay at our home.
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My kids liked having their uncle around because he would pick them up and run around the room
so they could pretend they were Superman or Superwoman. My wife loved her oldest brother, but
his week long visits were not a lot of fun for her. I spent every evening with Lew learning about his
legal time and billing system and watching him write his program in Forth (I was, as I said, past
being a workaholic). One evening we were downstairs talking about his program, when we came up
with this great idea for a database. It was an "Ah Hah!" type experience, and it was exciting to
visualize the product and think about how great it would be to use.
I was so convinced that the product we envisioned was good, that I spent all my spare time working
on the project. Once Lew had a prototype working, I started showing it off to the press. One
magazine, PC World, did a major story about the product in their February 1984 issue. Through the
spring and summer, I wrote the manual. In the early fall I did the alpha testing all by myself and
organized the beta testing. I wanted so much to see the product come to life as we had originally
designed it, that I would not let anyone else help with the project.
I was so sure that the product would be a success that the very horrible review in InfoWorld was a
complete surprise. The reviewer hated the documentation and was disappointed by all the bugs. I
hated to admit that what he said was true, especially after all the time I had invested in the project in
addition to all my normal work. The failure of SSIData taught me two painful lessons: ideas should
be shared so others can improve on them, and no one, including myself, is infallible.
Lew would struggle to improve SSIData year after year. Eventually the name would change to
DataPerfect and many customers would enjoy using it, but the reviews would not get much better.
The product would sell well enough to finance its development but it would never make the
company a significant amount of money.
Even with the failures, our SSI train, now our SSI Software train, was getting bigger and rolling
down the tracks even faster. Sales for WordPerfect would overshadow all our other product
mistakes. No matter what we did wrong, no matter how we wasted our resources, WordPerfect for
DOS provided more than enough money to keep us out of trouble and make us look good.
To our credit, we did have our share of successes. Our toll free customer support was already a well
recognized marketing asset. Unlike Micropro, which referred their customers to dealers for
assistance, we wanted to help our customers personally. We wanted to hear their complaints and
their suggestions. Perhaps our image was a little too nice for some, but in a year we had almost
tripled sales and grown from 47 employees to 84 employees. Although we had our share of
problems, we were all going the extra mile and learning from our mistakes.
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Chapter 6
Growing Pains
We told the world in our new, professional ad campaign that WordPerfect 4.0 was the most perfect
WordPerfect ever, and the product was worthy of the hype. 4.0 was fast, reliable, and significantly
better than our competition. Now all we had to do was convince the computer buyers of the world
we were right.
This was not an easy job, because word processing users had a religious-like zeal for their favorite
products. For most people, switching from one product to another was almost unthinkable.
WordStar was especially hard to learn and master, and fans of the product defended it with an
irrational fervor. Their loyalty was similar to that of a mother who has given birth to a very ugly
baby. It was almost impossible to get expert WordStar users to admit their product had any flaws.
The diehard WordStar users pushed their word processor on unsuspecting friends and co-workers,
and this very vocal group represented our biggest obstacle to convincing new customers to buy our
product. Luckily, Micropro made our job easy by attempting to replace WordStar with WordStar
2000. Micropro tried to fix all the problems in the original WordStar, and rather than making their
loyalists happy, they alienated them. Their strongest supporters had bonded to the program's quirks
and problems and had come to believe that the difficulties were desirable. Worst of all, WordStar
2000 was very slow compared to the old WordStar. Even a mother could not have loved the new
product.
As far as I can remember, only one reviewer, Ronni Marshak, liked WordStar 2000. In spite of her
comment that WordStar 2000 had "soundly thrashed" WordPerfect 4.0, Micropro's sales figures
headed downward. After reaching a high of $67 million in 1984, the company's sales declined to
$43 million in 1985. Eventually Micropro would realize its mistake and try to push the classic
WordStar, but its sales figures would never improve.
Though the InfoWorld review of WordPerfect 3.0 in 1985 had been somewhat schizophrenic,
extending compliments while giving us a less than positive overall rating, the 4.0 review had only
one personality. It was positive in the extreme. The final sentence of the review read, "We believe
WordPerfect 4.0 represents a new standard of excellence for microcomputer word processors."
They gave us a perfect rating, with a grade of excellent in every category.
The InfoWorld rating was worth millions of dollars to us. The perfect score became the theme for
all our advertising. We reprinted the review and sent copies everywhere. When we called on
customers, we made sure they saw copies of it. When we visited our dealers, we made sure they had
plenty of copies to hand out. We had been given the best possible endorsement by the most
influential computer publication, and we did our best to make the most of it.
Our January sales topped one million dollars--our first million dollar month. Bruce and Alan took
the whole company out to lunch to celebrate. Over the course of the year, sales would only get
better. Bruce and Alan would pay for lunch again in August, when we would have our first two
million dollar month, and again in October, when we would have our first three million dollar
month. Although we started the year with our product in only 15% of the computer retail stores, we
would end the year with WordPerfect in practically every store. Everywhere we went dealers
wanted to carry our product.
About one third of our sales were in the Washington, DC area. Although I am inclined to criticize
the decisionmaking abilities of the US government, to their credit, they discovered WordPerfect
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when it was practically unknown. Forced by federal purchasing guidelines to evaluate most
products, they gave us the highest rating in most of their evaluations. Although individuals would
buy more WordStar in 1985, and large businesses would buy more Multimate, government offices
and agencies would buy more WordPerfect.
Keeping up with the growth was a big problem. Our informal management style worked well when
eighty people were focused on getting 4.0 out the door, but it was breaking down under the weight
of all the new people we had to hire. Crisis growth worked fine for office space and computers, and
management by luncheons helped improve the communications between departments, but our
biggest problems had to do with how they operated. Each department had the freedom to design its
own organization and set its own policies. With everyone solving their problems by trial and error,
we had all kinds of inefficiencies creeping into the organization. The orders department, for
example, always seemed to keep a copier running full time. When I looked into the reasons, it
turned out they were making a lot of extra copies of invoices so they could file them by invoice
number, by customer, and by product. When asked why, they were not sure, except that it had
always been done that way. To make a point, I threw one full set in the trash and told them to call
me if they ever missed the extra copies.
As we added people to the company, we generally tried to keep our organization flat, but the
number of managers we used varied considerably from department to department. Our developers,
for example, had a very flat organization--all of them answered directly to Alan Ashton. At the
other extreme, the customer support department had seventeen employees, of which more than half
were managers or assistant managers.
Our hiring methods were also inconsistent. We had no interviewing standards, nor any policies for
hiring or not hiring friends or relatives, and we rarely checked references. Almost everyone who
was hiring made promises about raises and future opportunities without writing anything down, and
we all tended to describe job opportunities as more glamorous than they were. The unkept promises
made for a lot of unhappy people.
To make matters worse, new employees were given very little training, very little supervision, and,
in general, did not understand their jobs or how the company worked. Although we told people our
basic management philosophy was to "teach people correct principles and let them govern
themselves," we did very little teaching. We were much better at turning people loose than we were
at helping them learn what it was we needed them to do.
Although I was not in charge of the entire organization, I spent a lot of time trying to figure out how
to fix these problems. I knew we needed better training and more supervision, but I was not exactly
sure how to achieve these results. The problem of who should do the supervising was one that
particularly bothered me. I did not see how to make everyone happy, if some were asked to
supervise and others were not.
Whenever I got stuck on a problem, I called my dad in California. He had been a vice president of
marketing for one of the divisions of Harris Corporation and had a lot more experience than I did at
running a large organization. When I explained the problems we were having, he told me a story he
had heard years before at a management seminar. I would think about this story many times over
the next few years.
The tale concerned a good king, his knights, and his prime minister. The knights of the kingdom
were brave and loyal. They loved to jump on white chargers and rush off to slay dragons or save
damsels. The knights performed their feats with very little planning and rarely did their post-feat
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paperwork, but they made up for these shortcomings with their fearlessness, their strength, and their
energy. The king was also lucky to have a very good prime minister. The minister saw that taxes
were collected, that the majority of the revenues were wisely spent to improve the kingdom, and
that the excess monies were well managed.
One day the prime minister died, and the king asked his bravest and most fearless knight to be the
new minister. Unfortunately, the knight chosen for the job liked jumping on his white charger more
than he liked caring for the affairs of the kingdom. He continued to gallop off to slay dragons
whenever he had the opportunity and neglected tax collections, investments, improvements, and
repairs. After only a short time, the king ran out of money, the peasants ran out of patience, and the
kingdom collapsed.
My dad compared the brave knights to the very best marketing and development employees. These
people loved to jump on airplanes or into impossible situations to save the day by closing big sales
or inventing something new. Their first response was to act, and results were their primary concern.
They used a Ready, Fire, Aim approach and in many cases were successful.
Unfortunately, this approach failed if a problem required careful planning or attention to small
details. Brave knights generally did poorly when assigned to management positions. They were
always too busy and too involved in the current crisis to spend much time supervising others or
planning for the future. They lacked the patience to stick around long enough to train and support
their people.
Good prime ministers made better managers than did knights. Their first course of action was to
think, and their primary concern was to come up with a good plan before they wasted a lot of
energy. They stayed late to finish the paperwork and always knew how much money they were
spending.
This story helped me begin to understand the magnitude of the problem we were facing. A company
needs its superstars, but it also needs good managers, who make careful decisions, who pay close
attention to details, and who care enough about the people they supervise to dedicate some time to
them. If we were to be successful over the long term, our superstars would either have to take the
time and trouble required to become good supervisors or let others take over.
In our case, we were a company filled with superstars. We had all worked on impossible problems
and had all made significant contributions to the company's success. We had enjoyed the freedom to
run our own areas of the company as we wanted, and few of us felt we needed any more
supervision. If there was to be a new structure to the organization, we all wanted to be at the top.
My dad suggested we consider limiting the size of the company and try to avoid the problem
altogether. In all his years of experience, he had yet to see a knight turn into a good prime minister.
I was discouraged enough with the problem to ask Alan if perhaps we should be more cautious and
put a cap on the number of employees in the company. Neither of us had dreamed the company
would grow so quickly. Though our sales were increasing, our expenses were increasing as well.
The responsibility of meeting these expenses was an enormous weight on our shoulders. As a result,
I think we were ready to slow things down a little.
On the night after our conversation I had a dream. In it I was in the reception area of our offices
standing knee-deep in money. There were three or four other people in the room with me, and
together we were trying to pick up the money and stuff it into bags as quickly as possible. I
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remember wishing we had more people to help us. The money was ours to take if only we would
pick it up.
This dream was not too far from what the software business was like for us. It reminded me that the
opportunity was there for the taking, if only we did not lose our nerve and back off. The next
morning I told Alan about my dream and that I no longer wanted to put a limit on the growth of the
company. Opportunity was not just knocking, it was breaking down our door. All we had to do was
get out of the way.
From that time on I felt like WordPerfect had a life of its own and that I was merely a spectator to
an amazing phenomenon. I realized that I had no way of predicting or controlling how big the
company would get in the next few years. Though I could not control its size, I was going to try my
best to control its shape and structure. I saw myself as an architect, with the responsibility to keep
the organization flat and efficient, with the fewest number of management layers possible.
I was not sure how much Bruce and Alan wanted me to take on this responsibility, but I did it
anyway. As a college student, I had worked two summers for government contractors and observed
real bureaucracies first hand. Remembering my experiences, I was determined that SSI would not
fall into the same unproductive traps as had my early employers. These corporations were full of
organizational charts, formal lines of communication and authority, and a lot of wasted time and
effort. My getting to work on time and getting off to a fast start was discouraged by most of the
other employees. The work was done in bits and pieces, when it did not interfere with taking
breaks, eating lunch, playing bridge, talking sports, participating in betting pools, bringing each
other up to date on our personal lives, celebrating birthdays, or watching and commenting on the
girls in the office. As a young idealist, I had hated working at a slow pace in order to fit in with the
rest of the guys.
My time spent working for Don had a lot to with the way I felt about supervisors and helped to
shape my beliefs as to how supervision should be handled in an organization. During my first year
at SSI, my financial duties took up only a small amount of my time. I spent the majority of my time
working as Don's assistant. When he was out of the office, I served as a messenger between him
and our clients. When he was in the office, I did whatever he told me to do for the day. When I
wrote a letter, I had to sign his name at the bottom. Any training I got came in the form of lectures
given when I messed up or did too much on my own. I felt like a little kid who could not go out to
play because his mom wanted him at her side in case she had an errand for him to run. Once Don
had left, I enjoyed working without someone looking over my shoulder. I came to the conclusion
that working without a supervisor was better than working for an overbearing one.
Taking on the role of company architect did not help my image much. I was already the designated
bad guy on the Board. Bruce spent much of his time in Europe, and when he was in the office, he
was either working on international issues or helping with development problems. Alan was always
nice and agreeable and preferred to avoid contention. He was much better at smoothing ruffled
feathers and settling disputes than he was at handing out bad news. That left me to say no, if no had
to be said.
Because I watched over the finances and jealously guarded the distribution of our money, I was in a
position where anyone wanting to try a new program or hire a new employee had to come to me. I
played the role of the sheriff in a Wild West town, where most of the town's citizens were unsure
they wanted a sheriff. Bringing some sort of financial law and order to the company while
attempting to maintain a flat organization meant disappointing a lot of people.
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A flat structure by its nature is bound to discourage some, because it limits management
opportunities. If you have an organization which requires two hundred people to do its work, and if
the supervisors in the company each have no more than five people reporting to them, then you will
need approximately 50 supervisors. This tall type of structure will likely have a president, two to
four vice presidents, five to ten directors, and forty managers. Counting the two hundred employees
who do the actual work, you will have five layers in the company.
If you were to change the number of people supervised by one person from five to twenty, you
would create a much flatter structure. In theory you would need only a president and ten managers.
This would reduce the number of layers in the company to three and the number of managers to
eleven. Not only would this flatter organization be likely to function more efficiently, but the
company would also save the salaries of 39 managers.
In a real company of two hundred people, eleven in management is not likely enough. Not all
departments and functions break down to exactly twenty people each, and not every manager is
likely to have the experience and skill to help and support twenty people. Still, a company this size
should be able to function very well with no more than twenty to twenty-five managers and no more
than four layers.
Within a flat structure, the management opportunities are likely less than half those found in a tall
structure, so the odds of moving up the management ladder are much lower. If the company in our
example were to grow to the point where 1000 people were required to do its work, a tall
organization would need to add 200 managers, while the flat one would need only 43 more. There is
room for everyone to move up in the tall organization, but in the flat organization there is room for
only one in five.
For those who joined SSI to move up a career ladder, this flat structure was a source of tremendous
frustration, and their frustration was generally directed at me. If employees needed help to get all
their work done, they would usually want to hire assistants to help them. Instead of letting them hire
subordinates, which usually created another layer in the company, I would ask them to give up part
of their responsibilities. If we needed new employees to take those responsibilities, the new people
would be hired as peers rather than subordinates to those requiring the help.
For example, Doug Lloyd, the salesman we hired away from IBM, at one time had responsibility
for all large accounts, including large corporations, federal agencies, and schools. As we grew and
he had more work than he could handle, we turned his government and school accounts over to two
other people. Later, when he needed help with corporate accounts, we gave two thirds of his
accounts to two others. In both cases, the people who were given a part of Doug's responsibilities
became his peers, reporting to the same supervisor he did.
For most people, and especially for the company superstars, losing responsibility was very
discouraging. Not only were they not moving up in the organization, but they viewed their losses as
demotions. Instead of having more and more assistants, they saw themselves as having more and
more rivals. How could they explain to their spouses or parents that because they were doing a great
job they were having to give up responsibilities?
I came to believe that I would have to live with my share of enemies inside the company if we were
going to keep a flat organization. As the company grew and more supervision became necessary, I
made additional enemies. Some people who had reported directly to the Board felt slighted when
asked to report to a supervisor a step below the Board. Although I tried to ease the pain with a good
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explanation or by handing out new and better titles, there were always a few people who could not
understand why the company's growth did not give them a more important or more prestigious role.
To many it appeared as if my reason for promoting a flat structure was to exercise greater personal
control. While I did not agree that my preference for a flat organization was to promote my own
self-interest, I would agree that a flat organization concentrates more authority in the hands of fewer
people. It also promotes better communication within an organization, because there are not as
many layers to filter the information.
In spite of our problems and my efforts to solve them, 1985 was proving to be another great year for
SSI. Sales of WordPerfect for DOS were going through the roof, overshadowing the fact that our
other products could hardly make it out the door. Ironically, we were as determined as ever to
develop more products--even if many of them were unsuccessful.
WordPerfect jr and MathPlan jr sold as poorly as IBM's PC jr, which was a miserable failure. Not
only did we fail with WordPerfect jr in English, but we went ahead and failed in Danish and
Norwegian as well. Personal WordPerfect, designed to compete with PFS:Write and to fill a gap
between the full version of WordPerfect and our jr version, sold very few copies. Sales of MathPlan
for DOS and MathPlan for AOS went nowhere. SSI*Legal, Lew Bastian's legal time and billing
package; SSI*FORTH, our first and last programming language; and SSI*Data, our poorly received
database all had disappointing sales. P-Edit was still around and selling poorly. Luckily, we came to
our senses before releasing TranSSIt, deciding not to ship the low-priced communications package
because the support costs were likely to be too high to show a profit.
The one new product which did sell well was our Apple II version of WordPerfect. Although we
might have made a lot more money with a Macintosh version, we started out so far behind on the
Mac that we decided to finish our Apple II version first. We were too small a company to get the
kind of attention and help from Apple that Microsoft was getting. Bill Gates had already tilted the
Macintosh software playing field so much in his favor that we were discouraged about our
prospects in the new market. Unfortunately, we would not release WordPerfect for the Macintosh
until 1988, giving Microsoft Word for the Mac a four year head start.
Looking back, it is easy to see we were trying to develop and sell too many products too quickly,
but we were as determined as ever to be more than a one product company. Even though our 1985
sales would more than double our 1984 sales, we felt a considerable amount of embarrassment
because we could not produce another best- or even good-selling product.
We could have saved ourselves a lot of headaches by concentrating on fewer products. For every
product we released, we had to manufacture a standard retail version, an update version for
customers who had purchased the previous release, a demonstration version for dealers, a special
version to give away, a low-priced version for schools, and versions manufactured especially for
large corporate and government customers. Not only did we have to prepare and keep track of these
complete packages, but we had to make the templates and manuals available separately. In addition
to our US English products, we had to make similar but different sets of English packages for our
Canadian, British, and Australian customers. We also made two sets for our French speaking
customers in France and Canada and additional sets for all the other international languages we
supported. We did not make our mistakes one at a time. We made them twenty at a time.
Developing the software and the software packages was, of course, only part of the work. We had
to figure out how to price the products and how to roll them out. We had come up with the
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brochures, advertisements, and promotions. Then we had to spend hours and months trying to figure
out what we were doing wrong when the products did not sell. It was rarely appropriate to blame
the developers if a product did poorly. We always had to keep searching for a marketing solution to
our failures.
Fortunately, we had the foresight to save enough of our time and resources to get WordPerfect 4.1
ready for release in the fall of 1985. This version was not thrown together at the last minute like 4.0.
We were now involved in what the press called a features race, a race we knew we could win. 4.1
had at least 100 new features, including an automatic table of contents, automatic indexing,
footnotes which could spill over to the next page, paragraph numbering, an improved speller, and a
thesaurus. All the new features were written by our programmers, unlike our competitors, who were
looking to other companies for things like thesauruses and spellers. Not only did we save a lot of
money by doing all the work ourselves, but all the features we built functioned similarly and
worked well together.
Our key strengths had always been our programmers and our ability to keep them from leaving the
company. When some of our competitors finished a product, their programmers seemed to scatter
like pins after a strike in a bowling alley. It would usually take them months to line up a new
programming team to work on an update version of an existing product. We kept our teams intact,
however, so we lost no time between releases.
The changeover from 4.0 to 4.1 was a big manufacturing challenge, because this was the first time
we were dealing with such large numbers. Sales of $2,000,000 meant that about 100,000 copies of
WordPerfect were going out the door each month. That was a lot of paper, binders, and diskettes for
a company doing things by trial and error.
Our biggest concern was making sure we did not end up with extra copies of version 4.0. During
the mid-80's, as soon as a new version came out, the old version became obsolete. If we ended up
with 50,000 copies too many, for example, we would lose one million dollars. If we ended up with
50,000 too few, we would be out of product and out of sales for two weeks. Hitting the number
right on was difficult, because the release date was a moving target.
As the 4.1 release date neared we became very nervous. With 3.0 and 4.0 we experienced a
slowdown just prior to release, as word of the release leaked out from our beta test sites. We
factored this slowdown into our estimates, and for the first and only time, word of the new release
did not leak out. Our sales were increasing at a time when they should have been decreasing, and
we were in danger of running out of WordPerfect for DOS for perhaps as long as a month.
Our security was so good that I was forced to ask someone inside our company to call Spencer Katt,
the writer of the rumors column at PC Week, to spread the news of our upcoming release through
the industry grapevine. Once news of 4.1 appeared in PC Week, sales of 4.0 dropped back below
$2,000,000 a month, and we were out of product for less than two weeks. Our entire marketing
department was so angry about the security leak, that I had to wait a few months before I could tell
them I was the culprit.
Once 4.1 was released, our October sales jumped to more than three million dollars. We could have
sold more product that month, but our sales estimates were low and our printing company did not
have the capacity to meet an increase in our orders. For the first time we had to ration our product to
distributors. WordPerfect 4.1 would be in short supply until the first of the year, when we would get
more printers printing our manuals.
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COMDEX that year was a lot of fun. Mark and Sherry, our professional actors from Chicago, were
back doing another song and dance presentation. They added slides to their show which featured
screen shots of many of the new features in 4.1. There was so much interest in our new version that
we no longer had to drag people into our booth. Instead, people sought us out and told us how much
they liked our product.
We ended the year with sales of $23 million, two and one-half times those of 1984. That made us
the number two word processor, since Ashton-Tate had acquired Multimate and leveled the sales of
that product off at $20 million. Only WordStar was ahead of us, but we were right on their tail.
Their quarterly sales were down to only $10 million, and ours were up to $9 million. At Softsel, one
of the two largest distributors, we were already outselling WordStar.
Our pre-tax profits were up to 25%, so we were starting to make enough money to play the software
game like professionals. With InfoWorld giving us another perfect score for WordPerfect 4.1, we
knew 1986 would be another great year for SSI. Although we could feel the growing pains which
accompanied our increase from 84 people to almost 200, we looked like a company that knew what
it was doing and where it was going.
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Chapter 7
Awkward Adolescence
By now we had our software business down to a simple routine. Every year we released a new
version of WordPerfect, and every year we doubled our sales. It was almost as easy as printing
money on our own printing press. Except for two small clouds on the horizon, our future looked
bright.
Almost everything having to do with the release of 4.1 went smoothly. At first we billed it as a
minor release, because 4.0 was doing so well. We were afraid that if we made too big a deal of the
new release we might scare some companies into thinking that 4.1 was very different from 4.0.
Often when a significantly different version of a product was released, a company would conduct
formal evaluations of the product to determine whether they would use the upgrade or switch to
another product. If our customers perceived 4.1 to be a minor release, we hoped they would decide
an evaluation was unnecessary. We did not want to disrupt their purchasing patterns now that they
were buying our product.
Our customers quickly saw through our "minor release" strategy, but they did not slow their
purchases. They went crazy for the new product. The first quarter 4.1 was available, which was the
fourth quarter of 1985, our sales jumped more than 50% over our best previous quarter. After
InfoWorld gave us another perfect score, sales went up to $10 million for the first quarter of 1986.
We were now dead even with WordStar and had enough momentum to pass them. Our only
problem was filling all the orders that were rushing in. The local printing companies could not print
the manuals quickly enough to keep up with the demand, creating a backlog for update copies as
long as six weeks. As a result of the 4.1 rush, our PC market share was now somewhere between
20% and 25%.
With WordStar almost out of the way, we were ready to set our sights on other competitors. For the
short term, Wang was still an important player in the word processing industry. Personal computers
could not yet match all of the capabilities available on the larger Wang machines, especially in the
areas of networking and security, and many of Wang's customers felt they could not afford to
abandon their sizable investments in Wang equipment. Law firms were especially loyal to the old
machines, because many lawyers were not ready to have computers on their desks. They liked the
old way of dictating their documents to their secretaries and having final versions produced by the
firm word processing center.
Wang was trying desperately to keep its business going. It was a multi-billion dollar company,
accustomed to profits greater than the revenues brought in by the entire PC word processing
software industry. Little multi-million dollar companies like Micropro and SSI were devouring its
business, but Wang was not prepared to cut its size quickly enough to compete in the personal
computer market. It was a dinosaur, unwilling to adapt to the new environment, and all that was left
for it to do was survive until its money ran out.
Another big competitor in the short term was IBM with Displaywrite. Most of the dedicated word
processing companies like CPT, Dictaphone, Lanier, NBI, and Wang had not been able to make a
transition to the PC word processing world. Many had decided to close up shop rather than compete
in the new, low-priced market. Some, like Wang, had chosen to ignore the PC and continue on as if
nothing had changed. A few companies, notably NBI and IBM, had tried to write software for the
PC, but most had not been able to sell many copies. IBM was the only company from the dedicated
word processing world to also have a significant market share in the PC word processing world.
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Although they did not publish their software sales figures, we were fairly sure IBM's market share
was close to ours. In spite of the fact that Displaywrite was usually found to be an inferior product
by the press and by their customers, IBM continued to sell a lot of software. There was still some
magic left in the IBM name.
In the long term, Microsoft was the only significant threat to our moneymaking machine. It was our
only competitor with the resources, talent, endurance, and understanding to write a good PC
product. Micropro had the resources and the endurance, but was famous for losing its talented
programmers. Ashton-Tate, which purchased Multimate, also had the resources, but similarly could
not keep good programmers. Lotus had most of the qualifications to write a good product, but did
not understand the market. The spreadsheet maker chose to write a word processor aimed at the
technical user, but instead missed every market. IBM had more than enough resources and
endurance, but did not understand how to write good software. IBM shuffled its programmers in
and out of large programming teams and evaluated team performance on the basis of the quantity of
lines of code written rather than the quality of the code. At one point the company broke up the
entire Displaywrite development team by moving the project from Austin, Texas to New York. If
Beethoven could have written a good symphony by putting one hundred composers in a room and
requiring each to write ten musical phrases that he would later piece together, then perhaps IBM
could have written good software. I think IBM did not understand that creating beautiful software,
like creating beautiful music, was an art form and not a manufacturing challenge.
Although Microsoft had a better appreciation of how to write good software, in 1986 they had too
many irons in the fire to concentrate much on our market. Though they were much larger than we
were, we always had at least three times as many programmers devoted to word processing. Perhaps
what held them back more than their lack of resources was the fact that they had an arrogance about
them, believing they were smarter than everyone else. They were a group of intellectuals with
degrees from the most prestigious institutions, who had trouble believing that a group of ex-BYU
students could beat them. On one occasion, one of their programmers witnessed a demonstration
given by Bruce at our COMDEX booth. The programmer, upon seeing some of the features,
interrupted Bruce to tell him that some of the things he was demonstrating were impossible to do. It
took real arrogance for the Microsoft programmer to dispute something he could see with his own
eyes, and it was this kind of arrogance that showed in Microsoft's product.
For 1986 we set our sights on IBM and Wang and directed practically all of our marketing efforts
towards large accounts. We felt if we could capture the large accounts, that schools and small
businesses would follow their lead. To this end, we aimed all our advertising directly at large
corporations. While our reps still visited dealers, they spent more than half of their time working
with large accounts. We provided big companies with free demonstration copies, extra telephone
support, and special pricing. We let them know we either offered products or intended to offer
products on IBM's entire line of computers.
IBM helped us win over many of its customers. Since 1983 we had offered WordPerfect directly to
IBM employees for $125 a copy, and by now probably more IBM employees used WordPerfect at
home than used Displaywrite. In 1984 we let IBM offices buy WordPerfect at the same low price,
and until 1989, when IBM forbade its offices to use our product without written permission,
WordPerfect was likely on as many machines in IBM offices as was Displaywrite. Around 1985,
IBM started buying our software as a distributor, reselling WordPerfect to its own customers. Even
though IBM preferred to sell Displaywrite, many of the company's employees and offices
recommended our product.
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While these recommendations helped, the biggest favor IBM did for us was not to improve its
product very much over the years. Although IBM's customers wanted to remain loyal and were
willing to put up with poor performance and an awkward interface, we were adding too many new
features for those customers to stay with Displaywrite. Each new release of WordPerfect put more
pressure on a company's decision makers to dump Displaywrite. IBM could not improve its product
quickly enough to prevent its customers from jumping ship.
If the computing world would have stayed as it was in 1986, we would have had little trouble from
our competition. There were, however, two big changes coming which would eventually give
Microsoft a chance to catch us. The first was the laser printer and the second was the graphical user
interface, or GUI (pronounced gooey). These two improvements were still small threats to our
business, but support for both would require an enormous amount of work. At the time, it was a
little discouraging to think that just as we were beginning to win the word processing game, the
rules were changing.
Adapting to the new rules left our programmers with no time to enjoy the success of 4.1. Laser
printers were starting to sell, but our three year old printing technology was not capable of
supporting the new printers well. Although we could produce a document which looked like it was
typewritten, we could not produce a document that looked like it came from a printing company.
We were limited to only eight fonts in a document and only one font on a line. Our proportional
spacing support was not perfect, and our program had no provision for kerning (the process of
fitting proportionally spaced letters closer together) or leading (adjusting the space between lines).
The program also had no support for graphics (pictures, figures, or drawings). To support these
features, we had to redesign and rewrite the entire printing portion of the program and much of the
screen portion. It was like 3.0 all over again, only this time it was a lot more work.
The job was huge. Every function code in the document needed to be changed. All measurements,
including the ones for margins and tabs, needed to be in inches or centimeters, instead of lines and
spaces. Fonts needed names and point sizes, like Helvetica 14 Point. WordPerfect needed to learn
how to download fonts to printers and to support font cartridges. It needed to know the width and
height of every character in every font.
By February we knew we would never finish the project to meet a Fall COMDEX deadline. We
were afraid of the consequences if we broke our Fall COMDEX routine, so we decided to split our
WordPerfect DOS developers into two groups. One group, the smaller of the two, worked on 4.1L,
a version set to release in the fall of 1986, which would use the old printing technology. The other
group worked on WordPerfect 5.0, which was what we called the product that would include the
new printing capabilities. We hoped that 5.0 would be ready for release in the fall of 1987.
The L in the 4.1L stood for the word "legal," because most of the new features in the release were
aimed at the legal industry. We hoped that 4.1L would get us into more law offices and that new
features for line numbering, improved paragraph numbering, and an automatic table of authorities
would be the last nails in Wang's coffin. For customers outside the legal market, 4.1L would truly
be a minor release.
Neither of these new versions included support for a graphical user interface. We did not have the
resources to improve the printing and add GUI all at once. Of the two technologies, our customers
were more interested in support for the laser printer, and doing that job provided more than enough
work to keep our developers busy through 1987. We had no choice but to hope that the impending
GUI revolution would take some time.
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At the time there was no clear GUI environment winner. IBM with TopView, Microsoft with
Windows, and Digital Research (the CP/M guys were still around) with Gem were all trying to
become the GUI of choice on the IBM PC platform. We were pulling for anyone but Microsoft to
win. As the company most likely to give us trouble in the future, we did not want them in control of
the GUI environment.
Whenever a customer or a writer from the press asked me if we intended to support Windows, I
liked to compare Microsoft to the fox in the story of the Gingerbread Man. In the fairy tale, the
Gingerbread Man jumps from the oven and runs away from the old couple that baked him. The old
farmers try to catch him, but he yells the famous line, "Run, run as fast as you can, but you can't
catch me, I'm the Gingerbread Man." As he runs away, he passes many animals who try to eat him.
As he runs away from each animal, he repeats the line "Run, run as fast as you can," etc.
Unfortunately, he comes up short on running room when he reaches a river. At the river he meets a
fox, who offers to take him across the river so he can escape his pursuers. Although wary, the
Gingerbread Man jumps on the fox's back and accepts the ride, believing the fox's promise not to
eat him. Half-way across the river, the fox lets his back sink into the water, and, claiming weakness,
asks the Gingerbread Man to jump onto his shoulders. The fox sinks lower in the water, forcing the
Gingerbread Man to move to the top of the fox's head and eventually to the tip of his nose. Just
before the Gingerbread Man reaches the safety of the opposite shore, the fox opens his mouth and
gobbles him up.
WordPerfect was like the Gingerbread Man, running to stay ahead of the competition by adding
more and more features each year. When we came to the GUI river, Microsoft asked us to trust
them and let them take us safely to the other side. They approached us, as well as a number of other
popular software companies, under the guise of collaboration. They offered us help if, in return, we
would develop a version of WordPerfect for Windows. While we knew Microsoft wanted Windows
to succeed, a feat which would require the development of Windows-based applications, we
realized there was little chance that they wanted us to beat them in the word processing market. In
spite of their assurances that Windows, rather than word processing, was their top priority, I did not
want to trust them. I had trouble understanding how they could keep a straight face while giving us
their sales pitch. They were an aggressive company, and their appetite for success knew no bounds.
They were a sly, rich, hungry, and intelligent fox. I was not going to encourage SSI to accept their
offer if there was any hope that another company might give us a ride.
By the spring of 1986 we were starting to do fairly well in Western Europe. We had versions of
WordPerfect for every Western European country except Italy and Portugal, and those translations
were in the works. Our royalties back from our European distributors amounted to about $5 million
a year, and at least $3 million of that was profit. Although we were not well-known in England,
Germany, and France, we were enjoying significant market shares in most of the other European
countries. In some of the Scandinavian countries, we had market shares greater than 50%.
Now that we were a forty million dollar company, there were times when I felt a little
overwhelmed. I applied and was accepted to BYU's Executive MBA program, thinking I had to
know more if I was going to effectively run a large corporation. I decided not to go to night school,
however, once I realized SSI would likely be a one hundred million dollar company before I was
even half way through the program. For better or worse, I would have to rely on what I could learn
from books and from our trials and errors on the job.
I continued to go to my dad for help. He had done a lot of formal planning at Harris and offered to
help me understand the process he used. Dan Lunt and I flew to California to listen to what he had
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to say. He showed us this very complicated flow chart, describing his planning process. To meet the
first step of the process a company defined its purpose, goals, and objectives. The next step required
the company to predict how well it would do in meeting its goals and objectives if no changes were
made to future plans. If the company's predictions fell short of the goals and objectives, which was
usually the case, then the third step was to determine how to improve performance. Depending on
the time frame, the company might increase or improve its development or marketing efforts, or it
might consider acquiring other products or other companies. My dad emphasized that each of the
steps required good communication from the top to the bottom of the organization. This
communication would ensure that everyone in the company understood and agreed to the purpose,
objectives, and goals, that the forecasts were accurate, and that everyone would try to make the new
marketing, development, or acquisition plan work.
The approach was entirely new to me. For one thing, we started each year without any specific sales
goals. Bruce and Alan never asked for a number, and I enjoyed not having to be held to one. I was
also afraid that focusing on a sales goal would hurt rather than help. If we focused instead on
working hard and doing a good job, we could succeed even if we did not hit an arbitrary number.
Success is measured by expectations, and I wanted us to feel successful if we did our best and
worked well together. I did not want us getting discouraged if our numbers ended up 2% short of
some prediction.
We also had no thoughts of acquiring other products or other companies. I liked to keep things
simple. It was the only way I could deal with the complexities of running the business. We had
enough trouble writing, selling, and supporting our own products without having to integrate in
another company or another product line. I did not want to ask for problems we did not know how
to solve.
Although much of the process my dad explained did not apply to us, it was obvious we needed a
written definition of our purpose and objectives. It was no wonder our employees had trouble
understanding how the company worked and what they were expected to do, because we never told
them. We could live without the sales goals and the acquisitions, but we definitely needed to
publish and teach what it was we were trying to do.
As we set out to define our purpose and objectives, it was obvious we needed to change our name.
Satellite Software International did not fit us and certainly did not tell the world what we were
doing. SSI Software was only a small improvement. WordPerfect, Inc. was the obvious choice,
especially if we ever intended to focus in on word processing, but for years Dan had rejected the
name because of the way it sounded on the telephone. If someone was not careful about their
pronunciation, WordPerfect sounded like "We're perfect." We spent a lot of time considering names
like Artistry Software, Futuresoft, ProSoft, and even Image Resource Company. We finally gave up
trying to find a different name, however, deciding instead to be careful about our pronunciation. In
1986 we officially became WordPerfect Corporation. We used the word "corporation," because it
was about the same length as WordPerfect, and the two words looked good together with one on top
of the other.
By now our employees were scattered all over the city of Orem. The customer support department
was located a mile to the southeast of our main offices, grabbing practically every square foot of an
office park called Lincoln Square. The number of support calls had jumped to 8,000 a week with
the release of 4.1 and was continuing to rise as sales increased. The accounting and publications
departments along with SoftCopy, our manufacturing company, were about one mile to the
northeast, and were expanding as well. The Macintosh, Amiga, Atari, and VAX groups would all
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end up at the very south end of Orem, and the DG group would move across and just down the
street from our main offices. By the end of the year we would have more than 300 people in the
company at eight different sites.
There were some advantages to having the company spread out like it was. The distances forced the
managers of the various departments to take on more responsibilities and solve more of their
problems themselves. We also saved a lot of money. If we had tried to build a facility big enough to
house the entire company, we would have had to borrow money or find investors, both of which
were against our nature.
We were, however, to a point where we could afford to begin building a complex that would bring
the company together again. The site which was most promising was the research park in northeast
Orem. Orem City had purchased a 110 acre orchard in a residential section of the city and had used
federal matching funds to put in the improvements for a business park. In spite of the objections of
the surrounding residents, the city officials intended to build and lease office buildings in the park
and use the profits from the venture to increase the city's tax base. We liked the location, but when
they offered us space in 1985, we did not like the terms. Instead of offering incentives to move in,
as some neighboring cities did, Orem was requiring a very long lease at what we thought was a high
price. No other companies were interested either. Novell, which had been the most sought after
company for the park, had moved to Provo instead. The orchard had a beautiful infrastructure, with
streets, sidewalks, streetlights, electricity, water, and a sewer system, but no tenants. Except for the
fruit, the primary benefit of the research park was to give local teenagers a secluded place to park
late at night.
Late in the summer of 1986, I decided to call the city to see if they were desperate enough to
abandon the lease requirements and sell us a few acres outright. I offered to pay $25,000 per acre if
we could own the land. After some negotiating, they agreed to let us buy 22 acres for about $22,000
per acre, if we would agree to certain other conditions. We would eventually purchase about 95% of
the park and build a number of buildings on the site, though we would add buildings only as we had
the money.
In August of 1986, 4.1L was close to completion, but, much to our chagrin, one of the trade
publications leaked the story of the release before we were ready to ship. It was probably only fair
after the way we had used the press to slow down the sales of 4.0, but we were still upset about the
leak. We were not prepared for sales to go down in anticipation of a new release. We decided right
then to change the version number, if for no other reason than to make the publication look bad.
We also decided to add a few more features. Alan Ashton, Doug Lloyd, Layne Cannon (a
programmer and another ex-student of Alan's), and I had taken the 4.1L version on the road to show
to four or five of our largest accounts. After looking over the new version, these customers all
wanted more. They were willing to wait another year for 5.0, if we were willing to add a few more
features to 4.1L. Most of the changes were fairly easy to make, like increasing the number of
columns supported and adding two new types of tabs. We added the new features in about thirty
days and were still ready to release by COMDEX.
The changes made our manual a lot more interesting. Originally, a few update pages would have
handled all of the 4.1L changes, but with the 4.2 additions, we needed a new manual.
Unfortunately, we did not have enough time to produce one. At first we sent out the old 4.1 manual
with update pages, which the customer had to insert in the proper place. It was a problem for
customer support to deal with two manuals, the one with update pages and the new manual which
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eventually came out, but we felt we had to ship before COMDEX. We were a little superstitious
about what would happen if we broke our fall release tradition.
We hoped that no one would care too much about our printing deficiencies, but Microsoft was too
sly to let that happen. Laser printers were becoming more popular everyday, and Microsoft was
doing a better job of supporting them than we were. They were also doing a good job of making
sure our customers found out about our weakness. In spite of their propaganda, our sales did not
decline. Third quarter shipments had jumped to almost $14 million, and with the release of 4.2, they
would jump again to almost $18 million.
The dark clouds on the horizon, laser printing and GUI, looked less ominous once 4.2 was released.
Microsoft was having trouble getting a good version of Windows out the door, and our customers
were not getting impatient for fancy fonts in their documents. It looked as if we would have time to
catch up.
As in years past, we were not content to try and sell only a DOS version of WordPerfect. By now
we had many other versions. Microsoft was betting that the larger computers would go away. They
had versions of Word for the PC and the Mac, and they were working on a Windows version, but
they had not publicly shown any indication of putting their word processor on more machines.
Although we were inclined to agree that larger machines were not too important in the long term,
we did think that supporting them in the short term would help companies choose WordPerfect as
their standard. We wanted to be the word processing standard for the world, and we hoped to
support all of the significant computing platforms. In 1986 we had software released or in the works
for Digital Equipment's VAX, IBM's mainframes, Data General's minicomputers, and many UNIX
machines. In addition to the big machines, we had software released for the Apple II and software
in the works for Apple IIGS, Macintosh, Amiga, and Atari. We were also still supporting many of
the old DOS machines that were not IBM PC compatible, as well as many different types of PC
networks.
We were not too careful about how we made a decision to support a new platform. At times, we
were completely out of our minds. For example, we started the Amiga project because a few of our
Apple II and Macintosh programmers were sneaking source code out of the office, so they could
translate it at home for the Amiga. Their plan was to bring a finished product back to work for us to
sell. When Alan, Bruce, and I discovered our programmers felt strongly enough about the Amiga to
port WordPerfect on their own time, we assumed that enough other people wanted to use the
machine as well. We should have done at least a little research or taken a little more time with the
decision. By deciding to go with the Amiga, we were taking on a lot of unnecessary and
unprofitable work.
The DG division benefited from our efforts to have WordPerfect running on every platform that
made sense. The DG group, which had been neglected for years, was allowed to hire enough
programmers to bring WordPerfect up to date on that platform. They were also given enough
resources to think about writing an office automation package.
Office automation was the hot product in the early 1980s, when large computers ruled the world.
The goal had been a paperless office, one in which all employees had computer terminals on their
desks and in which documents were written, memos were sent, and meetings were scheduled
electronically using one software package. Wang had Wang Office, Data General had CEO
(Comprehensive Electronic Office), DEC had All-in-One, IBM had PROFS, and the list went on.
The OA market did fairly well until the PC came along. Then the automated office was temporarily
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forgotten, as most customers decided they cared more about 1-2-3 than they did about electronic
messaging.
Our DG programmers became interested in office automation, because one of their word processing
clients, the US Department of Justice, was interested in the concept. Thinking they had to provide
electronic mail and electronic scheduling to keep the DOJ's word processing business, the DG crew
began work on an OA system they called Library.
The DOS group was interested in the work the DG group was doing. They had released a product
named Library, which was a collection of DOS programs that we did not know how to sell
separately. The collection included a shell, which let the user list and start DOS programs by means
of a menu, an editor (P-Edit), a calculator, a file manager (for finding files), a simple database, a
calendar, and a game called Beast. We sold all of the programs together for only $129. We did not
expect to make a lot of money, rather only that our customers could get good use out of the
programs. The DOS Library programmers hoped to one day turn their program into an office
automation package for PC networks by adding electronic mail and enhancing the calendar to do
meeting scheduling.
For a relatively small company, we were certainly doing a lot of different things. We intended to
one day offer a word processor, a spreadsheet, a database, and an office automation package for all
computers that made sense, while commanding a significant market share. We also asked Dave
Moon, who had worked on MathPlan and Library, to look into desktop publishing. We were
probably as aggressive as Microsoft in our development plans, but we did not feel greedy, since we
limited ourselves to applications. We seemed determined to try every software applications
category until we found another winner.
Unfortunately, we never seemed to find a way to sell these other products in large volume. With
MathPlan, for example, we tried increasing the advertising and dropping the price of MathPlan to
$195, but sales would not go up. We also tried a $99 MathPlan promotion for WordPerfect users,
but after one month the promotion fizzled. These and other failures encouraged a lot of finger
pointing, with marketing people claiming we needed more features and developers saying we
needed better advertising. I thought the problem was never committing enough programming
resources to these other products to make them successful. Alan and Bruce thought the products
were good enough to sell well if we were more aggressive with our marketing. I had trouble
believing we should spend a lot more money on products which already had been given a
reasonable chance of succeeding.
Fall COMDEX was again better than ever. By now André was turning into a real showman. He had
constructed a large game wheel for the show, one which required the approval of the Nevada
Gaming Commission. During each show, our actors invited four or five members of the audience to
come up on stage and spin the wheel to win a prize. Since our products were the prizes, it gave us a
chance to draw some attention to our other programs. André's idea worked. Our COMDEX booth
was packed with people pushing and shoving to get a seat.
Near the end of the year, I received my copy of InfoWorld containing their review of WordPerfect
4.2. By now I had a ritual for reading the review. I would take the magazine home and wait until
everyone else in the house was asleep. Then, in a comfortable chair, I would very slowly read and
enjoy every word of the review. There was not much enjoyment this year, however. Although the
review was very positive, we did not receive a perfect score. InfoWorld had toughened up their
standards and marked us down because of our printing deficiencies.
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We finished the year with $52 million in sales and pre-tax profits of almost $15 million. This made
us the fifth largest PC computer software company, behind Microsoft, Lotus, Novell, and AshtonTate, but more importantly, it made us the king of the word processing hill. The high ground held
by IBM from 1964 to 1978, by Wang from 1978 to 1983, and by WordStar from 1983 to 1986, was
now ours. WordPerfect for DOS, our cash cow, had more than doubled sales again.
At our Christmas party, Alan was excited about our growth and optimistic about the future. Looking
a lot like a child about to give his mom a Mother's Day present, he offered to take the entire
company to Hawaii if sales reached $100 million in 1987. For those of us there, there was no
question as to whether we would make it. Doubling sales every year was easy.
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Chapter 8
Going to War
We started 1987 with a 30% share of the word processing market, well ahead of Micropro at 16%,
IBM at 13%, and Microsoft at 11%. That share represented a tremendous amount of money, enough
that we were finally beginning to understand how important WordPerfect was to our future. Instead
of trying our hardest to shed our one-product image, we saw a much greater potential if we would
concentrate on word processing. We were not totally abandoning our other products, but having
made it to the top of the word processing heap, we were going to make sure we stayed there before
we went after other markets.
Our new marketing strategy had three parts: first we wanted to write a version of WordPerfect for
every platform that made sense, then we wanted to make sure WordPerfect was well integrated with
the other important products on each platform, and only then did we want to attempt to create other
products for each environment. On the PC this meant making sure WordPerfect worked well with
Lotus 1-2-3 before we worried about making MathPlan a success. On the VAX this meant having
WordPerfect work well with All-in-One before we worried about writing our own electronic mail
for the VAX. By focusing our efforts on WordPerfect, we felt we could provide a word processor
which would satisfy almost every customer on almost every machine.
This idea was out of step with the image that a lot of writers for the trade publications seemed to be
promoting. They were writing what I called "Mr. Rogers reviews." Like the song from the Mr.
Rogers television show for children which said "everyone is fancy, everyone is fine," the reviewers
seemed to feel that every word processor had something valuable to offer.
One PC magazine liked to divide word processors into categories for personal, corporate, and
professional use, and publish an article on the best products for each category. The personal
category was for housewives and high-level executives--those people who did not need a lot of
powerful features and who generally had poor typing skills and too short of an attention span to
learn how to use the computer properly. A product like PFS:Write was cheap and more than
sufficient for the computer-challenged. The secretary was a typical user in the corporate category.
She was described as a "heads-down" user, or someone who spent the entire day sitting at the
computer with her head down, looking at the keyboard, typing away like crazy. The standard
corporate user needed more features than the personal user, but she did not need all the features of
the professional writer. Since she already knew how to use a Wang word processor, Multimate was
considered a good enough choice. The professional category was for elite computer users, those
with special needs who were knowledgeable enough to use the powerful and complex products like
Microsoft Word, WordPerfect, or Xywrite.
This type of analysis made me angry. More than a few housepersons and executives knew how to
type and use computers, and I thought a secretary deserved to use the best product available. I felt
that anyone who was serious about their writing should be able to use a professional-level product.
I believed a business was much better off finding one word processor that would satisfy everyone
rather than a number of word processors to meet individual needs. Documents were not just printed
and sent off in the mail. They were passed around, revised, reworked, and published as computer
files without ever appearing on paper. To do this easily, an organization needed to have compatible
documents in all its departments. Even if an executive never added a footnote to a document, he still
needed to read a footnote if the legal department sent him a brief containing one. The legal
department may not have wanted to write equations, but if an engineer in another department
included one in a patent proposal, then a lawyer's word processor would have to support them.
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In addition to having the same word processor throughout an organization, it helped if the same
word processor was used all over the place. If one law firm worked with another on a case, their
documents needed to be compatible. If a businesswoman was away from the office, she wanted to
find the word processor she used at work on her home computer, her laptop, and at her hotel's
business center. If a business needed temporary help, it needed its agency to send someone who
already knew how to use its word processor. The world did not need the incompatibilities which
came with many different products. The world needed a standard.
WordPerfect was in the best position to become the world's word processing standard. We were
practically on every machine, while Microsoft was only on two of the little ones and IBM was only
on IBM machines. If we could get 5.0 right, we had the potential to stay on top for many years to
come.
Getting WordPerfect 5.0 right was not an easy thing to do, however. Wang had proven a company
could lose the number one spot by moving too slowly. Micropro had proven a company could lose
it by moving too quickly. Somehow we had to find a way for 5.0 to support the new technology
without making our old customers unhappy. We had to make sure that the improvements in our new
product were attractive enough to overcome the resistance our old customers had towards installing
new releases. If 5.0 was too different, too slow, or required too big of an investment in new
hardware or new training, we could get into trouble. Since we knew when we started that
WordPerfect would have to be a little different, a little bigger, and a little more complex, we had to
be careful.
The initial focus of 5.0 was to improve WordPerfect's printing. The new printing capabilities were
designed not only to take advantage of the laser printer, but also to take advantage of any special
features built into almost any printer. Our plans for the release were expanded, however, when
Dave Moon came to the Board shortly after starting his desktop publishing project. He had come to
the conclusion that most of what he and his group were planning to do could be included in
WordPerfect 5.0. Instead of working on a separate DTP product, Dave wanted his group to add
support for graphics into WordPerfect 5.0. Dave believed his group could give WordPerfect users
the capability of doing 75% of what a desktop publishing package could do.
His proposal meant giving up on the desktop publishing market, but if we followed his advice, we
would jump ahead of what we heard Microsoft was planning for their next version of Word. We
would also be able to offer software which had an obvious advantage over anything available from
the dedicated word processing vendors. Giving up the DTP market to improve WordPerfect was not
a big sacrifice, considering how much trouble we had selling our other products. Dave's suggestion
fit right in with our new word processing strategy, so we told him to go ahead with his plan.
Adding graphics support was no small effort. Integrating text and graphics had been an unrealized
dream of word processing companies for years. To do it right, we had to wrap text around the
graphic boxes, and allow the boxes to sometimes stay in the same place on a page and sometimes
move with the text. The graphics could take up a lot of space on the disk, so we had to find ways to
accommodate the large files. Since DOS had little support for graphic images, we had to build all
the system software pieces to display and edit the figures.
The people in the marketing department went crazy when they heard graphics support was coming.
It would be a lot of fun selling a product which was way ahead of the competition.
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There were thousands of design decisions which had to be made for 5.0. One of the toughest was
deciding whether or not to try to make 5.0 a full WYSIWYG product. WYSIWYG, pronounced
wizeewig, stands for "what you see is what you get." This was the ideal situation in word
processing, to have the screen, "what you see," look exactly like the printed page, "what you get."
When we started in the wp business, WYSIWYG meant showing bolded and underlined text, line
endings, and page endings on the screen as they would be printed. Of the early PC products, we
were the only one to do this. As time went on, and especially after the introduction of the
Macintosh, users wanted a "true" WYSIWYG, with fonts in the same size and style as they were to
be printed, with headers, footers, and footnotes in the right places, and with any figures included in
the document accurately displayed on the screen.
Offering a true WYSIWYG word processor for DOS was not an easy thing to do. DOS was
designed to work in either a text mode or a graphics mode, but the screen display was much slower
in a graphics mode. In a text mode, the computer handled the screen as if it had 25 lines of text with
up to 80 characters on a line. This amounted to only 2,000 boxes on the screen (25 times 80) for the
program to worry about. In a graphics mode, the computer worked with tiny dots. With the standard
640 times 480 dots for every screen, this amounted to literally hundreds of thousands of dots for the
computer to address. Since hundreds of thousands of dots takes much longer than handling two
thousand boxes, the screen display in a graphics mode is much slower.
Another problem with a graphics mode was that DOS came with only the barest of essentials for
controlling the screen. To control the screen properly to handle the fonts and graphics, we either
had to go to the trouble to write our own screen drivers and come up with our own screen fonts, or
try to use Windows. Windows was designed to provide these services, but it was still slow and
unreliable. Microsoft needed more time and customers needed faster computers before Windows
would be an answer to the WYSIWYG question.
After long discussions about whether to produce a full WYSIWYG version with DOS, we decided
on a compromise. Normal typing would be done as always in a text mode. A graphics mode would
be used only for doing a preview of the printed page and for working with the graphics figures. A
print preview was not as good as WYSIWYG editing, but it did give the writer a good view of how
the document would look when printed. This compromise saved us a lot of work and was probably
the best solution for the customer until faster machines came along. Full WYSIWYG would have to
wait until 6.0.
Besides improvements to printing and the addition of graphics, there were a lot of new features
planned for 5.0. The major features included automatic referencing (if "see page 14" appeared in a
document and then a few pages were added, "see page 14" would automatically change to "see page
17"); support for more than 1500 characters including international characters and diacriticals;
intelligent printing (if a document designed for one printer was moved to another printer with a
different set of fonts, WP would decide which of the new fonts to use and how best to print the
document); master documents (many documents could be combined and printed together as one
document); bulleted outlines (lists with bullets in front of each item); and automatic redline and
strikeout. There were hundreds of other minor features as well.
We spent a lot of time in meetings going over what had to be in the product and how things should
work. These decisions were made by the programmers, who sometimes had very heated discussions
about what was needed. At times the three of us on the Board had to assume the role of referee.
Some of the issues were very complicated, so by the time the arguments were finished and a
decision was made, I usually had a headache.
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It was somewhat unusual for a software company to let the programmers decide the future of its
products. We were, however, a company founded and owned by programmers, where programmers
were treated with an extra measure of respect. The marketing department was used primarily to sell
products once they were developed, and only rarely did it get involved early enough to perform the
traditional marketing role of identifying a need and defining a product to fill that need. At times this
put us in the position of developing solutions before we identified problems, but it was hard to be
too critical of the programmers when the company was so successful. To their credit, the
programmers tried very hard to listen to our customers and to those of us in the marketing
department. The programmers were smart and thoughtful and very good at protecting the best
interests of the company. At times, however, they were prone to manipulate some of the data they
received to fit what it was they wanted to do.
Although much of the work we did that year was very hard, we did have some fun in 1987. At one
of our high level meetings (this was the name we gave to the meetings Alan liked to hold on the ski
slopes), we talked about the new laptop computers. As we rode the lifts, we came up with the idea
for Executive WordPerfect, which would be a collection of software that included junior-type
versions of WordPerfect and MathPlan, along with the calculator, shell, and notebook from Library.
The product, which was conceived in February, was shipped in May. Executive actually sold fairly
well and gave us something new to talk about at Spring COMDEX in Atlanta.
We also came up with a knock out punch for WordStar that year. Since we had Micropro on the
ropes, we thought we should put them away for good. We commissioned two editors from one of
the best trade publications to write a book entitled A WordStar User's Survivor's Guide to
WordPerfect. The two writers, who had used WordStar for many years and liked it, wrote the book
under the pen names W. P. Forever and W. S. Farewell. Not only was the book funny and useful,
but we now had two more press people that knew our product inside and out.
We built an advertising campaign aimed at diehard WordStar users, offering the book to them for a
dollar along with a discount coupon for WordPerfect. We actually gave most of the copies away for
free, because the cost to run a credit card charge through our fulfillment company was more than
the dollar we were charging. The only reason we asked for a little money was to scare off those
people who did not really need the book. The campaign was a great success, unless of course, you
happened to work at Micropro.
By now it had been almost a year since I first tried to write our company's purpose, goals, and
objectives. At first I had a lot of trouble trying to figure out the difference between goals and
objectives. The dictionary I looked in was not a lot of help, using each word in the definition of the
other. After agonizing over the definitions for a few months, I finally came to the conclusion that a
goal was a desired result you could measure, while an objective was something desired that was
easier to visualize or describe than to measure. By this definition, reaching $100 million in sales or
scoring a touchdown were goals, because they involved reaching a particular number or crossing a
certain line. Offering the best product or being honest in every business dealing became objectives,
because there was no number or line involved. Likewise, losing ten pounds would be a goal, but
looking good in clothes would be an objective.
I was not sure that it mattered whether or not I understood these words correctly, but the exercise of
trying to understand them helped. I had never liked the idea of assigning a number to every goal or
objective. Being "fair and honest" did not have to be translated into "less than 15 complaints to the
Better Business Bureau." "Fair compensation" did not have to be defined as "an employee turnover
rate of 4% per year or less." "Working hard" did not have to mean reaching a sales goal. I liked
using images and what images suggested, rather than precise measurements. If we all had an image
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or an idea in our minds of what it was we hoped to accomplish, I felt we would have a greater
chance of success than if we lived and died by our numbers.
Sometime in the spring Alan went to a one day seminar and came back with our mission statement.
I was more than a little frustrated with him. I had spent most of a year getting ready to suggest our
purpose and objectives, and he had written them down in an afternoon. The definition of our
principles seemed so important to me and so central to the proper management of the company that
I wanted the definitions to be perfect.
Alan's mission statement gave me the incentive to finally get moving. I took my work, incorporated
many of Alan's ideas, talked to Bruce, and by May published the first version of our purpose and
objectives. Our purpose was to develop, market, and support the finest software in the world. Our
objectives were to maintain the highest standards of honesty, quality, and service; to maintain a
management structure which was efficient and rewarding based on team proficiency; to maintain a
qualify of life which would encourage employees to stay with the company, keeping turnover to a
minimum; and to avoid indebtedness or any public stock offering.
I also put together a long list of policies and procedures, which with our purpose and objectives I
called our principles, but I did not pass them around very much. We were still a lawless community
of superstars who were not ready for any serious rules.
In June we went to PC/Expo knowing Microsoft was going to show Word 4.0 for the first time. We
spent a lot of time in their booth examining the new product very carefully, looking for weaknesses
and comparing its features to what we had coming in 5.0. They had improved the speed of the
program and added a faster moving cursor. They had included a WordPerfect-like macro feature
with a macro language and a redline/strikeout mode as well as some file management features and
screen options so users could make their Word screens look a lot more like our WordPerfect screen.
After hearing so many rumors about Microsoft's new product for a number of months, we were all
relieved to finally see it. André summed it up best when he said, "Word is still Word." Though they
had some interesting new features, we were in good shape. Their interface was still confusing and
their product was still from the old run-off/repagination school of thought.
The best way to understand how our products were different back then was to compare Word and
WordPerfect to a magic trick. In our case, we understood that word processing was an illusion. The
computer was never designed for writing, and it was only by magic that a computer screen could
look like the printed page. In their case, Microsoft seemed to use brute force to get the job done.
Their columns were inflexible, and they had to use a repagination before printing. Anything fancy
had to be done with a style. It was as if they were not trying to hide the tricks to their magic. If we
had both been doing the old magic trick of sawing a lady in half, we would have known enough not
to hurt the woman when creating the illusion, but Microsoft would have cut her in half and sewed
her back up again. Perhaps I overstate our advantages, but not by much. The only time I saw much
good magic come out of Microsoft was with Excel (a GUI spreadsheet). I hoped for our sake that
Excel was merely an accident.
Not everyone in the press shared our view of Word 4.0, because it received some good reviews. By
the end of the summer we were tired of reading stories about Word's terrific laser printing. We were
tired of their promotions, their advertisements, and their slams against WordPerfect. We were tired
of hearing they would soon be number one.
On Labor Day a few of us in the marketing department were working even though it was a holiday.
About six of us went to a long lunch and talked about how fed up we were with listening to
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Microsoft's claims of a better product. We were in an especially bad mood, because we had recently
learned that 5.0 would not be ready for COMDEX in the fall. The release date had been pushed
back to February or March, and we were not looking forward to letting Microsoft beat us up for
another six months. The longer we talked, the angrier we got, until finally we decided we were
going to fight back. The six of us at the table put our hands together, much like a basketball team at
the start of the big game, and said aloud that we were making a formal declaration of war against
Microsoft. These were desperate times, and we were going to take desperate measures. Instead of
maintaining our normal nice and polite manner, we were going to dispute their false claims, point
out their weaknesses, and, if necessary, stretch a few rules.
Stretching the rules did not mean doing anything illegal. It meant we would systematically leak
information about 5.0 to the press to build interest in the product. Although pre-announcing the
product was likely to hurt our sales a little, it was also likely to convince potential buyers of
Microsoft Word to postpone their purchases until our product was released. This was a little out of
character for us, but this was war.
The first step in our battle campaign was to hold a marketing boot camp. For the first time we had
formal training for all salespeople who worked at the home office. The training stressed teamwork
and planning, both of which were necessary if we were to win against Microsoft. For the next few
months, each group was to come up with a plan and get approval for it. Each plan was to include a
list of objectives and the responsibilities for each person in the group. Everyone was to know what
it was they were supposed to do, and the plans were to be shared so that everyone would know what
everyone else was doing. I stressed that "responsibility was given without autonomy." In other
words, everyone was expected to communicate what it was they were doing with others, so others
could offer suggestions and improvements. We were not to be a group of individuals, each working
privately and independently. We were a team and we were united against our opponent.
Our second step was to pre-announce WordPerfect 5.0. Instead of waiting until our product was
ready to ship or in a beta test, we starting leaking information right away. All of us who were
traveling started showing the product "confidentially" to dealers and large accounts. André showed
the product to standing room only crowds at Softeach, a series of dealer seminars put on by Softsel.
I started a series of messages which I wrote and posted each night on CompuServe. I called the
messages "Bedtime Stories," because I posted one message each night just before I went to sleep.
For the next two months, I provided a detailed description of 5.0 one page at a time. At first I
revealed very little, giving only the history of WordPerfect Corporation and some of our objectives
for the new product, and then, much like a striptease, I revealed the 5.0 secrets one at a time. As I
introduced each new feature, I explained in detail how it would work. I also asked suggestions and
used the forum to conduct last minute market research. The stories were monitored by the press and
widely republished. They did a great job of creating interest in 5.0.
Next, we brought in our 35 reps from around the country for the week of October 26 and showed
them 5.0. Even though we were still adding features to the product, we sent them home with
demonstration copies of the software. Starting November 2, all of them would be able to show their
customers and dealers what we were showing at COMDEX. That same week we visited many of
the trade publications and let them have preview copies of the software, so they could write about
5.0 in their COMDEX issues. Although the early announcement put a lot more pressure on our
programmers to get the product ready and gave Microsoft more time to copy what we were doing,
we felt we had no choice.
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Anyone who thinks we might have been overreacting to Microsoft's threat to our future sales has
likely never run a business. Our free enterprise system is not designed for the squeamish. It is based
on competition and on the survival of the fittest. While on the surface capitalism is admirable
because it offers everyone an equal opportunity to prosper, there is an ugly side to it. When many
businesses go after the same customer, and especially when some of those businesses are desperate
to make a sale, there is a fierceness to the competition which is as frightening and violent as any
fight to the death in the jungle. Laws which are supposed to prevent the strong from preying on the
weak do not help much. Although competitors are almost always civil and courteous to one another,
at the same time they are at each other's throats.
At COMDEX we held a press conference to formally announce 5.0 and we showed the unfinished
product in our booth. André and his staff had put together another amazing show. With the help of
our actor friends from Chicago, they created a classroom for word processing pilots called Top One.
Those attending listened to music from the movie Top Gun as they took their seats, put on their Top
One hats, and became student pilots. During the show they earned their Top One wings by watching
our actor-teachers demonstrate all the new and amazing features in 5.0. In an "officers' club" we
gave special attention to our dealers and large customers. André's work was so good that year that it
earned him an award from Sizzle Magazine for the best trade show presentation of 1987.
Our Mac group was showing its product as well. The programmers were slowly getting rid of their
bugs, but their release date was still up in the air. They wanted to be out before the end of the year,
but would not make it. At the Christmas party, the Mac developers came with grocery bags over
their heads, singing "Waiting for the Macintosh to Ship" to the tune of "Walking in a Winter
Wonderland" to hide their embarrassment.
While our 5.0 news was big, the biggest news at COMDEX in 1987 was OS/2 and Presentations
Manager. IBM and Microsoft had previously announced their intention to work together on what
was to be the next major PC operating system. Named OS/2, the operating system included the
Presentation Manager, which, like Windows, was a platform for GUI applications. For reasons
known only to IBM and Microsoft, Presentation Manager and Windows were different, so
applications companies like us had to write two versions of their products in order to support both
platforms.
I participated on an OS/2 panel at the show and was stunned by the audience and its feelings about
OS/2. Except for a very small minority in the audience, everyone there was interested in buying and
using OS/2 with the Presentation Manager. There was virtually no interest in any applications
written for any other operating system, including those written for Windows. No one seemed to
have a clear idea as to why they wanted OS/2 PM, but they all seemed to believe there would be
many new and wonderful applications and many new computing improvements resulting from the
new operating system. Customers were expecting the unimaginable.
I felt like an outsider. I had no clue as to what the customers were hoping for, and we were too busy
worrying about winning the DOS market to get too excited about OS/2. It disturbed me to see
people so excited about an operating system which was unavailable. Nevertheless, the race was on
for software developers to come up with the next 1-2-3 or the next application which would define
the new platform and compel customers to buy OS/2 PM.
As I spoke on the panel, one member of the audience yelled out, "Don't waste your time on the
Amiga," which resulted in many people clapping in agreement. In retrospect, the hecklers were
probably right. We should not have wasted our time on the Amiga, but we were not ready to put
50% of our programmers on an OS/2 PM project either. DOS was going to be an important
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operating system for a long time, and many of our other WordPerfect versions were bringing in
significant revenues. We would start work on OS/2, but we would not drop everything else to do it.
As we neared the end of the year, it looked like sales would end up at $97 or $98 million. This was
the worst possible outcome. We were too close to the $100 million goal not to make it, so Bruce
and Alan asked the marketing department to come up with some sales. We called a few of our
distributors and asked them for help, and as it turned out, they were expecting our calls. They were
hoping we would be anxious enough to make the goal to offer them an extra discount or better
terms. We did in fact offer them special terms, and as part of the deal asked them to place their
orders by telegram.
The telegrams arrived the day of our company party. As was the custom, Alan, Bruce, and I each
spoke for a few minutes. Alan started his speech by announcing our current sales. As he talked, we
delivered the telegrams to him one by one. With each telegram he gave the new sales total. When
the last telegram was delivered and read, Alan dramatically announced that we had reached our
goal. We ended the year with sales of $100,350,000, just enough to send everyone on vacation in
the middle of our war with Microsoft.
1987 ended with everyone in the company on their feet cheering, clapping, and screaming, and that
is how it should have been. The year was full of firsts. On Softsel's October 26th hot list we had
made it to the top for all personal computer software products, ahead of 1-2-3 and dBase III.
Though Microsoft Word was fourth, our WordPerfect network station pack was listed eleventh.
Amazingly, Library was listed as number 12--the first time we had more than one product on
Softsel's hot list. We also finished the first of many new buildings in the research park. Our pre-tax
profit margin was an enviable 33%, and we were making serious enough money to pay for the
buildings as we built them. It also looked as if we were winning our war with Microsoft.
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Chapter 9
Going to Hawaii
Selling one hundred million dollars worth of software was easy compared to the trouble we had
fulfilling Alan's promise to take everyone to Hawaii. Originally we had planned to ship 5.0 in the
fall of 1987, hoping that by the first of 1988 our support calls would slow down enough that we
could take the phones off the hook and all go to Hawaii for a week. If we all went together, we
thought we could hold a few short meetings so the employees would not be taxed for the total value
of the trip. This was a lot of wishful thinking, however. 5.0 was late, and by now 4.2 sales had risen
to a level where we were taking 4,000 support calls a day.
Plan B was not to go as a group, but to let everyone go individually on their own schedules. For
those who wanted to take the trip, we offered them an $1,800 credit with our travel agent, $300 or
$400 cash to cover other expenses, and three extra days of vacation. Our travel agent negotiated
special rates with the airlines and the hotels, so that the allowance was enough to cover the cost for
two people. For those employees who did not want to go, we offered a $1,000 bonus instead.
What seemed to us to be a fairly generous travel bonus (which was given in addition to the normal
year-end bonus), was not well-received by all of our employees. Many were grateful, but there were
also many who were unhappy. Some felt cheated because they had to pay taxes on the value of the
trip. Some were disappointed when there was only enough money to visit two islands in the seven
day period, instead of the three they had their hearts set on. Some were angry because we asked
them to use two of their vacation days. Some wanted to use their own travel agents. Some of those
who decided not to go because of babies coming or the taxes felt the $1,000 alternative was unfair.
Of course, most of the employees who were unhappy thought I was the cause of their frustration.
Alan had offered a free trip, and any taxes or limitations had to be my fault.
When the ship date for 5.0 first slipped, the programmers set a schedule to ship the product in
February and go to Hawaii in March. The ship date kept slipping, however. Our travel agent had to
change their reservations to April, then to May, and finally to June. The rest of the employees also
had trouble getting away. The marketing staff spent its time reassuring customers that 5.0 was
coming and preparing for the 5.0 roll out. The support operators were busy trying to learn 5.0 while
answering all the 4.2 questions. Others in the company were struggling to keep up with the growth
in sales and employees.
As much as we wanted to ship the product right away, we could not hurry it out the door. It had too
many bugs to finish it up with a few late night sessions. The programmers and testers were like a
weary army on a forced march across a desert without food or water. We could not push them any
faster for fear they would collapse. To make matters worse, their spouses were growing impatient
with all the overtime and vacation postponements. We held meetings with the disgruntled family
members to reassure them that the product would soon be finished and that the sacrifices being
made were worthwhile. By now almost all of the WordPerfect for DOS developers had put their
personal lives on hold for close to a year.
Our offices stayed closed on Sundays, but work continued around the clock during the remainder of
the week. During the day and into the evening, the programmers would work to add the last few
features and fix bugs. During the late afternoon and long into the night, the testers tried out the new
fixes and looked for more bugs. Many of the support operators worked a second shift late at night to
help the testers search for bugs. To keep them all going, we had pizzas and sandwiches delivered
each evening for those who stayed late.
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The pressure to ship 5.0 increased as each day passed. By announcing the product early in hopes of
preventing Microsoft from stealing our customers, we had created a lot more interest in 5.0 than we
had anticipated. We sent out literally thousands of copies early in an effort to make up for the
delays. Our large customers wanted the product early so they could conduct their evaluations and
get their support centers up to speed. The editors of trade publications demanded early review
copies, some threatening bad press if we did not cooperate. Authors trying to write 5.0 books
enjoyed the advance copies, but complained because the software was full of bugs and the interface
was still changing.
The printer code was the biggest bottleneck to shipment. Until it was completed, we could not
finish all the new printer drivers. By now we supported hundreds of printers in 4.2, including some
which were very obscure and hard to find. Unless we decided to run the risk of having some very
angry customers, we had to include all the drivers found in 4.2 in the new release. Once the drivers
were written, we still needed time to test them.
We were all short-tempered. The programmers trying to finish the printing code had the hardest job.
They were still finding flaws in parts of their design, and some of their fixes required changes to
other parts of the program. The programmers working on the other areas hated to make changes so
close to release, so the two sides did battle in the hallways and in front of white boards. Like the
differences in the early design meetings, the arguments were hard to understand and the proposed
solutions were very complex. If I asked a simple question like, "What is the difference between a
typeface and a font?," the programmers were likely to dispute each other's definitions. Sometimes a
problem had no good solution, and we were forced to go with a decision no one liked.
For example, if a user created a document at work that was designed to print on a laser printer and
then took the document home and used a different computer and printer, should WordPerfect
automatically reformat the document when it was retrieved? If the user did not want to reformat the
document, what would happen if the printer driver from work was not available on the home
machine? And if the document was reformatted automatically, would the user be notified and given
a chance to cancel the reformatting? As I listened to the discussions, I told myself that all the
difficulties we were experiencing would eventually give us a competitive advantage. If all of this
had been easy, Microsoft would have done it first and left us in the dust.
To add to our pressure, we were offering free updates to anyone who purchased 4.2 after the official
5.0 announcement at COMDEX. We did this to prevent our 4.2 sales from falling in anticipation of
the new release. The offer worked, and our February and March sales were more than ten million
dollars each. Unfortunately, the offer was going to cost us $1,000,000 for each month we were late.
In March we went to MacWorld. We still did not have our Mac product ready to ship, but I decided
we would sell it anyway. I used a new term, Betaware, to describe product offered for sale during
the beta testing period. For $99 the customer received a buggy copy of the software and the promise
of a good copy once it was ready. The Betaware customers actually received three copies of the
software--the betaware copy, the first shipping version, and a third copy because our first shipping
version had a few too many bugs for us not to release another copy.
On April 4, 1988 we finally sent our Macintosh product out the door after more than a year of
testing. In its first month we shipped more than 20,000 copies of WordPerfect for the Macintosh,
which amounted to sales of almost $3 million. The reviews for the product were less than glowing,
however. Most reviewers felt the product was patterned too closely after our PC product. They were
right, since our strategy had been to offer a compatible word processor across all platforms.
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Unfortunately, many in the Mac community who were fervently loyal to their machines did not
appreciate the compatibility and were offended by the foreign DOS-like interface. We were more
than a little disappointed at this lukewarm reception from what I liked to call the Macintosh bigots,
who thought we were not sufficiently converted to the Mac way of doing things to merit their
welcome. Even those Mac users who wanted compatibility were disappointed with the product,
because its used the DOS 4.1 file format, rather than the 4.2 or 5.0 format. Eventually we would
average sales of about $1 million per month and capture about ten percent of the Macintosh word
processing market. This was not too bad, but we had hoped to give Microsoft more of a run for their
money.
On Thursday, May 5, 1988, we finally shipped WordPerfect 5.0 for DOS. This time around we
were determined to have plenty of product for all our distributors, so by Friday afternoon we had
shipped an enormous number of copies, perhaps as many as 100,000. What should have been a big
celebration quickly turned into a wake, however. Within hours of the release, we found a bug in the
installation program.
At the last minute, just before delivering the final masters to our manufacturing company, the 5.0
programmers had discovered there was not enough room for all the files they had planned to
include on one of the diskettes. As luck would have it, there were a couple of files which were not
very necessary to the program, so they left them off the master diskettes in order to save space.
Because it was such a minor change, no one bothered to test anything before delivering the masters.
Unfortunately, the installation program had not been changed to reflect the missing files, so every
person who ran it (which was everyone who bought the product) saw two error messages which
warned that two files were missing. The program worked just fine, but the warning scared
customers into calling us for help.
We tried to recall as much of the product as we could, but we had been too efficient at shipping it
out. We quickly slipped in a new release to correct the problem, but it was too late. On Monday,
May 9, the calls started to trickle in. By Thursday, the trickle of calls had turned into a flood. On
Friday the 13th there were so many people trying to call us that our busy signals brought down the
entire AT&T 800 system in the Mountain West. The phones in the Delta Airlines reservation center
and the American Express customer service center, both in Salt Lake City, all went quiet. AT&T
called around lunchtime to politely inquire how soon we could clear up our busy signals. Much to
our embarrassment, we had no answer for them. We were in deep trouble.
As it turned out, the new release had a few other problems as well. Not all of the printer drivers
were ready, and not all had been thoroughly tested, so we had a lot of irate people wondering how
they could get their printers to work. We were also having trouble with print preview and the
graphics editor, features which required a graphics mode. We had assumed, based on
representations from manufacturers, that most of the graphics cards on the market would be
compatible with those we had tested. After the release of 5.0, however, our customers were finding
some incompatibilities which we had not planned for.
Looking back, it is hard for me to blame the programmers or the testers for the problems we had
with 5.0. The developers had worked so hard for so long that if we had not shipped when we did, it
would have taken us the rest of the summer to recuperate and finish the testing. They had marched
across the desert until they dropped and then crawled as far as they could. When they could go no
farther, we shipped. Prior to 5.0 our criteria for shipment had been to go a week without discovering
any major new bugs. The last week before release the developers did not find any new bugs, but
then everyone was so tired that no one wanted to find them. In their defense, except for the obvious
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installation problem, most of the problems had to do with little known graphics cards and printers.
Perhaps if we had used more customer beta test sites, we could have found more of the
incompatibilities and problems.
Though hard to believe, people were buying 5.0--bugs and all. Our customers were angry and
disappointed and took many opportunities to chew us out, but they still bought the product.
WordPerfect 5.0 delivered on almost all of the promises we had made. With a laser printer attached
to a PC, 5.0 could print what looked very much like typeset quality work. In fact, my neighbor who
sold Macintosh computers for a living would not believe an IBM PC could print like a Macintosh
until he saw 5.0 print with his own eyes.
The reviewers were very kind to us. InfoWorld had changed their scoring criteria again, but, even
with the "poor" rating for technical support, the 7.9 rating they gave us overall was a good score.
The headline read, "New WordPerfect is Once Again King of the Hill." PC Week, which by now
had become an influential publication, was even more complimentary. "This is simply the best there
is in word processing...well worth the wait...an all-too-rare software product: one that is genuinely
worth getting excited about."
As soon as the programmers came back from Hawaii in June, we started fixing our other bugs. Soon
we were shipping much cleaner software. That summer we spent a lot of money sending out free
diskettes to those customers who had received the flawed early copies. We also spent a lot of time
visiting customers and speaking at user group meetings to reassure people that the 5.0 software was
reliable and that we were doing all we could to answer the support calls.
I enjoyed visiting the user groups. Practically every city had at least one, where computer users
would meet about once a month to help each other learn to use their computers. Most of the
members were men, but women were welcome and many attended. Users of all ages came,
including quite a few elderly people. Some members came in suits straight from work, but most
people dressed casually. A normal meeting would consist of a few announcements, a question and
answer period when people with problems could stand up and ask for help, one or two
demonstrations or presentations from computer or software companies, and a drawing for a prizes
provided by the presenters.
When I visited a group to make a presentation, I liked taking questions from the audience. I could
count on a few hecklers who were unhappy about not getting through to customer support, and I
learned to enjoy the exchanges. I did my best to explain our problems and what we were doing to
fix them. I also dropped a few hints about upcoming products and explained the reasons behind
many of our decisions. Almost always I found that customers were willing to give us time to correct
our problems and mistakes as long as we were honest and fair with them and tried to do our best.
Fixing customer support was not as easy as fixing our buggy software. In the short term, we asked
everyone in the company to take support calls. When customers could not get through on a support
line, a lot of them started calling our other phone numbers. All of us, including Alan and me, tried
our best to help people when they were on the line rather than transferring them to a busy signal on
the support lines. To further relieve the strain on support in the short term, we installed a special
800 number just for installation questions, using trailers as temporary office space and new hires
reading from scripts to help people get started with 5.0.
Coming up with a long term solution was not easy. Even if the product had been clean, we still
would not have had enough people in customer support to handle the needs of our growing
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customer base. We simply had underestimated everything having to do with the release. First, we
had hired and trained enough people to cover a 25% sales increase, but the number of copies we
were shipping increased by more than 100%. Second, we had not planned on many calls coming in
from our old customers buying updates. Our 4.0 customers had not needed help with 4.1, nor had
our 4.1 customers called when they moved up to 4.2. With 5.0, however, a very high percentage of
update customers asked for help. Third, we had expected the average number of minutes per call to
remain about the same, but we were wrong again. Due to the increased complexity of the software,
call times went from seven minutes per call to almost fifteen.
Before the release of 5.0, we had 200 operators taking about 5,000 calls a day. By August the
support staff had grown to 340 operators, but, as a result of the long call times and the inexperience
of the new hires, they could handle only 6,000 calls a day. Because our sales had doubled, we
needed to be answering at least 10,000 calls a day, even if none of our update customers called us.
Three months into the release of 5.0, we were still not close to solving the problem of how to
answer all the calls.
Things were so bad that Dan Lunt actually asked me for help. After almost nine years, Dan and I
still had trouble working comfortably together. He started with the company only three months after
I did, and when Don left and Bruce and Alan asked him to help me with the marketing, he said he
would on the condition that he would work "with" me, but not "for" me. At the time this condition
was not very important in our all-for-one-and-one-for-all type organization. Over the years Dan and
I developed a friendship of sorts, but he was never one to get very excited about my organizational
philosophies. He liked to give his managers the freedom to run their departments the way they
wanted to run them.
He picked me up in his black Porsche one weekend afternoon that summer, and as we drove out
through the desert west of Utah Lake, he described the problems in customer support. He was
worried most of all about the morale of the group, because though they were working their hearts
out, they were not catching up. Some of the experienced operators were leaving, something which
was unheard of for us, and the organization was having trouble finding new operators. When they
did, they were having trouble getting them up to speed. He also told me that our completion rate, or
the percentage of callers who got through to an operator instead of getting a busy signal, was a
discouraging 10%.
I found out that the starting salary for a support operator was only $850 a month, which was
probably the biggest reason why we were having trouble finding good people. Once hired and
trained, the operator was assigned to a supervisor who was responsible for a group of about 75
people. The groups were large, because Stan Mackay, the director of the department, was trying to
follow my advice and keep a flat structure. The groups were, however, too large for one person to
manage, and an unofficial layer of administration had developed to fill in the management gaps.
This layer included trainers, who were responsible for the ongoing training of the operators;
resource people, who were there to answer tough questions; monitors, who listened in on calls and
graded the operators from time to time; and ICE people, who answered correspondence and kept
track of enhancement requests.
I learned that those in charge of the support department were busy designing the floor plan for their
new building in the research park. In the center of both floors of the building were private offices
for the director, his group leaders, and the elite corps of trainers, resource people, monitors, and ICE
people. The operators, the unfortunate many, were destined to work in the outer fringes of the
building in small cubicles far away from their leadership.
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It was not hard to figure out why morale in the department was so low. Not only were the operators
paid poorly, but they were treated as if they were second class citizens. There were so many of them
in each group that they hardly knew their group leaders, and when their work was graded, it was
done secretly by monitors who never talked to them face to face. Ironically, many of the people we
were paying to answer phones viewed taking calls as punishment and were doing all they could to
arrive at the day when they could leave their headphones behind and join the ranks of the elite who
had made it off the phones.
Over the next month after our ride in the desert, I helped Dan and Stan reorganize the department.
Of course, the group leaders did not want smaller groups. They wanted assistants to help them so
their groups could grow. Instead we divided all of support into teams of no more than 23 people,
each team being made up of one team leader and 22 operators. We took a few of the old trainers and
formed one training group, putting the remaining trainers back on the phones. The ICE people and
the monitors also went back on phones, except for a small group assigned to edit the database of
support information. Instead of using what I fondly called the Secret Police, we turned the
monitoring over to the team leaders.
Another step in the reorganization was to eliminate the private offices in the middle of each floor
and replace them with more cubicles. We gave the team leaders two cubicles each and enclosed
their space with glass. By positioning the leaders in the center of their groups and providing them
with these semi-private offices, we hoped that team members would get the attention and help they
needed.
We arrived at a team size of 23 people because the cubicles were originally laid out in groups of 12.
Given the two cubicle space required for each team leader, we could have had teams of 11, 23, 35,
or 47. I thought at the time that ten operators were too few for one team leader and any more than
22 would be too many. As it turned out, we learned that it was best to start new team leaders with
only ten or twelve operators and let them work up to 22 as they gained experience.
Once we felt we had provided the operators with a means of getting the support they needed, we
turned our attention to solving the problem of their low wages. We raised the starting salary for
support operators to $1,350 a month and designed a salary schedule that would allow a good
operator to move up to $1,800 a month after two years. We hoped the changes would help the
operators feel as if their jobs were important and provide incentive for them to stay on the phones.
One of the best changes we made to support was to limit the number of phone lines going into each
group. At the time operators were required to spend five and one-half hours of an eight hour shift on
the phones. The rest of their day was spent either in training or finding and calling customers back
with solutions to the problems they could not answer on the first try. Our support lines were open
eleven hours a day, from 7:00 a.m to 6:00 p.m. mountain time, in order to cover the hours of 9:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. for all time zones in the continental United States. Each team of operators had a
specific assignment, for example, answering installation questions or answering network questions,
and was responsible for that assignment for the entire 11 hour period. Because each of the 22
members of a team was on the phones for 5.5 hours each day, or exactly half of the 11 hour period,
it made sense to limit the number of lines for each group to 11. Dan added a twelfth line so that an
extra caller could get into the system and be waiting for a line to come free. By limiting the number
of lines into a group, the number of calls an operator had to face became a finite quantity and our
hold times went down.
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As we moved into the new building and worked into the new organization and higher salary
schedule, morale improved. Gone were the hidden monitors with their point system for evaluating
calls. Gone were all the elite positions and the tremendous incentives to get off the phones. Gone
were the days when supervisors did not have time to meet the needs of their people.
Of course, not everything worked perfectly. For some reason, the trainers decided they should turn
their initial operator training into something resembling a military boot camp. I never understood
why they took so much pride in making a new operator's first experience with the company a very
difficult one. We also had trouble finding good team leaders. At least one third of the people we
tried out were not strong enough to let their people know when they were doing a poor job. Another
third were simply too tough and had trouble being nice and treating their team members with
respect. They had difficulty understanding that their purpose was to help their team members, not to
boss them around.
It took us until November to hire and train enough people to begin to handle all the support calls. It
had taken us six months to get our completion rates back up to a more respectable 50%. Except for
those times when we seemed to forget that we needed to keep hiring more operators as sales went
up, customer support functioned much better over the next few years.
In spite of our focus on word processing, and specifically on WordPerfect for DOS, we still seemed
determined to try to release as many unsuccessful products as possible. I started telling the old joke
about the rancher who won one million dollars in a lottery. When asked what he would do with the
money, the rancher said, "I'll keep ranching until the last dollar is gone." I felt like we would keep
releasing products until our last dollar was gone. We were still headed on a course to put
WordPerfect, PlanPerfect, DataPerfect, and WordPerfect Library, which was now called
WordPerfect Office, on all important platforms. The fact that some of these products were not doing
well did not slow us down.
Luckily, we had a few successes along with the failures. Surprisingly, WordPerfect 4.2 for DOS
kept selling well, as a lot of large corporations decided to take their time about moving to 5.0. Our
new WordPerfect Office with electronic mail for PC networks and WordPerfect 4.2 versions for
UNIX and VAX computers also had good sales. WordPerfect for the Amiga and WordPerfect for
the Atari ST started out well, but after only two or three months their sales started to slide. We went
ahead and later tried to boost Amiga sales by releasing WordPerfect Library for the Amiga, but
sales for the product were miserable. DataPerfect 2.0 sold only well enough to keep the product
alive for one more version. Sales for WordPerfect for the IBM 370 (IBM's mainframe) were very
disappointing.
For COMDEX in 1988, which was a presidential election year, we used "Campaign 88" as our
theme. Without any new version of WordPerfect to introduce or any plans for GUI which we felt
we could announce, we chose to have fun. Our press conference was filled with buttons, balloons,
speeches, a Dixieland band, and very little substance. We had won our first battles with Microsoft
decisively, so we could enjoy our popularity. Our war was far from over, but it was clear that Word
for DOS was not a potent weapon.
It was a great feeling to beat Microsoft, because they were a worthy competitor. If you play chess
with a three year old and win, it is not as satisfying as beating a grown-up. Microsoft was, in effect,
a grand master, which made the game very interesting and the victories gratifying. Bill Gates liked
to tell reporters at Fall COMDEX every year that Word would surpass WordPerfect in the coming
year. It was very satisfying to prove him wrong over the years.
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We ended 1988 with sales of $178 million, up more than 75% from the previous year. Because so
many of the packages we shipped were updates, and because we shipped a lot of free copies to
correct the DOS and Macintosh bugs, our pre-tax profits were down to about 25%. That amounted
to about $25 million after taxes, so we still had more than enough to pay for all the building
projects, computers, and furnishings we needed for all our new employees. During the year, we had
grown from 554 employees to 1,130, with about half of the new employees going into customer
support.
Unfortunately, I ended the year on a sour note. I broke my ankle four days before the company
Christmas party, and having left my temporary cast at home, I was experiencing a fair degree of
pain as I hobbled up on the stage to give my short speech. During the previous few weeks I had
received more than my fair share of crank calls and anonymous hate mail, so I was not in a very
good mood. When I reached the microphone, I told the employees that I was tired of the complaints
and that it was time for all those who were unhappy with their jobs to go somewhere else. It had
been a tough year and I was out patience.
To my surprise, a lot of the people in the audience applauded my comments. Most of our employees
were hard-working and very grateful for the good salaries, the good benefits, and the generous yearend bonuses we provided. They were as tired of the complaining as I was.
If we could have found a way to get rid of all the griping, we would have had the perfect place to
work. I wish we had made it a requirement for all employees to work somewhere else before
coming to WordPerfect Corporation, so they could have understood how lucky they all were. If I
ever start another business, I will have all employees sign a contract requiring them to come to
work with a good attitude. If they decide one day they do not like their jobs or they do not want to
be cheerful, then they will agree in advance to an immediate termination without notice, without
severance, and without receiving any accrued vacation pay. Life is too short to spend it with the
dissatisfied.
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Chapter 10
Success
Compared to the previous year, 1989 looked easy. We were back in rhythm, planning on another
release of WordPerfect for DOS in the fall and expecting sales to rise at least another hundred
million dollars or so. Our share of the word processing market was up to 40% and rising. We were
in a good position to pull further ahead in the DOS word processing market, and if IBM and
Microsoft kept fighting long enough over OS/2, perhaps we would have time to get ready to win in
the GUI market as well.
For the first time, we decided to have a theme for the year, which we introduced at our Christmas
party. Having a theme may sound a little old fashioned or silly, but we took the idea very seriously.
It was a major part of our strategy to increase sales and finish off the competition. After spending
more than a year concentrating on our war with Microsoft, we were ready to center our attention on
something else.
Our theme for the year was "teach," and we wanted to teach everyone, including our dealers, our
customers, the press, and industry analysts, more about using our products. If people came by the
office for a visit, we were determined to get them in front of a computer and teach them something
new about WordPerfect before letting them leave. If we visited customers at their offices, we would
try our best to show them something new about our products. If dealers asked for our help on sales
calls, we were going to make sure they learned enough to help with the demonstrations. We also
wanted all our employees, especially our marketing personnel, to become more proficient with our
software.
In January we received a nice surprise from InfoWorld. They did a report on the top fourteen word
processors and rated the products side by side. Although the reviewer had to call customer support
more than once to get through, he eventually got a good answer to his question. Our technical
support score improved from a Poor to a Very Good, and our overall score went up to 8.3, the
highest of all the products in the review. Microsoft Word 4.0 was given only a 7.0. In the area of
printer support, an area where Microsoft at one time could claim a big advantage, we were now
rated ahead of Word. Our closest competition was WordStar 2000, but not even a fairly good rating
from InfoWorld could help sell the product. The review slammed Displaywrite with a lowly 4.4
rating. Multimate, now known as Multimate Advantage II, received only a 6.3.
Our 5.0 sales for the year started out strong. Before the product's release, we had purposefully
decided not to stress its desktop publishing (DTP) features in our advertising. We knew we could
compete fairly well with the other desktop publishing packages, but felt it best to promote
WordPerfect as the best word processor and let others mention our desktop publishing capabilities.
We were worried about scaring some customers away if we made the product sound too
complicated. The strategy seemed to work well. The press quickly picked up on the DTP features,
some even chiding us for not promoting them more than we did. In a PC Magazine survey
conducted early in the year, almost 30 percent of readers planned to purchase their desktop
publishing software from us, compared to 38 percent from Aldus, the DTP market leader. This was
a great percentage for us considering we did not have a true DTP product.
January of 1989 marked the end of our crisis growth era, when we moved the last departments of
the company into the research park. We now had enough money in the bank to plan and build for
the future. Soon we added a cafeteria, which Bruce named the Hard Disk Cafe, and a conference
center to the complex.
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At this same time we were also building a residential subdivision adjacent to the research park. We
purchased 45 acres of an old orchard next door and subdivided it into 40 home sites. We sold most
of the lots to WordPerfect employees at cost with attractive financing. My wife and I purchased a
lot right next to WordPerfect's property, just a few hundred feet from customer support. I liked the
idea of walking to work and expected to work at WordPerfect as long as I could push my walker to
the office.
With the 5.0 problems behind us, our profits rose back up to the 30% level, and we had enough
money to start buying out our distributors in Europe. Our international sales were growing, and
Bruce felt a WordPerfect office in each of the European countries would increase sales. We now
were the market leader in all the Scandinavian countries as well as Holland and Belgium. Soon we
would lead in Great Britain and Spain. We were having only limited success in France, Germany,
Austria, and Switzerland, but hoped a more official presence in Europe would help improve sales in
those countries.
In February, as was a tradition, we invited a few representatives from our largest accounts to come
to Deer Valley to ski with us and tell us how we were doing. All of them were concerned about our
lack of a WordPerfect for Presentation Manager, and some of them wanted a Windows version. We
tried our best to reassure them that we would eventually run on all important computing
environments. We told them that while we could not always be first to release a product for a new
environment, we could catch up quickly. Our large accounts were not too impressed with our
answers.
We were having to live with a lot of OS/2 hype from IBM, Microsoft, and the press, and a lot of
Windows hype from Bill Gates. The Windows programming group at Microsoft had not been
disbanded when the company started work with IBM on OS/2. The rumor was that one of the
members of the almost forgotten Windows development team found a way to make DOS and
Windows do much of what OS/2 and PM were going to do. When Scott Oki, vice president of sales
for Microsoft, learned that a good version of Windows was possible, he started promoting a
Windows strategy rather than an OS/2 strategy to Bill Gates and others at the top. A Windows
strategy offered a lot of advantages for Microsoft. If Windows was a success, Microsoft would not
have to share control of the operating environment with IBM. Even if OS/2 became the eventual
winner, given its delays, Microsoft could still make a lot of money selling Windows in the interim.
Bill Gates was won over to a Windows strategy and became a one-man Windows promotion team.
Interestingly, early in 1989 Microsoft was still spending more time and money pitching OS/2 than
they were pitching Windows, but Windows was now their strategy for the future. Those companies
which had won significant market shares in the DOS world were quick to see the danger if
Windows was successful. Most of us threw our influence behind IBM and OS/2, hoping that
customers would not fall into Gates's trap. IBM was big, but they were not nearly as dangerous an
applications developer as Microsoft. Given the choice of riding on the back of an elephant or a fox,
we felt much safer atop the elephant.
I became an opponent of Windows out of desperation. I called it a toll booth on the road to the
future. It irked me that many of our customers were willing to buy Windows as an interim solution
until the OS/2 Presentation Manager was ready. Not only would it waste a lot of their money, but it
was a huge amount of extra work for us to create two GUI versions for IBM PC's. Windows was an
ugly piece of software to work with and not an easy platform to support. Even Microsoft had
trouble working with the product, needing two years to debug their Windows word processor.
The timing for us was awful. The beta copies of the new version of Windows would not be
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available to us until early 1990, so we could not start work on a Windows product unless we were
willing to work with Windows 2.0. Writing for 2.0 meant redoing a lot of the work once 3.0 was
ready. We were also reluctant to start work until version 5.1 of WordPerfect for DOS was finished.
We did not want to release a Windows product that would be a release behind our DOS product,
especially since the expectations of our customers were running high that a GUI product would
have many advantages. We had little choice but to hope that IBM could somehow make OS/2 a
success, so Microsoft would not have too big an advantage over us in the GUI market.
I took our theme to teach seriously. In February I started spending one half hour each Tuesday
morning talking to all the new hires. Many weeks I would speak to twenty or more people. Part of
my reason for meeting the new hires was to try to improve my image a little, but mostly I wanted to
teach them a little about the company. Many new employees came with incredibly high
expectations, thinking they would have unlimited career opportunities and salaries which would
soon grow to enormous levels. I hoped that by talking to them I could bring these unrealistic
notions into line with the reality we had to offer.
I explained to the new hires a little of the company's history, its purpose, a little of what it was we
did, and how we were different from other companies. I explained that although we were a
wonderful company, our definition of wonderful was not necessarily the same as theirs. If, for
example, the company chose not to sponsor a little league team, no one should get upset. The
purpose, objectives, benefits, salaries, and charities supported by the company were defined by the
owners and were sometimes different from what previous employers might have decided.
I promised the new employees that they would have a good working environment, plenty of
meaningful work, good benefits and salaries (although not as high as was rumored around the
valley), a Board which made careful decisions, and access to anyone in management whenever they
had a problem.
In return I told them we expected them to work hard, to be reliable and honest, to avoid gossip, and
to keep their salaries confidential. The last request was probably asking too much, but we were
trying to pay people based on their contribution, and we did not like them wasting a lot of time
comparing their salaries to others'. I also encouraged them not to make WordPerfect Corporation
the most important thing in their lives. I believed that family and friends should come first, and that
their jobs should not become their lives. I did not want people neglecting their families to try to get
ahead at WPCorp. I was like the drunk who warned others not to drink. I was beginning to recover
from my obsession with WordPerfect Corporation and feeling guilty about all the time I had spent
away from home over the last nine years. I now believed employees could be more effective if their
lives were well-rounded.
I should have taken a lot more time to explain how the company did its work and what people could
expect. Too many people, especially young college graduates with no other job experience, came to
work with the wrong expectations and some bad habits. Some could not come on time, some could
not put in a full eight hour day, some could not divorce themselves from their personal lives once
they got to work, and some were always looking for a ladder to climb and a way to move past
someone else. We did not need people who were interested in a series of promotions that would
help them reach a goal of fame and fortune; we needed people to answer phones, to take orders, to
keep the networks running, to write software, to test software, and to call on customers. We wanted
to specifically avoid those ambitious individuals seeking "challenging entry-level management
positions to improve their interpersonal skills." We were hoping to find people who would take a
job and do it well, who were not just passing through on their way to the top. Unfortunately, many
people became unhappy once they understood how difficult it was to move up in our flat
organization.
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I also spent a lot of time teaching our reps. By now we had about one hundred marketing
representatives scattered across the United States and Canada. Most of them were young, recently
married, and recently out of college. They were an attractive, hard working, self-motivated bunch of
salespeople who loved the company and its products. They were very different from the poorly
equipped and poorly trained group we sent out the first summer of the program. They were paid a
good salary, given good benefits, and provided with good equipment. They were given one month
of training before going out into the field and were brought back to Utah for training twice each
year.
I liked getting involved in what the reps were doing. When they published their monthly reports
electronically on CompuServe, I always read them and answered many of their questions. The reps
were a good source of information, because they talked to real customers and knew which of our
marketing programs and strategies were working. I attended and spoke at their semi-annual training
meetings and invited their spouses and children to swim in our pool.
The rep program was something of a case study for me, where I could test out my management
theories and try out new programs. The sales director who ran the rep program had to put up with a
lot of my meddling. Together we wrote the first rep handbook, which explained the purpose,
objectives, and duties of a rep. We experimented with different salary schedules, none of which
included a commission, and made sure that the reps were given regular evaluations. We kept the
department organization flat. For a time, every one of the one hundred plus reps reported directly to
the sales director, who reported directly to me. This proved to be too many reps for one person to
supervise, however. We tried using directors out in the field to help supervise them, but when the
results were not very good, we used directors working out of the home office.
We tried opening offices in New York and Washington, DC, with assistants to help them, to see if
they would be more effective working out of an office. Eventually we closed the offices, believing
the reps were more effective working out of their cars and homes. The offices did little to promote
the face-to-face meetings with customers and dealers, which was the purpose of the program.
Offices tended to promote the wrong types of activities, like staff meetings, paperwork, and
telephone tag. We did not want our reps sitting behind desks shuffling papers. We wanted them to
be with the customers, shaking their hands, looking them in the eye, and teaching them about our
products.Instead of offices, we equipped the reps with laptop computers and cellular phones.
Instead of a local number, the reps' business cards listed an 800 number which their dealers and
large accounts could call to get help or information. We provided assistants, who worked at our
Utah office, to answer the calls, take messages, and schedule appointments. Eventually the rep
assistants in Utah knew the customers in their assigned areas almost as well as someone who would
have worked out of an office in the field. We saved an enormous amount of money by not opening
offices in the major cities.
The rep program had a lean budget and so did the rest of the marketing department. The industry
average for marketings expenses for a company our size was about sixteen cents of every sales
dollar. We spent only eleven cents. Of those eleven, five went to pay for the customer support
phone and personnel costs, leaving us with six cents for marketing salaries, advertising, shows,
promotions, and travel. Our competition typically spent only two cents of every dollar on support,
leaving them with fourteen cents for everything else. We were very careful about spending money,
relying on the strengths of our products and word of mouth advertising to do much of our
marketing.
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As we expected when we started the year, 1989 followed our normal script closely. Sales went from
$57 million the first quarter, to $67 million the second quarter, and $68 million the third. With 5.1
on schedule to come out in the fall, we were set to have another record-breaking year.
Of course, even though overall sales were good, many of our other products were having a tough
time. By now the Amiga and Atari products were unprofitable, but we could not see an easy way of
getting out of those markets. Customers who purchased those products and developers who worked
on them were extremely loyal to their favorite machines. If we made the slightest move to decrease
our development efforts, we made instant enemies. Over the next couple of years we would lose
anywhere from $20,000 to $50,000 a month on those two divisions, because we were afraid to
abandon even a few of our customers. We were also publishing too many international versions of
our low-selling products and ordering them in much higher quantities than we could sell. We were,
however, having fairly good success with WordPerfect Office for PC Networks.
In addition to our Amiga and Atari losses, we were consistently losing money on our Macintosh,
IBM 370, and OS/2 groups. The Macintosh group lost money because we were putting a lot of
development resources into getting their next version ready. Our OS/2 group released a 5.0 nonGUI version, which brought in a little money, but it was not enough to come close to covering the
costs of development of the upcoming GUI product. Our DG and VAX groups were fairly
profitable, but they were also attempting to develop too many products. It gave us some comfort to
believe that our losers were helping support our winners. We liked to think that a few Amiga
customers were influential in getting their employers to choose WordPerfect as the company
standard.
In September we reached our tenth anniversary, if you were counting from the time SSI first
incorporated. Our PR staff made a big deal of the occasion and we received a lot of local
recognition. In addition to the news stories in the financial sections, it seemed that every week we
were getting a new award or special presentation. Alan was Utah's exporter of the year and
businessperson of the year for the local Chamber of Commerce. Kelly Services made us their
employer of the year in Utah.
Probably the most amazing statistic in those ten years was our perfect revenue history. For every
quarter during the first ten years we were in business, our collections were higher than the previous
quarter. For one quarter our sales were slightly lower than the previous quarter, but the money we
collected from quarter to quarter always went up. In an editorial for the quarterly newsletter that
marked the anniversary, I wrote, "We intend to offer a complete, integrated, productive, easy-to-use
family of business software products, and we want them to run on many computing platforms."
Looking back, I wish we had not tried to do so much. Those few customers who purchased
PlanPerfect for the VAX, for example, would be very disappointed when we stopped development
for that product. Very soon we would realize that we could not write every product for every
machine, and eventually we would have to cancel some projects and break many of our "family of
products on many platforms" promises. We did not have the resources to do everything, especially
with our GUI problems.
Rolling out 5.1 should have gone smoothly, but it did not. Dan and I had always taken care of the
WordPerfect roll outs, but this time we assigned the work to others. I assumed the others had
watched us enough to know how to price the updates, come up with a marketing plan, produce the
brochures and packaging, get the advertising ready, etc. Of course, we had neglected to provide any
formal training for our successors, so as the 5.1 release day approached not much was ready.
I realized then that our training was still very deficient. When someone was given a new
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responsibility, I had expected them to generally do what others had done before them. Instead of
learning from previous mistakes, however, the new people always seemed to want to do things on
their own. The result was almost always the same. Every time responsibilities were passed from one
person to another, we had to live with the blunders, many times repeating the same ones over and
over again. It seemed to me that in a well-run company we should not have to let everyone learn by
making their own mistakes.
Once Dan and I got involved, the roll out went smoothly. Dan took care of the advertising, and I
wrote a positioning statement. We now had about 60% of the word processing market, so
positioning 5.1 as an "all things to all people" product made sense. We stressed that although not
everyone needed every new feature, there were a few people in every organization who needed at
least a few of the features. The engineering department would like the equations. New users would
like the pull down menus and mouse support. Secretaries would love the tables and labels features.
Executives would like the spreadsheet links. Educators would enjoy the larger character set.
Someone was bound to get excited about the improved hyphenation, the improved merge, and the
more flexible tabs. Everyone would like the easier to use installation program. The result of this
new major release would be that an entire organization could use just one word processor to satisfy
all users, even those with very specific requirements.
WordPerfect 5.1 was network ready right out of the box, so we eliminated our higher priced
network version. Because we were effectively lowering the price of the first station on a network,
we used this as an excuse to raise the price for additional network stations. It made customers upset
when we raised the price, but we felt we had to do it. The old $150 price for a computer attached to
a network was way too low compared to the $495 price for a computer not attached to a network.
Because more customers were now installing networks, we felt we had to raise the price of network
stations to avoid a revenue decline.
PC Week gave us a lukewarm first review. By now we knew that the GUI had taken over the minds
and hearts of many of the writers and editors of the trade publications, but we were still surprised to
see complaints that WP had "quirky" commands and was difficult to use. It was clear the reviewer
did not like the product when he wrote, "[WordPerfect] has some things new, some things borrowed
(from the competition, that is) and some things old that will leave the users feeling blue."
InfoWorld, however, was much more complimentary. Their headline, "WordPerfect 5.1 jumps
ahead of competition," was all we needed to reassure our customers that 5.1 was a good product.
We celebrated our ten year anniversary in our COMDEX booth with a seven foot tall photo album.
As the actors flipped through the pictures, they came to the highlight of our history--the new
WordPerfect 5.1. In spite of the fact that everything else about COMDEX concerned either OS/2 or
Windows, 5.1 was a big hit with customers. Sales would jump to $89 million for that last quarter.
The tables, labels, and equations were magical, easy to demonstrate, and easy to get excited about.
The visitors to the booth were a mob of happy people.
Alan and I had lunch at COMDEX with some high-placed officers from IBM. They assured us that
Windows would not succeed and that an agreement had been struck between IBM and Microsoft
which would effectively stop Microsoft from making a success of Windows. It seems funny now,
but at the time we were impressed by what they told us. They said Windows was neutered, and we
believed it.
During the COMDEX week, we held a joint press conference with Lotus to announce an alliance of
sorts, one in which we agreed to work together on our OS/2 products. Lotus had developed a
platform which ran on top of OS/2, and they were allowing us to use it without charge if
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WordPerfect would support it. IBM liked what Lotus was trying to do and had given them
permission to build links between the new platform and IBM mainframes. By taking advantage of
the Lotus platform, we felt we could shorten the time it would take to deliver an OS/2 product and
while gaining direct access to IBM's large machines and 1-2-3 for OS/2 spreadsheets.
Jim Cannavino, head of IBM's PC division, came and sat on the front row to demonstrate IBM's
support for the alliance. We specifically did not invite Microsoft, even though they ached to be
involved. In spite of their new Windows maneuvering, Microsoft was still trying to look like they
were leading the way in promoting OS/2.
A VP from Lotus demonstrated 1-2-3 for OS/2. Alan Ashton demonstrated a very fragile,
unfinished version of WordPerfect for OS/2, announcing 1990 release date. Although we were not
ready to announce a date, IBM and Lotus were anxious for us to show our support for OS/2 with
some announcement of when we would ship. Jim Manzi announced our Agreement of Cooperation
(I persuaded Lotus not to call the relationship an alliance, because I liked Thomas Jefferson's advice
to avoid entangling alliances). I spoke last.
The part I enjoyed most about the whole experience was driving the Lotus public relations
department crazy. They wanted to know what I was going to say before the press conference
started, afraid I might ruin things and waste the $30,000 we were all spending on the event. They
tried to get me to give them a transcript of my speech, but I explained to them that I preferred to
speak extemporaneously, without a written script. Next they tried to get me to rehearse, but I told
them I was not prepared. They were used to executives who used the standard speech writer, makeup artist, bodyguard, and publicist entourage, and did not know what to do with someone who did
not want all the help. To further tease them, I made sure they saw me writing my speech on an
envelope as Jim Manzi made his comments, just moments before I walked on stage.
Of course, I thought I did a good job. I have always loved to get up in front of people, to get their
attention, to hold it, and to make them laugh. I made sure everyone knew we were not "getting into
bed" with Lotus. This would have been out of character for a company from Utah. Jim Manzi said
we were dating, but I tried to make it clear that we were just good friends. Much like two fathers-tobe who struck up a conversation in the maternity waiting room, we had become friends while
waiting for our OS/2 babies to be born.
The friendship did not last too long, however. Microsoft would embarrass IBM greatly by making
Windows a very capable product and putting more work into their Windows applications. The
Lotus platform, which looked so attractive to our programmers in the fall, would not look as good
to them by the next spring. Soon Lotus would acquire a word processor called Amí Pro and become
a direct competitor to us. Our first try for an OS/2 baby would eventually abort, and their first
version would be a sickly thing, never amounting to much.
At COMDEX Computer Reseller News always published its list of the 25 most influential computer
industry executives. I had appeared on their list the two previous years, but this time I disappeared
from its ranks. They had called to tell me I would be on the list and to get a quote, but I suggested
they put Alan on the list instead. I was a little embarrassed about making the list when Alan and
Bruce did not. I was always trying to explain that the three of us ran the company together, but I
usually received more of the industry press attention because I went to more industry conferences.
Although Alan was considered the CEO in Utah, and Bruce the CEO in Europe, I was generally
thought to be in charge everywhere else. No one wanted to believe that the three of us ran the
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company together as was apparent when, despite my suggestion, Alan failed to make the Top 25
list.
I was particularly proud of one promotion we came up with for the 5.1 release. We offered to let 5.1
update customers donate their old copies of 5.0 to their favorite elementary, junior high, or high
school. The offer required some paperwork, which gave us a chance to identify schools which were
interested in using our products. The donations saved schools a lot of money and allowed them to
use software which was fairly current. The program cost us almost nothing and convinced many
more schools to use our products. The part I liked most about the promotion was that Microsoft
could not duplicate the program. Their installed base of Word users was so much smaller than ours,
that a similar program would have had very little effect.
We ended the year in great shape financially, with sales of $281 million and pre-tax profits back up
in the 33% range. 5.1 was a great product and selling very well. We were a little disappointed,
however, that the technical advances in the product were largely ignored because of all the attention
paid to GUI. The focus of the industry was directed toward Windows and OS/2. Although we were
having trouble delivering our OS/2 baby, our employees were having great success on their own.
That year 222 real babies were born, which was more than one for every eight of our 1,612
employees.
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Chapter 11
Back to School
After the discouraging experience of letting someone else try to roll out 5.1, I knew it was time for
some serious management training. Alan and I, and Bruce to a lesser extent, claimed that our
management approach was defined by the statement "we teach correct principles and our employees
govern themselves." We borrowed the statement from Joseph Smith, Jr., the founder of the Mormon
Church, who said "I teach correct principles and they govern themselves," when asked to explain
how the church was governed. We had attempted to follow this philosophy, but over the years we
had not done a very good job of teaching correct principles. Our company was run with a
philosophy closer to "we let employees govern themselves, and when they make a mistake, we try
to correct them." I was hoping to change this by defining and teaching the correct principles of
WordPerfect Corporation in a series of lectures for all managers in the company. The lectures
represented the sum of all I had learned over the years.
For practically every week from December of 1989 through mid-1990, I invited 16 different
managers to have lunch with me for three consecutive days starting on Tuesday. After lunch each
day, I spoke for about an hour and a half. In addition to the managers from WordPerfect
Corporation, I held classes for most of the managers from SoftCopy, our manufacturing company;
WordPerfect Publishing, the publishers of WordPerfect, The Magazine; Computershow, a computer
store we owned in Orem; and ABP Development, the company we formed to build our buildings. A
few of the managers from our WordPerfect companies around the world also attended the lectures.
My approach was low key. I dressed casually and drank an extra large Dr. Pepper to keep my throat
from going dry (I have since given up both sugar and caffeine). There were no tests and no study
materials. No one was forced to come, and no one had to take notes. Everyone was allowed to ask
questions at any time and to disagree with anything I said. Instead of telling people what to do, I
was trying to convince them that the principles I was teaching were the ones we should follow.
The lectures were an unusual experience for a lot of people. For years I was the person most feared
in the company. If I walked down a hallway, I was used to hearing the sound of desk drawers
closing as people hid their snacks from view. If I attended a meeting, it was likely that at least a few
of the people there were afraid to speak to me, unlike Alan, who was welcomed, or Bruce, who
usually went unrecognized. By starting with lunch, I was hoping to put people at ease.
The first lecture was mostly a recounting of the history of WordPerfect Corporation. A lot had been
written about the company in the trade publications, but many of the newer employees had only a
few pieces of the puzzle. The three of us on the Board were by now something of a cross between
legend and caricature, typecast as the eccentric, the good guy, and the bad guy. I wanted people to
see us in a more realistic light, as normal people from relatively modest backgrounds, who worked
hard once they found themselves in the right place at the right time. I wanted to explain how I came
to believe what I believed. Luckily, none of the history was very controversial, and it served as a
comfortable introduction for some of the more difficult to swallow material which was to come.
Near the end of the first lecture, I explained what WordPerfect Corporation was not. This set the
stage for the next two days, when I would explain what WordPerfect Corporation was.
WordPerfect Corporation was not a platform for personal achievement, a career ladder to other
opportunities, or a challenging opportunity for personal improvement. The company did not put the
needs of the individual ahead of its own. The company was not concerned about an employee's
personal feelings, except as they related to the company's well-being.
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WordPerfect Corporation was not intended to be a social club for the unproductive. While other
companies might condone many personal or social activities at the office, ours did not. Things like
celebrating birthdays, throwing baby showers, collecting for gifts, selling Tupperware or Avon,
managing sports tournaments, running betting pools, calling home to keep a romance alive or hand
out chores to the children, gossiping or flirting with co-workers, getting a haircut, going to a
medical or dental appointment, running to the cafeteria for a snack, coming in a little late or leaving
a little early, taking Friday afternoon off, and griping about working conditions were all
inappropriate when done on company time. Even though these activities were condoned by many
businesses across the country, we felt there was no time for them at WordPerfect Corporation.
WordPerfect Corporation was also not an arena for political games. A good old boy network
method of trading favors inside the company to get things done was frowned upon. Kissing up,
back stabbing, and seeking for power and position were inappropriate. Making decisions by
compromise, the politician's favorite tool, was not acceptable.
Finally, WordPerfect Corporation was not a "New Age" company. We were neither employeeowned nor a democracy. We were not primarily interested in focusing all our attention on either the
employee or the customer. We did not feel it appropriate to check an employee's body fat or
prescribe a diet or exercise program. We were not trying to stay in step with current business
philosophies.
Coming all at once at the end of the first day, a few people were shocked and some were upset. No
one left without being a little offended, which was part of the desired effect. I wanted the
participants to question some of their assumptions about their jobs and their company. I frankly
could not see how businesses could expect to get anything done when the workplace was turned
into a social club. I felt a job was about work, and the personal, political, and social aspects were
important only when they were important to the welfare of the company. I certainly was happy if
employees enjoyed their work, but I wanted them to understand that their enjoyment and fulfillment
were not the focus of WordPerfect Corporation.
On the second and third days, I did my best to explain the principles which I hoped would govern
our work at WP Corp. For many this was new information. At the time we did not have a company
organizational chart, an employee handbook, any written job descriptions other than those written
for the reps, or a widely published mission statement. How the company was supposed to work was
a mystery to most employees.
The principles, as I defined them, included our purpose and objectives and a description of our form
and function. The purpose of the company answered the question "Why does the company exist?"
The objectives answered the question, "What does the company hope to accomplish?" The form of
the company described who went where in the organization. Function described the policies and
procedures which were used to define how the company went about doing its work. I did not
believe that this why, what, who, where, how method of defining the company's principles was the
only way, but it seemed to be a good framework for our discussions.
Our purpose was to write, sell, and support the finest software in the world. It was not to make huge
piles of money or to grow in order to provide continuing opportunities for employees or to raise
money to help teenagers say no to drugs. While all of these other purposes were perfectly fine, our
reason for existence was to provide the world with great software.
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Our objectives were to conduct business fairly, honestly, profitably, and cheerfully, while avoiding
debt and extravagance; to maintain an efficient organization based upon teamwork, honest and
frequent communication, careful and thoughtful decisions, without bureaucracy; to provide
employees with meaningful work, fair compensation, and all necessary assistance to do their best
work; to develop useful, reliable, and wonderful software products; to market our products
effectively, professionally, truthfully, and with excitement; and to offer excellent support for our
products.
These objectives were not carved in stone. Bruce and Alan were fairly comfortable with them, but
we were still making a few changes. There was some discussion that we should limit ourselves to
business software to emphasize our focus on word processing. The objectives were, however, close
enough to how we felt for me to discuss them. Alan did come to two of the lectures and seemed to
approve of what I was saying, but he was hard to read, because he was always so agreeable.
The form I envisioned for the company was probably the most difficult part for everyone to accept.
In my mind I saw three groups of people in the company. The first group, the Board of Directors,
defined and published the principles, made the major decisions affecting the direction of the
company, and decided the basics of what everyone was to do.
The second group, which I called the advisors, was responsible for training, supporting, and
evaluating the employees in the company. I purposefully avoided the word "supervisor," because I
did not want anyone bossing anyone else around. The advisors were expected to treat the employees
who reported to them with respect and kindness. They were expected to let employees know very
clearly when they made mistakes and then help them understand how to improve their performance.
Advisors were not allowed to be overbearing, disrespectful, or unfair. They were expected to care
about the employees they were supposed to help and not to care too much about their title or
position in the company. Advisors were expected to give each employee who worked for them a
written job description containing the job's purpose and objectives and to perform a regular
evaluation of performance based on what was stated in the job description.
The third group I called managers. These were the remainder of the employees, all of whom had
responsibilities to fulfill or manage. I liked the idea of calling everyone in the company a manager. I
wanted every employee in the organization to feel like their duties were important. In an ideal
situation, the duties of all managers would support the purpose and objectives of the company.
The concept of an advisor left many thinking I had lost my mind, so I spent the last half hour of the
second day reading from Peter Drucker's book The Practice of Management. I read Chapter 12,
"Managers Must Manage," from beginning to end to confirm for them what I was saying was not
completely off the wall. Although first published in 1954, this chapter explained better than
anything I had read what it was I was trying to say.
Drucker wrote, "the manager should be directed and controlled by the objectives of performance
rather than by his boss," and "If the manager is, however, controlled by the objective requirements
of his own job and measured by his results, there is no need for the kind of supervision that consists
of telling a subordinate what to do and then making sure that he does it." He further wrote "If a oneword definition of this downward relationship [between a manager and a subordinate] be needed,
'assistance' would come closest," and "The vision of a manager should always be upward--toward
the enterprise as a whole. But his responsibility runs downward as well--to the managers on his
team. That his relationship toward them be clearly understood as a duty rather than as supervision is
perhaps the central requirement for organizing the manager's job effectively."
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I believed what Drucker wrote. The advisors were there to assist the employees, not to tell them
what to do every minute or keep track of their every move. An advisor was a teacher, not an
overbearing supervisor. Managers should be controlled by their objectives, rather than over the
shoulder instructions from a supervisor. The job of an advisor was a duty and not an opportunity to
boss people around.
On the last afternoon I tried to explain how I thought the company should function, which was the
hardest part of all. I could have written out every policy and procedure, but I was much more
interested in teaching a few requirements for governing actions and decisions.
The first requirement was that we worked as a team. I used the story of how two students
approached a college exam to try to explain what I meant. The first student took the exam without
looking at notes or books and without getting help from anyone during the test. This person was
very smart and managed to get a fairly good grade, but he did not get the highest grade in the class.
The second student in the example talked to the professor before the exam and learned that she
could bring notes and books to the test, discuss possible answers with other students, and ask the
professor for help if she had trouble during the test. The second student received the highest grade,
which was a perfect score.
Unfortunately, a lot of people in business work like the first student. They work alone and make
decisions alone, perhaps so they can claim all the credit if they succeed. Employees could be much
more successful, however, if they followed the example of the second student, who was smart
enough to ask for help. I wanted everyone in the company to work like the second student in the
analogy. I hoped they would go to co-workers for suggestions, make use of any information
available, and consult with their advisors and other experts around the company as needed. Our
work was not a personal effort to gain acclaim. It was a team effort where asked for help and helped
each other so we could all do our best work.
The next requirement was that we needed to communicate freely and frequently. In many
companies it was common for supervisors to keep information to themselves, conceal their mistakes
whenever possible, and never allow subordinates to go over their heads. I wanted a company where
information could flow freely without regard to formal lines of communication. I imagined a room
filled with light, without any portion remaining in darkness. I wanted a company where no one kept
secrets and where everything was kept out in the open. Advisors who expected their employees to
be so loyal to them that they would not take problems to someone else were exactly the ones I
wanted to kick out of the company.
Any loyalty should be toward the company, its purpose and objectives, not to individual advisors.
Advisors who did not want the light to shine in their domain did not deserve their positions. Lines
of communication should be allowed to go in any direction. If employees made mistakes, then the
mistakes needed to be known so they could be corrected and avoided in the future. I wanted a
company where employees could make mistakes, admit them freely, and learn how to do better
without fearing for their jobs.
I emphasized planning as the third requirement, and part of planning was to always count the cost.
We wasted a lot of money by neglecting this principle over the years. For example, the 4.2
workbook cost us about $2.30 to produce. The 5.0 workbook, which had only a few more pages,
cost us over $7.00. Who approved the increase? No one. One person in publications thought we
needed better paper. Another thought we needed to use more color. A third thought we did not
really need to get three bids, and a fourth thought we needed a better cover. We were shipping
150,000 workbooks every month and spending $675,000 a month more than was necessary. We
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were wasting more than double the amount we were spending on salaries for the entire publications
department.
As the fourth requirement, I asked employees to listen to their hearts as well as their minds. I was
not asking people to make emotional decisions, but I did want them to listen to their feelings,
especially their misgivings and their second thoughts, before they made their decisions.
Alan, Bruce, and I relied on our feelings a lot. It would drive some people crazy to have us change
our minds after sleeping on a decision, but over the years we had learned to be careful if we had
second thoughts. Our misgivings and impressions, although subjective, generally came from some
objective information which had been noted, but not thoroughly considered. If we took the time to
understand why we felt badly about something, we almost always found a good reason and a better
course of action.
People rely on their feelings all the time in non-business settings. When looking for an apartment,
clothes, or someone to marry, we make our decisions based on our feelings. Many times we actually
know we do not like something before we know why. If we examine our feelings closely, however,
we can usually discover what it is that makes us feel a certain way. Sometimes it simply takes time
to figure out that the reason we did not want to rent a certain apartment was because of the yellow
linoleum in the kitchen or the small windows in the bedroom.
If we rely on feelings to make personal decisions, I do not see why they cannot help us to make
business decisions as well. Once an attorney friend from New York City asked me for advice. He
worked for a law firm near Rockefeller Center and was considering taking a job in the Wall Street
area. I suggested he take a day off and pretend to go to work for the new company. I asked him to
take the subway he would take if he accepted the job, walk to the new office building, and go up the
elevator to the floor where he was likely to work. Then I wanted him to ask himself how he felt
about the new opportunity. He took my advice, and as soon as he walked out of the subway exit on
his way to the new office, he knew he did not want the job. He remembered how much more he
enjoyed working near Central Park.
I especially wanted people to consider their feelings when making hiring decisions. I would get
very discouraged at those advisors who made it a point not to let their feelings play a part in their
decisions. While I did not want anyone making quick decisions based only on first impressions, I
did want people to consider how they felt about the applicants they interviewed in addition to the
applicants' qualifications. If they disliked someone, they should try to figure out the reasons for the
dislike and eliminate the misgivings before offering them a job. Once they understood the reasons
for the negative feelings, they could make a more objective determination.
The last requirement was that we should all work to avoid bureaucracy, including any unnecessary
meetings, any meetings which were longer than necessary, and any unnecessary reports. If all
employees learned their duties and governed their own actions based on correct principles, then
many meetings and most written reports could be avoided. People should certainly talk and share
ideas, but not in three hour meetings with 25 people. I especially disliked the Monday morning staff
meeting. I thought it was ridiculous to tie people up in a meeting when the telephone lines were
overflowing with calls from customers who had waited all weekend to talk to us.
I promised everyone in the classes that if they fulfilled these five requirements when they made
their decisions, they would not get in trouble with me if something went wrong. They would,
however, get into a lot of trouble if they worked entirely on their own with their own agenda, even
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if their work was good. A decision was correct only if it was consistent with the purpose and
objectives of the corporation and how the company was supposed to function.
I admit I was not giving advisors a complete picture, but I hoped I was giving them enough to do a
good job. If we could work together, communicate openly, plan carefully, listen to our hearts as
well as our minds, and avoid bureaucracy, then I was sure we could do a good job for ourselves and
our customers. If everyone knew the purpose and objectives of their job and worked to fulfill the
purpose and objectives of the company, we could accomplish anything. We could take on Microsoft
or anybody else and win if we would set aside our personal agendas and work together.
Of course, not everyone agreed with what I was teaching. Some classes ended in heated
discussions. A lot of the advisors did not like the idea that they would have to be nice to people.
They enjoyed being bosses. The most controversial idea presented was that any employee could and
should be able to talk to anyone else in the company, including members of the Board. Many
advisors wanted lines of communication strictly enforced so they would never look bad to their own
advisors. Many did not want to bother the Board with little problems. I did not want the Board to be
bothered with little problems either, but I also did not want to prevent people from approaching us
with big problems. I had a hard time sympathizing with those people who wanted to keep a tight
reign on the people they advised. I could not understand why anyone should expect to be hardnosed and difficult. I was difficult and ill-tempered at times, but at least I regretted it.
The lectures left a lot of holes that still needed filling. I spent a lot of time after the training was
over meeting with advisors, discussing how to write job descriptions, how to perform evaluations,
how to set salaries, and how to handle employees if they refused to improve their work. I did not
have all the answers, but I felt we were moving in the right direction. If nothing else, after the
training a lot more employees had something in writing which explained what it was they were
supposed to be doing.
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Chapter 12
Prosperity
The "teach" theme helped us do a better job of promoting our products, but it also pointed out one
of our weaknesses. We were great at giving presentations, but we were not very good at listening.
Our reps had turned into demonstration machines, some committing what I thought was the worst
presentation sin of all--asking customers to hold their questions until the end of the presentation.
"Listen" would be the theme for 1990. We would continue to teach, but we would also pay attention
to what it was our customers wanted to learn.
In January Microsoft offered to make us a beta test site for Windows 3.0. We accepted their
generous offer, but did little more than look Windows over. In hindsight, it is easy to see we should
have done much more right away. At the time, we could justify not doing a Windows 2.0 version in
favor of completing WordPerfect 5.1 for DOS, but it is now difficult to defend our further delays.
Unfortunately, we did not have any experienced Windows programmers inside the company to
form a development team, and there were not many outside the company to recruit.
Some of us were ready to postpone OS/2 in favor of Windows, but the programmers in the OS/2
group, who had also been given the assignment of eventually creating the Windows version, were
not ready to give up on OS/2. They were making good progress and hated the idea of starting over
or splitting their development team into two groups. They wanted to believe in IBM, as did the rest
of us. The failure of OS/2 meant having to play on a field owned and operated by Microsoft, with
Microsoft making the rules.
We tried to help OS/2 succeed as much as we could. Alan Ashton and André toured the country
with IBM, visiting their largest customers and reassuring them that OS/2 was the one and only true
operating system of the future. We all took every opportunity to show support for OS/2 at industry
events, in our quarterly newsletter to customers, and in comments to the press.
About this time Egghead Discount Software, a chain of 200 software stores, asked me to drop by its
office in Issequa, Washington. It was one of those times when a customer pulled our chain to see if
we were properly obedient. Large companies like Ford did it all the time. They wanted a president
or vice president to show up periodically to make a formal demonstration of devotion and
consideration. A good product and good service were not enough. After all, Bill Gates himself was
visiting Ford to tell them how stupid they were to buy our products, so the least we could do was to
show an equal amount of concern for the relationship. Because Egghead sent us a check for a few
million dollars each month, we had to answer their tug.
I was not the only person invited to Issequa. Jim Manzi from Lotus was there. Gordon Eubanks,
CEO of Symantec, was there, and so was a president or vice president from almost every other
software company. Egghead was pulling everyone's chain at once, and we all obediently came
running.
Victor Alhadef, president and founder of Egghead Discount Software, was our host. The theme of
his speech was a request we had heard over and over again from our dealers and distributors over
the years. Sometimes the plea came in the form of a blatant threat, as was Businessland's practice.
Sometimes it was merely a cry for help. In every case, the dealer was hoping to get special pricing.
Every reseller wanted a price which was better than the competition's, and all had a good reason for
justifying their special breaks. In Businessland's case, the company demanded better pricing
because it offered its customers more services. In the absence of a price break, it tried every way
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possible to avoid selling a product. Not surprisingly, no one in the industry grieved much when
Businessland failed. In Tandy's case, the company believed it had to have a certain gross profit
margin before carrying a product. If other dealers generally discounted a product, which was the
case with all of the popular software, Tandy expected the software manufacturer to give it an extra
discount to keep its hallowed margin intact. If a vendor refused, its products did not appear on
Tandy's shelves.
In Egghead's case, President Alhadef made it clear that his company was in trouble. He complained
of low profit margins, which was ironic because for years Egghead had been one of the dealers
most responsible for the deep discounts. As part of his plea for help, he took us on a tour of his
facility, hoping to demonstrate why he deserved an extra discount. He was very proud of the 75
programmers he had writing accounting software for the IBM AS/400 (the AS/400 was IBM's new
midsize computer, smaller than a mainframe, but larger than a personal computer). Seeing more
programmers working on Egghead's accounting software than we had working on WordPerfect for
DOS was proof enough that Egghead was having trouble. Mr. Alhadef's appeal brought him a lot of
sympathetic looks, but no special favors. By now we had all learned from experience the inevitable
bad effects of special pricing. Soon there would be a reorganization at Egghead, and Mr. Alhadef
would be gone.
During the calm before the Windows storm, we released a new product. Once the original desktop
publishing team finished putting graphics capabilities into WordPerfect 5.0, its members wanted to
continue their work with graphics. They wanted to produce a software package that would make
visual aids for presentations, or as it is called in the industry, a business presentation graphics
package. Although the marketing department knew the product, which was given the name
DrawPerfect, was coming, the ship date had slipped a number of times. When DrawPerfect was
finally ready, we were taken by surprise. In February we had a product ready to ship, but no
advertising.
The surprise appearance of DrawPerfect helped us pull off our most effective product roll-out. Our
usual style was to place our ads too early, in anticipation of a ship date which would later slip. By
the time the product was ready, our dealers were frustrated with us, because we were sending
customers into stores to buy a product which was not available. This time our reps delivered a
demonstration copy to our dealers long before their customers knew the product was coming, so by
the time our advertising came out, dealers had ordered and received real product for their shelves.
Despite the fact that DrawPerfect was a DOS product in a world anxiously awaiting Windows
products, it sold well. For the first time in our history we had three products--WordPerfect for DOS,
WordPerfect Office for PC Networks, and DrawPerfect for DOS--selling more than a million
dollars a month each.
It was in the spring of 1990 that we invented what was lauded as one of our most effective
innovations--the hold jockey. By now we had about 600 operators in customer support divided into
approximately twenty-five teams, but we were having trouble with how calls were distributed to the
various teams. Rather than give each team a different assignment, we had groups of teams covering
the same areas. For example, we had a group of six teams taking questions for general features, a
group of five teams answering printer questions, a group of three teams covering network questions.
The telephone system we used was not capable of distributing the calls evenly to each team in a
group all of the time. While in theory each team was only supposed to have twelve incoming lines,
sometimes fifteen incoming calls would end up in one team and only nine in another. One answer to
the problem was to purchase better equipment. We had been buying our phone system from Rolm at
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a cost of about $2,500 an operator. To move up to better equipment we were going to have to throw
out the old system and replace it with one that would cost us about $5,000 an operator, or about
$3,000,000 for the 600 people we had in support.
At a meeting to discuss whether to purchase the better system, I asked if it was possible to have a
real person keep an eye on the support screens and transfer callers from one group to another when
necessary. I was thinking that a real person with real intelligence would be a much cheaper solution
than a new phone system with artificial intelligence. As we discussed the idea, we decided that a
real person could also select and play the hold music, do live commercials for our products, provide
traffic reports (information about wait times on the hold lines), and offer ski reports in the winter.
We were not sure whether we were the first to invent and use live hold jockeys, but the program did
get us a lot of attention. A number of television and radio stations ran stories about our innovative
approach to hold music. Not only could we offer a more personal service to our customers, but the
interest that accrued on the $3,000,000 we didn't have to spend on the new system was more than
enough to fund the program.
In May Microsoft shipped Windows 3.0, and our worst fears became a reality. Just at the time we
were decisively winning in the DOS word processing market, the personal computing world wanted
Windows, bugs and all. To make matters worse, Microsoft Word for Windows was already on
dealer shelves and had received good reviews. That little cloud on the horizon, which had looked so
harmless in 1986, was all around us, looking ominous and threatening. IBM's strength and size were
no protection. Not even an elephant could ignore the impending storm.
May 31, 1990 was a sad day in WordPerfect Corporation's history. I wrote a press release
announcing that we were postponing our OS/2 product, so we could produce a Windows version of
WordPerfect as quickly as possible. I wrote, "While we still are strong supporters of OS/2, we have
decided to test and release the Windows version of WordPerfect before the OS/2 version. The
reasons for the schedule change have to do with the expected delays in version 2.0 of Presentation
Manager and particular requests from our customers. This change should move up the release of our
Windows product by three to four months and will delay our release of a PM product by four or five
months."
We had few friends that day. IBM's best large accounts did not understand how much trouble OS/2
was in and were upset at us for breaking ranks. Those customers at the other end of the spectrum
who were Windows supporters were quick to fault us for our tardiness and tell us "I told you so."
By this time we had been saying that our OS/2 product would be ready for Fall COMDEX and that
a Windows version would appear six months later. Using these dates, my memo suggested that the
Windows product would be available as early as February of 1991 and that the OS/2 product would
be ready in May. The dates would prove to be far too optimistic, however. The Windows product
would not ship until much later in the year, and a GUI based OS/2 product would not ship until
1993.
Ironically, even though we were in trouble, our sales were up more than 80% over 1989, and we
were making a lot of money. We were doing so well that a few of our DOS programmers could not
understand why some of us were in a panic. DOS was still king, and 5.1 was now raking in 70% of
personal computer word processing sales. Though Windows was selling well, Windows-based word
processors were not. It appeared that most customers were willing to wait for a Windows version of
WordPerfect before buying another company's product.
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I was not sure why Microsoft was having so much trouble selling its Windows word processor.
Perhaps it was because Windows was still a novelty and customers were content to play with it
rather than use it full time. Perhaps it was because a lot of people did not enjoy doing business with
Microsoft. The company was so driven to dominate the computer industry that its people came
across as overly serious and arrogant. They were almost always giving nerds a bad reputation.
Technical support was one reason we enjoyed a strong customer loyalty to our products. We offered
toll free support lines and tried our best to answer the calls that came in, because we felt a real
responsibility to help our customers if they had problems with our software. Microsoft had much
more money and resources than we did and their software had at least as many problems as ours
did, yet they never put in toll free lines. Moreover, when they answered their phones, they tended to
sound surly. In keeping with their slogan of "making things make sense," they were quick to give
the impression that they knew all the answers.
I loved to go to user groups when Microsoft was there. A favorite format of many user groups
meetings was to bring two competing products together and have a debate, or a shootout. I liked the
format, because I could use humor to get a crowd behind me. Microsoft representatives were
generally too serious to appreciate the humor and were easily rattled if I pointed a joke at them.
They also came across as a little too competitive and a little mean-spirited.
In June, as in years past, we went to PCExpo in New York City. Despite our great sales, the press
was already writing our obituary. Everyone at the show was asking when our Windows product
would be ready. Even customers who had no plans to buy Windows were still curious as to when
WPwin would be ready. (WPwin was the official abbreviation for WordPerfect for Windows. Alan
insisted that we not capitalize the "win" part of the name so as not to give emphasis to Windows.)
The only bright spot for me at PC Expo was our introduction of LetterPerfect, which was our
newest, smaller version of WordPerfect. Sam and Wendy, my oldest children, came with me to
New York and participated in our press conference announcing the product. We explained the
product with a little skit. Sam was an experienced word processing user who wanted the most
powerful product, so he needed WordPerfect. Wendy was a young woman too busy to learn all the
ins and outs of a complex word processor, so she preferred LetterPerfect. I played the part of the
serious writer who required the larger program to meet his word processing needs. Clive Winn, vice
president of sales, played the part of a busy executive who wanted the smaller, quicker product for
his laptop. The skit was fun and gave us something to talk about other than our uncertain WPwin
release date.
It was not uncommon for my kids to accompany me when I traveled for the company. For those
trips that did not require me to work very many hours, I would take two or three of them along to
keep me company. This was only one example of how my personal life blended into my business
life. By now we lived right next door to the research park, and our home was like another building
in the WordPerfect complex. Our phones and our computers were tied into those of WPCorp, so I
could work at home or at the office with the same phone number and the same network name and
password. This was a great convenience for someone who never wanted to stop working, although
it was embarrassing one morning when everyone in the company heard my son Joe yelling, "Mom,
the phone is for you" over the company public address system, because he had dialed in the wrong
zone number. Even our television reception came from a WPCorp antenna.
Most of my friends and a lot of my neighbors and relatives worked at WPCorp. When I went to
lunch, it was with friends from work and the conversations were mostly about work. When I played
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tennis in the late afternoon, it was with friends from work and the conversations were mostly about
work. When my wife and I went out to dinner with another couple, usually the other couple was
connected to WPCorp in some way. If my wife and I went to New York City for a vacation, I would
always fit in a few visits to large accounts. If we had a family reunion, there would always be three
or four of us from WPCorp, and conversations would inevitably turn to the company or the software
industry. If I watched TV or went to a Jazz basketball game, I always kept something related to the
business at my side to read during breaks. When the entire family went on vacation, I would have
my mail delivered daily to the hotel. Every night after my wife and children were asleep, I would
log on to CompuServe to check my messages and check on the reps. I certainly did not mind the
intrusion WPCorp made on my private life. The work was always exciting and interesting.
One of my best friends at WPCorp was Clive Winn. Back when I was in the drapery business, we
were next door neighbors. Clive worked as an undercover narcotics agent for the State of Utah and
then as the director of the state police academy. About two years after I went to work for SSI, Clive
went to work for the FBI, and he and his family moved away. When Clive's mother-in-law was
diagnosed with cancer, his wife, Kathy, wanted to be near her. When the FBI would not agree to
move Clive to Southern California, I helped him get a job as a WordPerfect rep in that area. A year
later, Clive and his family moved back to Utah, so he could work at the company headquarters with
our government accounts. He did a great job once he learned that to be a businessman he needed to
continue thinking like a policeman rather than always try to be the nice guy. He was good at what
he did, and in spite of some objections of cronyism, by the summer of 1990 he was the vice
president of sales.
That summer Bruce asked both of us to come to his annual summer meeting of the general
managers of all the international offices affiliated with WPCorp. The meeting was held in Nice,
France and was scheduled to begin on a Wednesday. Clive and I, along with four or five other
people from the home office, left on Monday, so we could arrive a day early and rest up for the
meetings. Instead of landing on the first leg of our journey in New York City, we were diverted to
Philadelphia because of storms over JFK Airport. Knowing that we would likely miss every
connection to Europe if we waited around, we grabbed our luggage and took a taxi to JFK, hoping
to catch a late flight across the Atlantic. The other guys traveling with us stayed with the plane in
Philadelphia hoping the weather would clear.
Of course, even though all the flights into JFK were delayed, the outbound flights all left on time.
By the time we arrived, the last transatlantic flight of the night had departed, and we were stuck in
New York City for the night. We were determined not to arrive late for Bruce's meeting, however.
We stayed the night in a hotel close to the airport listening to gun shots, which made ex-policeman
Clive feel right at home, and in the morning we hopped on the 9:00 Concorde flight to London. We
arrived in London in the early evening and found a flight at 8:30 p.m. to Turin, Italy. After arriving
in Italy, we rented a car and drove for four hours through the darkness to Nice. We would have
made it a little sooner, but we had trouble understanding how the toll road system worked. Once I
stopped trying to talk Spanish to the Italian toll booth agents and Clive started talking with a $20
bill, we made good progress.
We arrived in Nice about 3:00 a.m. and managed to get about five hours sleep before the meetings
started at 9:00 a.m. Bruce was amazed to see us and congratulated us on our ingenuity. It added to
our sense of accomplishment when the other guys dragged in at 11:30 a.m. without their luggage,
wearing clothes they had worn for three days.
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We had a lot of fun explaining our marketing programs to the European general managers during
the day and then sitting under the stars on the beach figuring out how to improve them at night. One
improvement we dreamed up applied to schools. We wanted very much to eliminate all the separate
packages we had to manufacture for education, and we came up with a clever way to do it and still
give schools a better price. We decided we would allow schools to use seven free copies of our
software for every copy purchased. The idea was especially helpful in Europe, where they had
trouble finding room for all the different SKU's (stock keeping units).
A lot of the work I did for WordPerfect Corporation resembled this trip to Europe. I worked long
hours, but the work was interesting and fun, and the settings were beautiful. My life was a series of
great adventures.
One of the toughest decisions the Board had to make in 1990 was whether to ship a 5.2 version of
WordPerfect for DOS. The DOS programmers were not content to sit around, and they were not
overly anxious to help out with the Windows product. By mid-summer they were well into their
next DOS version of WP. The Windows group was committed to using 5.1 as the basis for its
version and was having a tough enough time matching the 5.1 feature set without having to add in
the new 5.2 features as well. If we let the DOS group continue at full speed, there was every chance
that the DOS version would come out right on the heels of the Windows version with an
incompatible file format. For better or worse, Alan, Bruce, and I killed the 5.2 release, making our
DOS customers wait for features that could have been available sooner. We felt the file
incompatibilities 5.2 would create would severely hurt our chances in the Windows market.
WordPerfect Office was turning into a big problem. The program was useful, but it had a few
weaknesses. The directory services, which listed all the people on the mail system with their
electronic addresses, could not hold more than one or two thousand people. The schedular, which
could be used to put together a meeting, was slow and sometimes unreliable. Installing the program
was a very difficult process.
My approach to selling the product was to be very open about what the product could and could not
do. I wanted potential customers to understand the product's shortcomings, even if it meant lower
sales. I thought we should discourage very large customers from buying the product until a future
release, when the program would be able to handle large numbers of users more effectively. Office
had its strengths, and as long as we did not oversell it, we would find plenty of customers for the
product who would not be disappointed.
Not everyone liked this approach, however. The lead programmer on the project, who was also a
vice president of development, started jumping on airplanes to visit customers and pitch the product
his way. His basic sales pitch was that Office was in its fifth year of a ten year development effort.
He promised that improvements were just around the corner, making Office the right choice for any
size of company. I kept trying to get Alan to stop him from overselling the product, but Alan was
overselling it himself. Alan loved to visit customers and tell them about all his products. He loved
to promote them without reservation, and my suggestion that we explain the negative along with the
positive was not well-liked.
As Office sales increased and a newer version of the product was delayed, there were many
customers who were having trouble getting Office to do the job they wanted it to do. I suggested we
tell the customers we were sorry and use our resources to get an "off the shelf" product out the door
as quickly as possible. Alan disagreed and wanted to hire technicians to visit the customers and help
them get the program up and running.
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"Off the shelf" to me meant that a product was sold from a dealer's shelf, without someone from
WordPerfect actually participating in the installation. A product which was not off the shelf, for
instance, was All-in-One from DEC. A VAX customer likely paid $25,000 for DEC's office
automation product and then paid another $25,000 to hire systems engineers from DEC to come in
and write code that would make the software work. That was not how I thought our software should
be sold. We should not have to send out a systems engineer or integrator to make our software
functional. As Scott McNeally from Sun Microsystems put it with an analogy, "When you go buy
an automobile, you don't want to deal with a systems integrator. You want to buy the automobile
and drive it away. You don't want to have to have someone deliver it to your house, put you through
a training program, reconstruct your garage and configure the automobile for you."
Off the shelf software was the only type of product I thought we should be writing and selling. I
certainly did not mind if a dealer were to help a customer get going, but I did not want us getting
involved to the point that we were sending out a corps of technicians to help our customers work
through their problems. I was afraid we would end up having to take responsibility for our
customers' computer systems, and that responsibility was a lot more than we were prepared to
handle. It was also not likely to bring us much money. If we had to actually touch a customer's
machine for our product to work, then I thought we needed to re-engineer the product.
This was probably the biggest disagreement Alan and I had over the years and probably contributed
to my leaving the company. Alan loved his products and his programmers, and he did not seem to
like me pointing out their deficiencies. Eventually he would send out technicians to help customers
without my knowledge and behind my back, because he knew how strongly I opposed the idea.
We put on our best face for COMDEX, considering our lack of a Windows word processor and the
problems and delays with Office. André and our actor friends from Chicago did a show which was
a take-off from the Broadway musical City of Angels. The star of the show was a detective who
used different WordPerfect products to solve cases. The great thing about the show was that it had a
lot of music, dancing, and acting, which helped us to avoid getting too specific about our release
dates. As always, our dealers and customers jammed into our booth to watch the show and pick up
their free detective hats.
By the time of our Christmas party, the mood in the company was a little somber. We were starting
to get some bad press, something which rarely happened before. The Gulf War was raging, and we
were in middle of a recession. We had cause to be cautious, but for some reason I was feeling that
we should not be fearful. When I spoke at the party, I asked everyone to close their eyes for a
moment and ask themselves if it was time for caution because of the war and the recession, or if it
was time to do more. I gave people time to quietly listen to their feelings and then asked for a show
of hands. How many thought it was a time for caution? Only five or six hands went up. How many
thought it was time to do more? Two thousand hands went up. Perhaps it was the way I asked the
question, but I felt something inside. This was not a time to worry about the future. This was a time
to promote our products more aggressively, to continue our building projects, and to plan
optimistically for the future.
1990 sales ended up at a hard to believe $452 million, and our pre-tax profits were up to 35%. 1991
was going to be even better.
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Chapter 13
Mid-Life Crisis
Bruce came up with our theme for 1991, which was our year to "think." Looking back, I have
trouble understanding why we took our themes so seriously, but we did. The theme "think" came
from a few experiences Bruce had working on the family farm in Idaho. More than once when
Bruce had made a mistake, his father had gotten very frustrated and repeated the words "Think,
think, think" with great intensity.
I liked the new theme, because it uncovered another one of our marketing problems. By now we
were fairly good at making presentations and fairly good at giving customers a little time to talk,
but many of our salespeople were not processing the information they were getting from our
customers. To some, listening was only a pause in the presentation to give customers a chance to
feel important. Our salespeople needed to adapt what they were teaching to what our customers
wanted to learn.
The theme was appropriate given all the thinking we had to do to try to solve our problems. Our
biggest one was the continued delay in the shipment of WordPerfect for Windows. Just one week
after Fall COMDEX in 1990, the Windows programmers informed us that the dates we had given
out at COMDEX--a beta test to start in December and a product release at the end of February-would be impossible to meet. The most optimistic in the group felt the end of the second quarter of
1991 was the earliest possible release date. The pessimistic ones were saying August or September.
We were in deep trouble.
The situation reminded me of the delays Lotus had gone through with a recent update of 1-2-3. First
they announced a six month delay. When the six months were up, they announced another six
month delay. I was worried we might suffer the same embarrassment. The right thing to do was to
tell our customers immediately that we knew our release date was in trouble, but I wanted to wait.
We still did not know for sure when the product would be ready, so I convinced myself we could
hold off on announcing the delay until we had better information.
Finally, in early February we broke the news that our release date had slipped, but I was not entirely
honest in making the admission. Rather than go with a realistic date or a vague date or no date at
all, I announced a hoped-for second quarter release, which was the most optimistic date from our
most optimistic developer. My only excuse for announcing the earliest possible yet highly
improbable date was that I was going through some sort of temporary insanity caused by a bad case
of denial. I was afraid to face the difficulties that a longer delay might cause.
Few of the industry analysts or members of the press believed we could make the second quarter
date, and word of our troubles was leaking out of the company. Amy Wohl, one of the more
influential consultants, was quoted as saying we would make the second quarter release date if there
happened to be 75 days in June. She underestimated the time we would need by about 60 days.
We on the Board had no one to blame for the delays but ourselves. The project directors we had
chosen were inexperienced managers, and they made the mistakes inexperienced managers make.
They were prone to overly optimistic forecasts and had trouble chewing people out when they
missed their deadlines. Another of our mistakes was that we waited too long to add new
programmers to the project, always thinking we were so close to a release that we did not have time
to train additional programmers and get any significant help from them. We also took too long to
make our experienced DOS programmers get involved. They could have helped a little more, but
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we had a hard time convincing them that the Windows project was more important than anything
else. With sales still going up, many thought things were going too well to be concerned.
It was not just the WordPerfect for Windows project that was behind schedule. As Alan and I met
with each of the development groups to check on their progress, their stories were all the same.
They all were behind schedule, and they all wanted more programmers. The DrawPerfect
programmers, for example, were nowhere close to a new release. Though their original product was
well received in 1990, their program was already showing its age and starting to get less favorable
reviews. Their next version, renamed WordPerfect Presentations, would not be ready for two more
years.
The FormsPerfect group, which was working on a project that would later be renamed InForms,
was also making little progress. Their program was intended to help companies replace their printed
forms with electronic forms. For example, if a company had a form for requesting reimbursement
for medical expenses, InForms would allow employees to fill out the form on their computer
screens and then route it to the proper department automatically. When Alan and I were meeting
with the Forms group, Bruce happened to call from Europe. When we told him what we were
doing, he asked us to make sure the forms the group was designing would be compatible with
WordPerfect. When we relayed his concern to the group, they all looked sick. Somewhere along the
way someone had decided that WP compatibility was not a high priority, and the product, which
would not come out until mid-1993, would not create forms which could be used with WordPerfect.
WordPerfect Office was now six years into an eleven year project, and a release that would deliver
on all our promises was still a long way off. One big problem was getting all the different Office
development groups to work together. By now we had teams for PC networks, for the Macintosh,
and for UNIX, DG, and DEC machines. Unfortunately, none of the groups seemed to be willing to
work out their differences. For instance, the groups could not decide on the maximum number of
enclosures which could be attached to a message. The VAX group wanted an unlimited number of
attachments, the Mac programmers felt 100 files was more than enough, and the PC group allowed
only 30 files to accompany a message. Of course, if someone from a VAX machine were to send
101 attachments with a message, the Mac and PC Office versions would crash, but that was not
incentive enough to get the groups to agree on a standard. The VAX group felt they had to have an
unlimited number, because their VAX competitors offered an unlimited number. The Mac
programmers were certain 30 was too few, but the PC group already had a product shipping with
the 30 file limitation, and they were not about to change.
Unfortunately, Alan did not have a lot of time to work with the different development groups. He
was spending a good deal of his time giving speeches, collecting awards, and attending industry
conferences. Even if he had been around the office, we had so many projects going that he could
not have given all of them much attention. In his absence, his development leaders had to do a lot
more on their own and sometimes got off track. To try to help get things back under control, Freida,
his assistant, and I conspired to limit the awards that Alan could accept to two per month. I
wondered if all the attention we were receiving had anything to do with Forbes Magazine having
identified Alan and Bruce as among the richest 400 individuals in the United States.
Although my thoughts did not carry a lot of weight with the programmers, I spent a lot of time
trying to figure out what needed to be done to get things under control. For years we had tried to
produce a successful family of products, and the result was more software projects than we could
handle. In trying to figure out which products to continue and which products to cut, I realized that
our product successes seemed to be those that were most closely related to word processing.
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WordPerfect Office had to do with distributing messages or documents, and DrawPerfect had a lot
to do with creating figures and charts for documents. Perhaps as a result of the document
connection, both products sold fairly well. DataPerfect and PlanPerfect were applications which had
little to do with documents, and neither had sold very well. I came to the conclusion that the focus
of our development should be on word processing and those products which were closely associated
with word processing, and from then on I never hesitated to promote my new theory.
At the end of February, IBM asked me to come to Boca Raton for a secret meeting. This was yet
another one of those times when someone was pulling our chain. The appointment was for 8:00
a.m., which was 6:00 a.m. Utah time, so I was in a bad mood when the meetings began. It was
almost more than I could bear when I found out that I was there for two days of intensive OS/2
training. There were five or six of us present representing all the largest software companies except
Microsoft, and we were to be IBM's audience for a dress rehearsal of an OS/2 seminar they were
about to give. I listened respectfully for as long as I could, which was about thirty minutes, and then
raised my hand. The presenter asked me to hold my question until the end of the presentation, but I
told him I would leave if I could not interrupt. He reluctantly agreed to let me speak, and I
announced that I would rather be at an Amway recruiting dinner than listen to two days of hour
long technical presentations. I wanted to know why we were wasting our time talking about OS/2
when Microsoft had clearly won the war of the GUI operating systems.
What I really wanted to know was why IBM was trying to copy Microsoft with a technical
approach to marketing. I could remember back when IBM introduced their new Personal Computer
AT model with a huge party in Dallas called "Partners in Pride." They had invited almost everyone
in the industry to a beautiful hotel to give us great food and entertainment and to introduce their
new product with a few short presentations. That was the IBM I understood. Now, however, they
were playing the part of the nerd, trying to be like Microsoft by offering boring classes on graphics
capabilities and memory management. This was not the IBM I used to know.
IBM tried to keep me happy by cutting down on the amount of technical information included in the
meetings, but most of what they presented went over my head. The one thing I did understand was
that IBM was not ready to give up on OS/2. If they had to turn into nerds to win the operating
system business, they were willing to give it a try. They were willing to do almost anything to win
back control of the market, including giving their operating system away for a time and paying
Microsoft to include a copy of Windows with OS/2, so computer users could run DOS, Windows,
and OS/2 programs by buying only OS/2.
As I sat through the meetings, I wanted to believe that IBM had a chance. Our long term success
was, I thought, dependent on diversity. If the world was filled only with Windows machines, then
Microsoft would have a tremendous advantage. If instead the world was filled with DOS, Windows,
OS/2, Macintosh, and UNIX machines, we could maintain our advantage in the personal computer
word processing market.
My advice to IBM was to not play the role of the nerd. I hoped they would hang on to their old
polished and professional image, and not walk around with uncombed hair and calculators on their
belts. I felt their seminar would be much better if their presentations were more exciting and they
took the participants down to the beach to eat a great dinner and listen to a Beach Boys concert as
they had in the old days.
Microsoft was very good at making it tough for IBM to push OS/2. They were promising to deliver
tools to port Windows applications to OS/2 and encouraging developers interested in OS/2 to write
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Windows versions first. Later, long after most companies had decided to go with a "Windows first"
strategy, Microsoft decided not to deliver the OS/2 porting tools. Worse still, once IBM told the
world that OS/2 would run DOS programs better than DOS, and Windows programs better than
Windows, Microsoft reminded the world that IBM's right to distribute the Windows portion of OS/2
would expire in a few years, leading some people to conclude that OS/2 would eventually be a dead
end. To this day, I have little hope that IBM will be able to win out over Microsoft, but I admire
their tenacity.
By May we still were not showing much progress with a WPwin release. We were a little closer to
getting into a beta test, but nowhere close to releasing a product. I dreaded making the
announcement of another delay. While I was thinking about how to break the news, I came up with
an idea for an ad campaign. I was tired of having everyone focus on our release date, so I proposed
to our ad agency that we have a contest for our customers to guess how many copies of WPwin we
would ship in the first month the product was released. I hoped to shift the focus from our
weakness, which was our tardiness, to our strength, which was the great demand that existed for the
product.
The first ad in my proposed campaign would announce the contest, giving the customers details
about expected demand for the product and our capacity to manufacture it. We would explain that
the purpose of the contest was to get as many people as possible to help us come up with an
accurate sales forecast. The second ad would announce various statistics about the guesses we
received. We would publish the highest estimate, the lowest, and the average and mean for all
estimates. We would also let people know how the product was progressing. A third ad would
announce our preparations for the shipment of the product, a fourth the product release, and a fifth
the winner of the contest. Hopefully, in the sixth and last ad of the campaign, we could announce to
the world that we had the best-selling word processor for Windows.
At first our ad agency had trouble with the idea. Of course, since I was the executive vice president,
they told me they liked the idea, but when they showed us a possible layout for the first ad, they had
changed the contest into a sweepstakes. The customers only had to send in an entry (not a sales
estimate), with the lucky winners chosen from a random drawing. It took a lot of persuading and a
little emotion to get them to understand that it had to be a contest. I wanted customers to think about
the huge number of packages we were going to ship, and I was frankly very curious as to what they
had to say. In the end I got my way, and we went ahead with the campaign.
Getting the agency to go with my idea reminded me that while ad firms can be a great help, they
sometimes overestimate their competence and underestimate the taste of some of their clients.
When asking them for ideas, I sometimes felt like they were using a trick I learned in my drapery
days. When parents decided to let children choose their own drapes, I found the children almost
always chose colors which were too bright. To prevent them from choosing something I knew their
mothers would hate, I would give them only three choices, making sure that two of the choices were
so bad that they would take the one I wanted them to take. When an ad agency gave a presentation,
I felt like they were doing the same thing to me. I would see only one option that was reasonable
and a few others that were always obviously horrible. More than once I wished they would have
treated me like a thinking adult, rather than an incompetent executive who was not to be taken
seriously.
Our first ad in the WPwin series had a picture of Clive Winn asking customers to call an 800
number to help him forecast the first month's sales of WPwin. He offered $25,000 cash to the
person with the estimate closest to actual sales.
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We held auditions for operators from our Information Services group and selected those who were
friendliest to take the calls which came in from the ad. We trained them not only to ask for names,
addresses, phone numbers, and estimates, but also to take time to express appreciation to the callers
for their help and to engage them in a conversation about their plans for Windows and our Windows
product.
From the thousands of people who called, we selected a few and sent a photographer out to take
pictures of them, which we included in the second ad. In addition to the high, low, and average of
all estimates, we included explanations of some of the different ways people had arrived at their
forecasts. Some of the calculations were very complicated.
One of the estimators was a Microsoft employee. He happened to guess that our sales would be
many times greater than the current sales for Microsoft Word for Windows, so we put his estimate
in the second ad along with a map of Washington State. Microsoft called in a huff to complain
about the low blow, which made the whole thing a lot more fun. Instead of wringing our hands and
spending the summer worrying about how late we were, we spent it thinking about how many
copies of the product we would sell and how much Microsoft hated all the hype.
It was very gratifying for me to read Stewart Alsop's comments about the ad campaign. Mr. Alsop
published a well-read industry newsletter and later would become Editor-in-Chief for InfoWorld. In
describing the first ad in the campaign he wrote, "This is one of those incredibly creative marketing
ideas that can only be done once...By asking customers to predict the success of the product,
WordPerfect manages to get the customers involved in trying to make the thing successful." In
another article written for a trade publication in England, he called the first ad "one of the most
creative advertisements ever seen in the PC industry." That was a nice reward considering the
struggle it had been to get our agency to support the campaign.
In July I had a very strange experience. My dad, who by now had retired from Harris Corporation
and had come to work in our sales department in Utah, called to ask me for an appointment. This
was unusual, considering his house was right next door to mine and we saw each other almost every
day. When we met he looked very sad and explained to me that Bruce had asked him meet with me.
Bruce wanted him to tell me that I would have to change, because I was too hard on people and too
many people were afraid of me.
I had trouble understanding why my dad had been asked to convey the message, so I called Bruce
and requested a meeting. By the time I reached his house, Alan was there as well. They explained
their concerns, and I told them I did not know how to do my job any other way. I asked them if I
was any more difficult or any harder to work with than I had been during the last five or ten years. I
had my share of enemies and some people were afraid of me, but this was nothing new. I asked
them to play me or trade me and told them there was no way I could do my job without upsetting a
few people.
I left Bruce's house thinking things were settled. I was not very impressed that they had put my
father in the middle of the discussion, but I knew they were all under a lot of stress because of the
Windows delays. Bruce was getting a lot of pressure from his international offices to release a
Windows product in a hurry, and Microsoft was beginning to cut into our market shares in Europe.
Alan was in a difficult situation as well. Many of the development project dates were slipping, and,
like me, he was in the position of having to disappoint a few people. He was very determined to get
a WordPerfect 6.0 project started right away. The programmers doing the 5.1 Windows version also
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wanted responsibility for WPwin 6.0, but they could not think of working on a new project for
another few months. Alan felt he had no choice but to disappoint the 5.1 Windows programmers
and give the 6.0 Windows project to another group.
There was a lot more to what Bruce was trying to tell me than I knew at the time. The vice president
of development in charge of WordPerfect Office was convinced I needed to change, and he had
been lobbying with Alan, Bruce, and others to have another person elected to the Board of Directors
in order to dilute my influence. He was sure that Bruce and Alan went along with my views too
much of the time, and that I was leading the company to ruin.
Even without the lobbying, I was not too happy with this vice president. Office was not moving
forward very quickly, and instead of resolving the problems, this well-intentioned leader was giving
lectures from a book by Stephen Covey about seven habits of effective leaders. He was requiring
his teams to take time away from their programming efforts to attend lectures and do homework
concerning the book. This vice president was also teaching from a book which advocated using
conflict as a way to get things done. I wondered how conflict could be the answer when what the
Office group needed was some conflict resolution. Unless a way could be found to get those groups
back on track, we were soon to be seven years into a twelve year project.
When I heard about the lectures, I asked Alan what was going on. I wondered why this vice
president was allowed to teach whatever he wanted. As I had explained in my management training,
I expected the Board to define the correct principles, and not any and every vice president in the
company. After listening to me, Alan told me not to worry. He had given the go ahead for the vice
president to teach out of Covey's book, and he would take care of the problem. The conversation
was very disappointing to me. I realized then that Alan was not very involved in what I had been
trying to teach. He just wanted everyone to be happy.
I did learn a lot from the incident, however. For years we had used "we teach correct principles and
let employees govern themselves" as the basis for our management philosophy. Although we had
not always done a good job of implementing the philosophy, I felt we had at least understood it.
After the incident, I realized we were not even close.
If we were to actually adopt the philosophy, I realized that we would have to complete at least four
steps. First we had to define the correct principles for WordPerfect Corporation. Then we had to
teach them. Next we had to trust the employees to govern themselves. Finally the employees had to
be accountable to the correct principles in governing their actions.
If any one of the four parts was missing, then the management system was not going to work. If the
principles were not defined, then any teaching was likely to be in error. If the principles were
defined but not taught, the employees would be in the dark. If the employees were supervised so
completely that they had no freedom, then there was no opportunity for the learning and individual
initiative that come with self-government. If the employees refused to be accountable to the
principles when governing their actions, then the first three steps were useless. Although we had
done a fairly good job of turning people loose over the years, or fulfilling step three, we always had
trouble with steps one, two, and four. Even all the work I had done with my management training
courses was not very effective. Without the full support of Alan and Bruce, I could not be certain
that my principles were the correct ones for the company.
The fundamental problem I had with Bruce and Alan and others in the company who were defining
their own principles was the difference in our definitions of the term "correct." I thought correct
meant "as defined by the Board," but many others in the company thought it meant "principles
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which are recognized as true or good." That a certain principle might be declared true or valid by a
certain writer, a certain authority, or a certain business school was totally irrelevant to my way of
thinking. What should have mattered most was how the owners of the company wanted to conduct
their business. Only the owners had the authority to define right and wrong within the company.
A day or so later I had a chance to explain why I thought it was not possible for anyone in the
company to define the correct principles to Alan and the vice president in question, but the vice
president was not convinced I was right. He felt he should be given enough responsibility and
authority to define and adapt principles for his own group. He felt the title of vice president carried
with it certain rights and privileges, because that was the way the job was defined in the normal
business world. Of course, I felt that the duties of a vice president should be defined by the
employer, not by the rest of the world. There were no published rules of business which required
the owners to meet a particular set of expectations.
In spite of Alan's feeling that our disagreement was not a big problem, people started visiting me to
tell me about a petition that was being circulated. Claims were being made that I was ruining
careers without good reason and manipulating the Board to my own advantage. I was more hurt
than angry with the discovery. This vice president and a few people around him were assuming that
if someone's advancement was impeded by my actions, it was because of my personal feelings for
that person. The fact that a particular employee may have messed up badly or that there may have
been a good reason for what happened had never occurred to them. My guilt was presumed without
a full view of the evidence.
Later in a design review meeting with this vice president and a few programmers from the
Macintosh Office group, Alan finally realized the problem was more than a simple disagreement.
After the programmers explained what they were doing and what their priorities were, I asked why
their 4.0 version had a higher priority than their 3.1 version. Since 3.1 was still unreleased, I was
curious to understand why a future version would get the higher priority. The vice president, who
had been fairly quiet to this point, lost his temper, raised his voice, and answered so angrily that he
bared his teeth and spit as he spoke. The intensity of his emotion finally convinced Alan that this
was not a problem which would go away quickly. My question did not deserve such an emotional
response. Soon Alan would put someone else in charge of WordPerfect Office and move the vice
president to another position in the company.
I did not enjoy my job too much after this time. For close to ten years I was the person most
responsible for running the company. It came as somewhat of a shock to learn as a result of my
strange experience with Bruce and my problems with this vice president that a lot of what I did was
not wanted or appreciated. Although Bruce and Alan were quick to admit that many of the things I
did were brilliant, I could now see that we had a lot of disagreements on how the company should
be run. I had reached that point where they were beginning to wonder if I wasn't more of a bother
than I was worth.
It was in the fall that we started to talk seriously about going public. I had gone to Bruce and Alan
asking for help with a potential estate tax problem, and this led to a discussion of their estate tax
problems. Their situation was much more complicated than mine, because their stock was worth so
much more money. If both parents in one of the families were to die, then the only way to pay the
estate taxes without risking the financial security of their children would be to sell off enough stock
to pay the taxes within six months of the deaths. Selling what could be half a billion dollars worth
of stock within a six month period was not something they could count on, however. As we talked
about the problem, we came to the conclusion that the best answer was to go public or to put
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ourselves in a position where we could go public at any time. Duff Thompson, our general counsel,
and I were asked to start looking into the possibility of a public stock offering.
The WPwin roll-out came off without a major problem. As soon as the product shipped in
November, our ads showed trucks lining up to pick up the software and software packages arriving
at dealer shelves. As we had hoped, sales were terrific, and for the month of November we outsold
Word for Windows. Thirty days after the release, Price Waterhouse sifted through all our invoices
and all the estimates and came up with the winner of our contest. As luck would have it, the
$25,000 was won by a single mom from the Midwest with a newly adopted baby. We could not
have asked for a better ending to our ad campaign script.
Our success was not cause for a huge celebration, however. Microsoft had introduced a new version
of WindWord at COMDEX (their official abbreviation for Word for Windows was WinWord, but I
liked to add the extra d), and the new version included some new features we did not have. Among
other things, they included a grammar checker and feature called Word Art. I liked to think the
features were not very useful, but they did look very nice in a demonstration.
Soon after COMDEX, Bruce sent Alan and me a memo. He asked if the three of us were still the
ones to run the company. He thought it might be time to delegate more responsibility and rely on
the opinions of some other people in the company, rather than only on our own feelings and
judgment. He wrote that he was a little embarrassed by our image, which seemed to him to be
unprofessional at times. He also felt it was time to go public.
I thought the memo was a little odd and assumed he was venting his frustration over Microsoft's
new features. I told him I thought we knew what we were doing and that I was still able and willing
to do my job. I also asked him if he still wanted to do his part. I heard later that he interpreted my
question as an insult and decided then that one of us had to go. At the time I was not thinking that
he was incompetent. I was asking the question, because I wondered if he was trying to tell us that he
was ready to slow down a little. It never occurred to me that he was trying to tell me he wanted me
to take a less active role in running the company.
I did agree with Bruce's desire to go public, but it was not because it might improve our image or
solve the estate tax issues. For years our international offices had operated with a lot of
independence. I was hoping the initial public offering (IPO) preparations would force us to reign in
the international branches. At the very least, I hoped we would get better reports back from the
offices so we could get our tax returns finished earlier than the last minute before the end of the last
filing extension.
On the surface, 1991 looked like a great year with sales of $533 million and our normally high
profits. We were so sure that our record sales levels would continue that we gave out large bonuses
to all of our 2,894 employees. From my point of view, however, the year was not a great one. I was
worn out, not only because of our ongoing conflict with Microsoft, but from all the infighting and
the politics. At a time when I finally thought I knew how to run the company, I realized that not too
many people cared.
I did have one satisfying moment at the end of the year. Duff Thompson reminded me that when we
recruited him in 1987, I had told him we would have sales of half a billion dollars within five years.
Although he had trouble believing me at the time, he noted in December that we had made it with a
year to spare.
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Chapter 14
Major Surgery
Our theme for 1992 was "focus." This would prove to be an ironic choice, because at the start of the
year we were falling apart, and by mid-year the company would become "unleashed," extending
itself in many different directions.
After finishing 1991 with very high sales, our expectations were for sales to continue upward as
they had with every other new WordPerfect release. To our dismay, however, January sales were
very low, and February sales were only slightly better. This was a problem the company had not
faced before.
We were also disappointed by the lukewarm WPwin reviews. The reviewers complained that the
product was a little slow and a little buggy, and they were right. Long gone were the days when I
could take a WordPerfect review home and be certain I would enjoy reading it.
We needed to get a cleaner and faster version of WPwin out the door, but it would take some time.
Microsoft was heavily promoting DDE (dynamic data exchange), which was a set of specifications
they defined that allowed different Windows programs to exchange information. In theory, if we
wrote our program to support Microsoft's specifications, a WPwin document could give and receive
information to and from other programs. Instead of releasing another version of WPwin right away,
the programmers wanted to delay the release so the new feature could be included in the product.
A low point for the company occurred in late January at Demo 92, an annual industry conference
hosted by Stewart Alsop where software companies showed off their new products. Devin Durrant,
our marketing director for WordPerfect for Windows, had been invited to participate in a product
shoot-out with Microsoft Word for Windows and Amí Pro from Lotus. At my suggestion, Devin
used a lot of his time to stress our file compatibility across different computer platforms. The other
demonstrators used their time to show off their flashiest features. Alan, Clive, Duff, and I were all
there to see Devin get ripped apart by the other presenters as well as by the audience.
On our way home from Palm Springs, where the conference was held, our plane was prevented
from landing in Salt Lake City due to fog, and we were forced to go all the way back to Ontario,
California. Duff, Clive, and I decided to rent a car and drive home rather than wait around for the
fog to lift. The eleven hour ride through the darkness was over in what seemed like a couple of
hours. After getting beaten so badly in the shoot-out, we were ready to try to figure out how we
were going to hold things together. We had four thousand employees and ten million customers
around the world, and we felt like they were counting on us to come up with the right decisions and
strategies. I have a hard time putting into words how exciting it was to feel like we were capable of
finding solutions to impossible problems. We were in a battle to the death with Microsoft, and we
were hurt, but we were three friends who together could accomplish almost anything.
By February we had figured out why our sales were so slow, and our future did not look nearly as
bleak. Our unusually high October 1991 sales were the result of our distributors ordering too much
of our DOS product, thinking we would have trouble shipping it once the Windows version was
ready. Our unusually high November sales were due to our distributors ordering too much
WordPerfect for Windows, afraid we would have to ration the product as we had with WordPerfect
5.0 and 5.1 for DOS. As it turned out, we had no trouble delivering product, and our distributors
were left with larger inventories than they needed. Although our sell-through (the actual sales made
to customers) was good considering the lukewarm reviews, it was not nearly good enough to drain
off the oversupply immediately.
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Once we realized why our sales were higher than they should have been in October and November
of 1991, it was fairly easy to predict that sales would improve quickly. At the rate distributor
inventories were shrinking, we could expect our sales to return to normal levels by the end of
March or early April 1992. It was unfortunate for our IPO plans that the first quarter was so
disappointing, but we had no reason to panic.
Early in the year we met with our accountants from Price Waterhouse to learn what we needed to
do to prepare for the IPO. They suggested changes to our management team, changes to our
accounting and reporting methods, changes to our salaries and benefits, and more. Although we
were not ready to adopt all their suggestions, we could see the need to reorganize. Our business was
split into about fourteen different corporations and one partnership. Our plan was to consolidate
most of the branches of the business into one corporation before going ahead with the IPO.
Our first step was to take SoftCopy, a manufacturing corporation owned by the three of us on the
Board, and split it into two parts. The part that produced our software was merged into WordPerfect
Corporation. The other part, which did work for many of our competitors, survived as a smaller
company at a new location. One effect of the change was to increase our US employee count by 500
employees, raising it up to almost 3,300. Another effect was to increase my stock in WPCorp from
.2% to 1% in exchange for the 20% share I had owned in the manufacturing company.
In February, Bruce sent Alan and me another memo. Bruce had gone to a software store in the local
mall and left upset, because the shelf space devoted to our products was much less than the space
reserved for Microsoft and Lotus products. He asked if our marketing was as good as we thought it
was. He asked again if the three of us were capable of leading the company. In my reply, I told him
plainly that I was good at what I did and mentioned that some of our problems might have more to
do with our products than our marketing.
In March Duff, Clive, and I went to a Software Publishers' Association conference in Seattle. The
three of us spent more time discussing a new sales program for large accounts than we did attending
the meetings. Duff was convinced we needed to have an option in the program to sell directly to
large customers. Selling direct was something I wanted very much to avoid. From 1980 until 1988
we had sold direct to large corporations, to governments, and to schools. The result was a lot of
unhappy dealers, who were convinced we were stealing their business, and a bunch of slow paying
customers. I believed that it was more important to keep our thousands of dealers happy and
motivated to sell our products than it was for us to try to sell direct to a few accounts. With only
about 250 reps in the US and Canada, I did not see how we could handle enough of the accounts to
make a direct program worth the bad feelings we were bound to create.
Duff was adamant that we needed to establish direct relationships with our customers. He felt so
strongly about the subject that he had actually written down his arguments on paper in what
sounded a lot like a legal brief. He was sure we were missing opportunities and offending some
customers with our unwillingness to establish a closer relationship.
We were close to Egghead's headquarters, so when I saw how difficult it would be to change his
mind, I rented a car and took him out to talk to one of our real dealers. As luck would have it,
Egghead's president and two of its vice presidents gave us a couple of hours, so Duff could explain
what he wanted to do. They listened politely to his arguments and then explained what they were
doing to sell our products. Duff was impressed by what they said, but would not change his mind.
Our customers were telling us they wanted to buy directly from us, and Duff did not want to turn
them down.
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If I would have been a little smarter, I might have realized that Duff must have been talking to Alan.
Alan and I had disagreed earlier about how much technical support we should offer the customer,
and I suspect he also disagreed with my insistence that we not sell directly to large accounts. I can
think of no other explanation for Duff's maintaining his position when I was against it so much.
While it would have been easier to always give the customers what they wanted, I had a hard time
believing "the customer is always right." In fact, I had come to the conclusion that the person who
coined the phrase had actually meant to say, "the customer always gripes," for I had seen many
occasions when the customer was definitely wrong. Some customers did not want to pay a fair
price. Some asked for more than their fair share of service and support. Some even lied to us to try
to get part or all of their money back.
In this case, Duff and Alan were listening to customers who said they needed to buy product
directly from us in order to develop a closer and better relationship with us. For years I had listened
to the same plea, and in almost every case the customer was interested in establishing a direct
relationship only so they could attempt to negotiate a better price and ask for additional services. I
frankly wanted to use our dealers as a protection from these negotiations and to insulate us from the
individual pleas for pricing relief. I knew we were too willing to please to hold the line when a
client asked us for something.
I had recently visited a large financial company in New York City. While I was there they
threatened to use another word processor unless we were willing to provide them with a part-time
network specialist. They were going through some support budget cuts, and they expected us to
make up for their losses. I did my best to explain our "off the shelf" way of doing business, but they
were not impressed. They wanted help and they wanted it immediately. The quality of our product
did not matter if we were not willing to give in to their demands.
This was not an unusual circumstance. As large corporations made the transition from the fullservice old world to the self-service new world, they were desperately trying to find a way to
extract the same level of service from their vendors, even though they were paying much lower
prices. They acted like spoiled rich people who were trying to save money on their vacation by
going to a two-star resort instead of the five-star resort they were used to. In my mind I could see
them sitting in their boats in the middle of a lake, yelling at the top of their lungs, "Where is my
drink, where is my lunch, where is my magazine, and who is going to row my boat?" I imagined
myself there as the manager of the resort politely yelling back to them, asking them to row their
boat to the shore so I could explain where they needed to go to get what they wanted. Of course,
they were not likely to pick up their oars, but I certainly was not going to swim out to their boat and
row it for them. It would be foolish to give in to their demands and offer them five-star service at a
two-star price.
I do not mean to say that customers should be ignored or treated shabbily. I sincerely believe in
being cordial, fair, and honest with them. Their requests, comments, concerns, and needs should
always be carefully considered and used as a valuable source of information. Their demands should,
however, be kept in perspective. Sometimes they may not know what they want, sometimes they
may change their minds, and sometimes they are not willing to pay for all that they want.
Though I say customers are not always right, I do believe they deserve good value for their money
and the best service possible within the limits of what is profitable. When a customer asks for more
than this, however, I do not think it is right to give in. It is not fair to other customers to offer a
higher level of service to those companies that complain the most.
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The Monday after we returned from Seattle was Monday, March 23, 1992, the day Bruce and Alan
told me about their plan to expand the Board and change my duties. We spent close to three hours
in that meeting, much of the time discussing our differences. I felt as if the company were in a
boxing match with Microsoft, who, in hitting us with their Windows strategy, had delivered a very
hard blow. I thought we had been staggered by the punch. We needed to cover up and conserve our
strength, so we would have the resources to come out fighting in the next round with WordPerfect
6.0. Bruce and Alan agreed that we were in trouble, but disagreed with my conservative strategy.
They wanted to retaliate immediately, thinking we already had good products and that what we
needed was to counterpunch with a more aggressive and expensive approach to marketing.
They were ready to consider acquisitions, bundles, and strategic alliances, but I wanted to keep
things simple. They were ready to hire technical reps to go to customer sites to help them install and
use our products, but I wanted to keep our hands off of our customers' networks, for fear we would
become entangled in their support problems. They were ready to sell directly to customers, but I
wanted to use our dealers. Bruce wanted a new image, but I was happy with the one we had. After
all the struggles which resulted from pre-announcing our Windows product, I wanted to forever
avoid the practice, but they wanted to tell the world what was coming right away. I wanted to define
and teach correct principles and maintain a flat organization, but they wanted to use a more
democratic approach and bring in a few experienced people from outside the company.
As I talked with them, I never considered going along with what they wanted me to do. For right or
wrong, I had confidence in my decisions and ideas. I could not have run the business for all those
years without it. I cared too much for the company and held on to my opinions too strongly to
accept a passive role in its future.
After the meeting in Bruce's office, I went back to work as if nothing had happened. When Bruce
and Alan did not talk to me the next day, I was not very concerned. I was still absorbed in my day
to day work, feeling like nothing much was going to happen. Duff came into my office near the end
of the day on Tuesday to say he was not sure what they would do. He thought they were frozen in
place, not wanting me to leave, but not wanting to back down. It was probably a mistake, but I told
Duff I did not think they had the courage to run the company without me.
Up until Wednesday morning, when Bruce and Alan came into my office to tell me they were
taking me up on my offer to leave for six months, I never for a moment considered they would let
me go. I had always put their interests and the interests of the company ahead of my own, and I had
always given them my best. As what they said sunk in, all I wanted to do was get out of there
without them seeing me shed any tears. I did manage to thank them both and wish them well before
I left.
That afternoon my departure and the new members of the Board of Directors were announced to the
directors and vice presidents in the company. As the news spread throughout the company, some
people were reportedly dancing in the aisles, while others were calling me with their condolences.
By the next afternoon, I could see that I would not have to wait six months to find out if Alan and
Bruce wanted me back to run their company. The organization had changed so much in three days
that I knew they would never try to undo all they had done.
The realization that almost all of my friends and many of my neighbors and relatives worked for the
company caused me to reconsider my "sabbatical." I felt lonely and friendless. I did not mind giving
up the money, because I had plenty, but giving up the daily association with my friends was an
incredibly high price to pay to defend my business philosophy.
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In a weak moment on Thursday afternoon, I went back to talk to Bruce and Alan and beg them for a
job. The three of us met for an hour late Thursday afternoon, and I told them I was willing to do
anything they wanted me to do. They seemed relieved and happy to have me back on their terms.
No announcement would have to be made to the press, and the three of us could still be friends. We
decided it would be better if I did not come into the office right away, so that the new Board
members could have some time to feel comfortable in their new positions. I had no problem with
that. I was ready to take some time off.
My wife was relieved to hear I was going back, because she had been afraid that my leaving the
company might be hard on her relationship with her family. My oldest daughter, Wendy, was
furious with me, however. She accused me of standing up for my principles only until I had to live
with the consequences, and she was right.
The next morning I got a call at home from Spencer Katt, the rumor columnist for PC Week. He
had heard I was leaving WordPerfect Corporation and wanted to hear my side of the story. I told
him the rumor was false. My job description was changing, but I was staying with the company.
After I hung up, I got a call from Alan. He was sorry, but an announcement of my resignation had
just been released to the press. Apparently, after I left the previous day, Bruce had called John
Lewis, one of the new Board members, with the news that I was staying. John got very red in the
face at hearing the news, and said something like, "You own the company, so I guess you don't
have to consult your new Board if you don't want to." Early the next morning Bruce and Alan called
a Board meeting to discuss their decision to let me return. By the time the meeting ended, Duff had
voiced his opinion that I would not be happy coming back with a different role, and the new Board
had decided I should not return. Although I am not sure Duff had my best interests in mind, he was
right in what he said. I would have been miserable witnessing the transformation of the company up
close.
Throughout the weekend our phone never stopped ringing. Whenever the press called, I told them
that my departure was a mutual decision. I was repeating the same story the people at WPCorp were
giving out to help make the transition as painless as possible. I still owned 1% of the company and
hoped that it would continue to do well. My kids were not as good at controlling their comments,
however. When the Salt Lake Tribune called to ask if ours was the home of the Pete Peterson who
worked at WordPerfect, my daughter Ellen burst into tears and told them I had been fired from my
job.
My littlest children, David and Julie, shed a few tears. All they understood was that their dad was
out of work, and they assumed that meant we would soon be out of money. They were too little to
understand that interest income was as good as a salary. My middle son, Joseph, seemed to take the
news without much concern, but Sam and Wendy were very angry that I had been asked to go after
working so hard for so many years.
The most inconvenient call came at 2:00 on Sunday morning. Someone from the Associated Press
phoned to ask if I was the Pete Peterson who had resigned from WordPerfect Corporation. The
reporter had been calling all the Petersons in the Provo/Orem phone book, trying to locate the right
one. Since my real name is Willard, he must have awakened a lot of families before dialing our
number. He asked whether I could give him an interview right then, or whether I would be willing
to make an appointment for later that morning. I asked for a 9:00 a.m. appointment and then spent
the rest of the night wishing I had talked right then, so I could have gone back to sleep.
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The next few months were hard to get through. I experienced all the emotions that are typical for
those who lose their jobs. I went through the normal periods of denial, sadness, depression, anger,
and resignation. It was hard for me to lose my WordPerfect identity with its semi-celebrity status. I
missed the lunches and the tennis matches in the late afternoon, when we worked through all our
important problems. I missed battling with Microsoft. I found out that retiring at age 43 is not as
attractive as most people imagine.
Soon after I left, Bruce and Alan met with all the employees to explain what was happening in the
company. They made a big point of talking about the new WordPerfect, which was now a
"WordPerfect unleashed," and hinted that I had been the person responsible for holding the
company back. Now that I was gone, the company was free to become more aggressive and to
experiment with more ideas.
In June extravagant press conferences were held on both coasts to introduce the new, unleashed
version of WordPerfect. Their new WISE (WordPerfect Information Systems Environment) product
strategy was introduced, and almost all of the upcoming products were pre-announced. Possible
alliances were mentioned. Acquisitions were suggested.
The company reorganization took place throughout the summer. An executive committee was
formed. A new management layer was created for senior vice presidents. A new vice president was
hired to supervise the manufacturing department. More attorneys were hired. A new vice president
was brought in from Europe to run the marketing department. A new director of MIS was hired.
Dan Campbell was hired away from Price Waterhouse to be the chief financial officer and help with
the IPO, and he brought a few more accountants with him. Over the next year WPCorp would grow
by more than 800 employees, even though its sales would reportedly increase only slightly.
Not all of the changes which created this larger, unleashed version of WordPerfect Corporation had
to do with the size and shape of the organization. More and longer meetings and longer workdays
were the norm. Paperwork, which included detailed business plans from all marketing units and
field reps, increased. Technical reps were hired to help large accounts with their problems. Large
accounts were offered a direct purchase program. By the end of a year WPCorp would acquire three
companies and announce an alliance with Borland, the self-proclaimed barbarians of the industry.
As all these changes were taking place, Bruce and Alan were paying me to be a consultant for the
company. The consulting agreement, which was to run for two or three years, was not very
satisfying for me. I made the mistake of thinking they wanted my advice, so I would try to give it to
them. Whenever I sent them a report, however, they would wonder how it was I knew so much.
Rather than act on my words of counsel, they looked for ways to plug their information leaks. Soon
they disconnected me from the company network and then from the company phone system. A few
of my old friends were given lectures on confidentiality. It finally became clear to me that Bruce
and Alan did not want my help. The consulting fee was hush money, and my only responsibilities
were to keep quiet and not cause trouble.
In December Dan Campbell dropped by my house to explain some of the accounting changes which
were coming to prepare for the IPO. As I listened, it became clear to me that my share of the
company was going to be diluted, so I offered to sell out. Even if selling my stock before the IPO
meant receiving less money, I was ready to end the relationship and get on with my life. I am sure
Alan and Bruce felt the same way. On Christmas Eve I signed the agreements which returned my
stock to them and terminated all our business relationships.
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Chapter 15
Declining Years
We may never know for sure if WordPerfect Corporation is better off without me. Their sales for
1992 did not increase much over those for 1991, but they did manage to weather the Windows
storm without any major problems. By mid-1993 they claimed to have a 51% share of the Windows
word processing market, which was quite an accomplishment considering they did it before
releasing WPwin 6.0. Their alliances, technical reps, increased advertising, direct sales to large
accounts, and pre-announcements have not seemed to hurt them. They are now delivering on the
promises made at their press conferences in 1992, and their new products look very impressive.
Even their hiring of approximately one thousand additional employees in the year after I left may
not turn out to be a mistake if their sales improve.
We also may never know the reasons that pushed them into letting me go. I suspect that our
philosophical differences were probably less important than the personal issues. I probably offended
Bruce more than I thought when I misjudged his memos. I thought he was asking to get out of the
company, when he was probably saying he wanted to take charge. For Alan's part, I think I made
too many enemies inside the company over the years, and he finally got tired of defending me.
Of one thing, however, I feel certain. Falling on my sword was good for me personally. Near the
end I was short-tempered and impatient much of the time. I felt unappreciated and was worn out
from all the strain of holding on to customers while they waited for our Windows product. I needed
to get away and find an identity apart from WordPerfect Corporation. I needed to remember how
much my family meant to me, and I needed time to try to convince them that I loved them more
than I loved my work.
Although I am no longer as emotionally involved in all that happens next door at WPCorp, I still get
discouraged watching them go through their ongoing remodeling process. Some of the changes are
minor, like requiring all employees to wear or carry their identification badges. Some changes, like
the additional layers of management, or the extra hours the employees are expected to work, seem
like major steps in the wrong direction. I have to admit, however, that Bruce and Alan
accomplished much of what they set out to do. The image they now project to the world is a little
more professional, a little less naive, a little more aggressive, and one which more closely
resembles those of other companies.
A sales rep who was happy to live and die in Tennessee now has to consider moving away from
friends and family to move up in the company. Instead of having three layers of management above
him, he now has five or six. No longer is most of her time spent face to face with customers,
shaking hands, grinning, and looking them in the eye. Now she is writing business plans, analyzing
his customers' businesses to find solutions to their problems, and spending a lot of his time on the
phone.
A programmer who used to answer to a project leader who answered directly to Alan Ashton and
felt like he could go to Alan at any time, now works for a lead programmer, who works for a
director, who works for a vice president, who works for a senior vice president, who works for
Alan. He is taught to take his problems to his direct supervisor and not to go outside proper lines of
authority or communication.
I am afraid that some of the changes are the result of throwing the bathwater out with the baby.
After saying good-bye to me, there were a few people who did not want to leave a single trace of
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me behind. Some of the changes seemed to be made only because someone wanted to do something
differently from the way we did it when I was there. Most of the changes, however, are a genuine
attempt to put the customer first and do a good job for the new shareholders who enter the picture
with the Initial Public Offering.
I had hoped that the public company version of WordPerfect Corporation would have been nearly
identical to the private one. I hoped we could avoid going through an entire corporate makeover to
satisfy the analysts and investment bankers. I was idealistic enough to think if we had to go with a
lower stock price because of our strange way of doing things, that a few dollars here or there would
not matter. Since the original plan was to sell only fifteen percent of the company, I could not see
that it mattered much if the price was $15 a share instead of $20. What difference could seventyfive million dollars make one way or the other when Bruce and Alan were still going to own stock
worth well over one billion dollars? I felt we could make the money back many times over if we
could keep doing business the way we had in the past.
While I would like to think that my version of the company would do better than theirs, what
matters most to the future of WordPerfect Corporation is its products. If WordPerfect for Windows
6.0 is a wonderful product, then the company will do very well for at least a few more years.
Microsoft will no doubt outspend and outpromise WPCorp, but it cannot stop customers from
thinking for themselves and desiring the best product. Even if Microsoft quotes lower prices, offers
a more complete suite of products, promises more on-site attention, and avoids any FTC or Justice
Department action, WordPerfect Corporation can still win if it offers great products.
I hope WordPerfect Corporation also chooses to offer great service. One of the problems they face
is their high head count. Their sales per employee ratio is not very good compared to those of their
competition, so they are no doubt looking for ways to improve it. The new layers of management
and the new employees working on new products are probably the biggest contributors to the low
number, but these are not areas where cuts are likely to come. There are rumors that some customer
support calls are going to be shifted to another company and that new limitations will be placed on
the 800 number service in order to keep the customer support department from getting any bigger.
There are also rumors that some permanent employees will be converted to temporary status, which
unfortunately will improve the head count number, but not make any real cuts. I hope they can sell
enough product to justify their employee count, so they can avoid cutting back their services or
hurting some of their employees.
My biggest regret in all my years at WordPerfect Corporation is that I did not do a good enough job
of teaching and explaining how I thought the company should be run. I was too involved in the day
to day activities of the company to take the time to make sure our principles were defined and
taught, or to explain the reasons behind all of the decisions I made. I thought good results would be
enough to convince others that I knew what I was doing, but the good results only kept those who
disagreed with me at bay. When sales went down, so did I. My fate was no different from anyone
else who has had poor results when running a company owned by others.
If I had to do it all over again, I would have tried to find a way to either run the company officially,
with the full support of Alan and Bruce, or shift some of my responsibilities to others. I took myself
and my job too seriously. I held on to my opinions so strongly that I always put myself in a position
where I had to shoulder too much of the blame. Someone had to say no, but it should have been
someone else some of the time.
A year after I left, I received an anonymous letter from someone at WordPerfect Corporation. This
person used WPCorp stationery, WPCorp postage, and, no doubt, WPCorp time to tell me he was
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glad I had left the company. Even though the writer admitted he had never met me, and that he had
never worked for me or in a department which reported to me, he had gone out of his way to tell me
what a poor job I had done. I was a little hurt by the comments, but I was even more upset that this
employee would misuse company resources to send the letter. He was obviously not focusing in on
the purpose and objectives of his employer.
I admit I was a difficult person at times, but I could never find a way to run the business efficiently
without disappointing a few people. If those who advise others have to work with a few more
people than they can easily handle, and if everyone else has well-defined, important, and
meaningful responsibilities, then everyone in the company has to work. Anyone who wants to take
it easy and avoid their duties is bound to be unhappy. Anyone who wants to define their own
principles and follow their own agenda is bound to get in trouble. There is simply no place to hide
in a flat, well-run organization, when those who run the company are so close to those who do the
work. There is also too much competition for a tall, poorly-run organization to offer a permanent
refuge for anyone, because that type of company will go out of business very quickly.
Although I have been critical of some of their decisions, I believe very strongly that Bruce and Alan
have always tried and continue to do the best they can for their products, their customers, and their
employees. I admire them for the great company they have built and for all the good they have done
over the years. I cannot thank Bruce and Alan enough for giving me the chance to learn so much
and have so much fun, and then for giving me my life back when it was not much fun any more.
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Afterword
Passing On
WordPerfect Corporation is no more. When attempts to go public failed, Alan and Bruce sold their
company to Novell. When WordPerfect sales declined, Novell sold off most of the WordPerfect
products to Corel for a very low price. Although WordPerfect is still used by millions of people
around the world, Corel is having a tough time making money with the product. Microsoft is a
tough competitor.
If you read this book hoping to learn more about running a business, then I hope you noted the parts
about teaching correct principles and allowing employees to govern themselves. In spite of the
problems I had understanding and implementing this philosophy, I am convinced it is the best way
to run a business. In today's competitive environment, businesses can no longer afford the overhead
of one supervisor for every five or six employees. As organizations flatten and supervision
decreases, employees will make more decisions on their own and govern themselves much more
than they have in the past. If a company is to function effectively, its employees must have a good
understanding of what is expected of them. Very small organizations may be able to find success
without defining and teaching correct principles, but any business with more than 25 or 30 people
must get organized.
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